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That's a good look for you, Mike isn't she euteYh; T.*5‘ ?a; 

Above: You’re a lucky guy, Jim 
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Laura, you look so happy! 
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Daaayyyyve, get up! 
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Mr. Skinder you're such a ladies man. 
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Hola, Puedo jr ai bafio ! 

ABOVE’: Studying hard again 
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Looking Good Girls! / BELOW:- Art tor art’s sake! 
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For the first time in recent years, 
and with the help of our classes 
officers, the 1993 Junior Prom had a 
band hired. Angry Salad was an up 
and coming band that rocked the 
Town Hall that night with tunes 
from Suzanne Vega to their "every¬ 
one climb up on the stage and sing"j 
rendition of "Enter Sandman". At 
the start of the dance, people milled 
around looking for friends, admir-1 
ing clothes and deciding whether 
or not they were going to dance. 
But the hall quickly filled up, and 
after the snacks provided were 
tasted, everyone ran to the floor. 
Expensive tuxedos carefully picked 
out for the big night lost their jack¬ 
ets, ties, vests and cummerbunds 
before the fifth song was over. Per¬ 
fectly dyed-to-match shoes were 
tossed aside and hair was let down 
to dance. Swirling and bouncing 
couples livened up more hesitant 
pairs, and everyone was dancing 
before the night was over. Every¬ 
one had a great time, and all cor¬ 
sages and boutonnieres were saved 
as a reminder of this wonderful 
night. 





Junior-Senior Semi-Formal 



The Junior-Senior Semi-Formal 
took place Friday night, February 
4, 1994. It was held in the Win¬ 
chester Town Hall, which was 
beautifully decorated by devoted 
staff advisors and students with 
balloons, streamers, and snack 
tables all in red and pink to cel¬ 
ebrate the upcoming St. Valentine’s 
Day. The disc jockey was great 
and everything was supervised 
by our well-loved faculty Mrs. 
Kelly, Mrs. Innes, and Mrs. Borsari 
as well as other helpful consenting 
adults willing to give up their Fri¬ 
day night to watch over us. Every¬ 
one attending was looking their 
best in resplendent suits, ties, jack¬ 
ets, dresses and perfectly gelled 
hairdos. The night was topped off 
with a sober crowd and a floor full 
of fallen rose and carnation petals 
from corsages and boutonnieres 
that would be saved nevertheless. 
This would be a time long remem¬ 
bered by the class of 1994 and 
1995. 





Herd them to the Fieldhouse 
Well, like every year the attention to any of the other 

A system did not work. The fall sports. Most of us are still 
Cheerleaders did their claps, trying to regain our voices from 

he Football players came out yelling for the Sachem Spirit 

nth a yell and no one paid any Award and some of us are try- 

Tiere’s Waldo? 

RE! Just kidding. 

ing to regain our hearing be¬ 

cause we foolishly sat in front 

of someone who was yelling. 

So all in all it was just another 

pep rally come and gone. If we 
all put forth all the energy we 

used then, just think: we might 

be able to light up all of Boston 

for days. One wonders where 
we get all of our energy. Next 

year we will sit in our respec¬ 

tive areas and yell even more 

than we did at the last pep 

rally for no other reason than 

that the pep rallies are the only 
times when we can yell at the 

top of our lungs during school 
hours. Next year will be the 

same and everyone will be 

happy to get out of class early. 

Even the teachers have Sachem spirit! 
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GERMAN CLUB 

This year's Deutschverein is 

advised by the new German teacher, 

Herr Silberstein. With his help, we 

plan to do lots of fun stuff, including , 

dinners and a Halloween trip to 

Spooky World with the Spanish and 

Latin Clubs. With Emily McDowell, 

Margaret Boettcher, Kristina Racek 

and the ever aware Tim Salter as this I 

year's officers, nobody can predict 

what those crazy Germans will be up 

to next. 

VENIMUS, VIDIMUS, VICIMUS 

Who are those people running around in 
sheets, playing ultimate frisbee, scoring 
holes in one at miniature golf, busing to I 
Spooky World and celebrating the 
Saturnalia? It must be members of the 
Latin Club having yet another great 
event. You don't have to take Latin to 
enjoy the camaraderie and liveliness of 
the only language club in the school that 
doesn't speak a foreign language. To 
those who know the old poem "Latin's 
dead, as dead as can be. It once killed the 
Romans and now it's killing me" should 
join Latin Club to see how things 
changed. Salvete, omnes!!!! 

24 



This year's turnout for the Spanish Club was 

incredible. Over one hundred students signed up to 
join, which made it a smashing success! The Spanish 
Club is a chance for both students taking Spanish, or 
other students, to learn more about the Spanish culture. 
It is also a chance to make new friends or to hang out 
with a great group of people. Miss Alvarez runs the 
club, and she tries to plan a new activity for each month. 
This year, we are going to Spooky World, and to a 
Spanish restaurant in Harvard Square. We also hope to 
enjoy a home cooked meal of the famous Spanish dish, 
“Paella." The club will also join with the other foreign 
language clubs in a Mardi Gras celebration and a holi¬ 
day party. With all of these great activities planned, it 
would be impossible not to have a super year! 
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The French Club 
was particularly fun and suc¬ 

cessful during this year, To start 

the year off in true Mardi Gras 

fashion, a new member ice 

cream sundae party was held. 

From then on, food became the 

linking element that tied each 

meeting together. Popcorn and 

French movie nights and “Pig 

Out” Pictionary parties made for 

many fun evenings in which the 

French language and culture 

could be explored. Mid-year, 

the club began a candy sale 

fundraiser in order to raise 

money for our annual trip to 

DuBarry Restaurant in Boston. 

French was spoken, pastry was 

eaten, and the evening was an 

all around success - as was the 

year 1993-94 for the French Club 

Lauren Esposito 

Ciao, come stai? Wel¬ 

come to the Italian Club 
where weeat, laugh, play bocce, 
and eat some more. There’s al¬ 
ways the annual lasagna dinner 
and trips to various restaurants 
like Bertucci’s and Portofino, so 
members can really dig into the 
Italian culture. 

Not all the members take 
Italian though. The club attracts 

students from many groups 
throughout the High School. The 
officers, Guy Fodera, SEan 
Vernaglia, Phil Vita and Marc 
Rossi, plan fun activities to ex¬ 
plore Italian culture under the 
guidance of Mrs. Innes, the ad¬ 
visor. Creativity and a great 
attitude make the Italian Club 
the place to be if you’re looking 
for a good time. 

Teresa Boffo 
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Six times a year the staff 
J)f the Red and Black cover all 
Ihe controversial issues and 
events that occur at Winchester 
High from pulling fire alarms to 
he problems of drinking. This 
'ear’s Editor in Chief Andrea Witt 
las been working closely with 
he co-editor Joseph Corkery to 
)roduce the best issues pos- 
,ible. Also included in the core 
)f the staff is the hard-working 
)esign, Layout, and Production 
iditor Jeremy Gilbert. Thefaith- 

ul page editors this year in¬ 
cluded Andrew Barrett covering 

ill the features and Ruchika 
/landhyan keeping the school 
jp to date on all of the school 
lews. Involved in the arts news 
vas Lauren Interess while Amy 
Mbert covered all of the Town 
lews. David Liorentino put his 
mowledge to work while cover- 
ig the boys’ sports while Kate 
Jmscheid updated the school 
>n what was going on with the 
jirls. Matt Andrus dealt with the 
ecus page when Jeana Kim 
vorked hard as the publicist 
;eeping everyone aware of when 
he Red and Black was coming 
cut. Thanks to the exceptional 
vork of Mark Richter, the Busi- 
less and Distribution Manager 
he paper has been able to sup- 
)ort itself financially and stay 

ifloat. 
The Red and Black has 

)een ranked as one of the top 
fchool newspapers. This year’s 
idditions to the paper included 
irticles such as “Where’s Waldo 
"paghettio’s” which keptthe stu¬ 

Red and 
Black 

mmmm 

dents laughing in the halls. This 
year the newspaper has worked 
hard to keep students aware of 
important issues, such as the 
consequences of drinking. 
Many a late night the staff has 
stayed up to produce the best 
paper possible. 

A job well done to the staff 

of the Red and Black! Keep the 

presses rolling. 
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A Typical 
At 2:15, the bell rings. 

Time to go home... NOT!! We 
have the honor of trudging up 

the three flights of stairs and 

spending our free time in the 

coldest room in the building. 

As we arrive, we look around 

the room and take it all in: 

Lists of endless demands on 
the chalkboard, missing lay¬ 

outs scattered on the floor, our 

loony (but lovable) adivsors, 

Ms. Lanouette and Ms. 
Borsari, jumping around and 

chirping orders left and right. 

We sit down to our first project: 

picking out senior candids, 

which shouldn't be hard. 

However, the only "candids" 

available consist of various 

out-of-focus pictures of lock¬ 

ers, floors, and the back of 

people's heads. Any pictures 
actually worth putting in are 

of people who don't go to the 
high school (where do they 

find these people anyway), we 

give up!!! 

We attempt to join in the mass 
confusion surrounding the 

computer, where everyone 

else on the staff seems to be 

assembled. Unfortunatley, we 
never make it far enough 

across the room to find out,for 

we are handed our next or¬ 

ders: write the yearbook staff 

article . Our minds are blank. 
Mrs.Borsari, in an attempt to 

stir our imaginations, begins 
to sing and dance. We quickly 

give her a sedative (just kid¬ 

ding!!), and collapse into a 

relatively quiet corner of the 

room,huddled together for 

warmth. 

We think we're done. We 

think we can go home. We 

think we can finally rest our 

eyes, exhausted from hours of 

staring at layout grids. But 

No! Remember those missing 

layouts we mentioned earlier? 
Somebody found them. They 

need to be done !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 
!!!!!!!!! 

Jacqueline Carr & Emily McDowell 
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Twang, Twang 
Okay Tara, this year you don't really get mentioned in this article, but your 

spirit lives on! Orchestra is not as much of a waste of time as rumors say We do get 

things done, from socializing to discussing hypothetical trips to Italy, and the 

Bahamas, to actually doing some real playing. Dr. McCann attempts to keep order ! 

while the flutes Alison Swap, Meghna Misra and Emily Tournier laugh and talk. 

Mimi Do and Liz Westner switch instruments. Amy Lerman, Andrea Lieberherr, Joe 

Hartford and Meg Allen appear and disappear with the cycle, and everyone does j 

their utmost best to look productive. We'll miss our faithful seniors next year- ■ 
Heather Lanigan, Brendan McWilliams, Meg Allen, Mahrya Dakubu and Joe Hart- j 

ford, but hopefully we'll find replacements. We are pretty small this year-only 20-! 

but our sound is big, bold and beautiful and we have lots of good times together. 



Toot-Toot 
The Winchester High School March¬ 

ing Band Keeps to the Beat. 

The WHS Marching Band is a fun, 

interactive group of people. They do their 

best to let their talents shine. With help from 

band director Priscilla Miller, Drum instruc¬ 

tor, Mel Schencks and Flag Corp instructors 

Pam Schencks and Claire McNally, the band 

performs exceptionally well each year. 

The main duty of the band during 

the fall months is to learn the drills and songs 

to play at half-time during the Varsity foot¬ 

ball games and in the stands. We practice at 

6:30a.m. before school, usually two days each 

week during football season. The band also 

has morning practices on some Saturdays at 

8:30a.m. throughout the fall. The band would 

not perform as well as it does if it were not for 

drum majors Rebecca Gulati, John Magee; 

the half-time show consists of five 

songs:"Western Pax ", " Theme From Mag¬ 

num P.I.", " The Love Boat", "Espana cani" 

and " I've got the Music In Me." 

Of course, these songs may change 

as the season progresses. In fact, we usually 

come up with a special half-time show for 

Thanksgiving . 

The band has many fun activities as 

well. We have band breakfasts on Saturday 

morning before football games and dinners 

after Friday night games. The band also 

embarks on numerous trips every few years. 

This year, some members of this excellent 

group are traveling to North Conway, N.H., 

in January to go skiing at Cranmore Mt. We 

will stay in a lodge a few blocks from the 

slopes. Hopefully we will all have a great 

time. The band will also be going to the 

indoor soccer field as part of the grand open¬ 

ing ceremonies. You can also find the band 

marching down the street in the Halloween 

Parade in Woburn and the Enka Parade held 

each year in May during the ENKA Fair. On 

a more somber note, the band participates in 

the Veteran's Day and Memorial Day pa¬ 

rades and ceremonies. All in all, the band is 

a great group to be a part of, and I will always 

remember being a member of the W.H.S. 

Marching Band. 
-Jeff Dear man 



What can you 
say about it 
or rather sing 

about it? It’s a lot of 
fun and you learn new 
songs each year. You 
learn a whole variety 
of songs in different 
languages. You go on 
trips and meet new 
friends. This year’s 
selection of songs was 
excellent and we have 
Mrs. Rahmeier to 
thank because without 
her dedication and 
devotion there would 
be no chorus. A song 
that the chorus per¬ 
formed which paid 
tribute to Martin Luther 
King Jr. was in 
memory of a man who 
once knew what the 
real spirt of America 
was. The chorus was 
proud to perform this 
piece in honor of his 
birthday. This year the 
chorus has had a 
great year and many 
outstanding perfor¬ 
mances in keeping 
with its tradition. 

By Adriana Grassi 

Chorus.... 
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...And the Octets 



Drama 
Just Desserts 

Cuckoo, cuckoo. “Hel-lo”. 
Greed, deception, money: all of this 
made up the fall drama. This year’s 
drama wasn’t even a drama, it was 
a one act comedy. This year’s play 
was “Just Desserts” written by Pan 
Cook and Directed by Michael 
Mayer. This was Mr. Mayer’s first 
time directing at Winchester High. 
The plot of this comedy was the 
reading of Desmond Clairborn’s 
last will and testament. Though it 
was only about an hour long it has 
been considered one of the best 
ones so far. A cast of eight and a 
crew of eight put six weeks of their 
time and effort into making the 
performances memorable. It was 
enjoyed by the cast, crew, and 
audience. 
Curtain & Cue 

LIGHTS! DIRECTION! 
ACTION! Curtain & Cue is one of 
the few clubs dedicated to 

creativity. I was created for and 
by those who love the theater 
and acting. It’s not just a place 
for serious actors and actresses 
but for those who just enjoy 
acting as a hobby. The club’s 
purpose is to help develop skills, 
encourage talent, and appreciate 
what goes on in front of and 
behind the curtain. This year’s 
officers were co-presidents Leslie 
Parks and Kate Murphy, treasurer 
Emily White and publicist Emily 
Delpino. One of Curtain & Cue’s 
roles is to help with all major 
school plays. Members provide 
refreshments and assist with 
make-up for both the fall play and 
the spring musical. Curtain & 
Cue has also put on their own 
productions in the spring. Many 
of the meetings include the 
reading of monologues, the 
playing of games and doing 
improvisations. 



One Last 

Meeting 

CLUBS & ORGANIZATIONS 



Sachem Trading Post 
The Sachem Trading Post, which is run by students, sells 

a wide variety of merchandise. Items range from candy to 

clothing such as T-shirts, boxers and sweatshirts with the 

school symbol, a Sachem head. There are various other items 

including teddy bears, water bottles, school supplies, Kleenex 

and Post-its. Sometimes the store has special offers, an ex¬ 

ample being the water bottles which sold for five dollars. If a 

water bottle was purchased then a student would receive a 

free pack of candy. There was also a hat survey, taken in 

November. Students were asked what color, type of design, 

what price they would pay, and would they purchase one if 

the store carried specialized hats. The same was asked of 

hooded sweatshirts. Money made from the store was used to 

help the school. The advisor is Mr. Kozak. 



Strive to stop drunk driving. 
Attempt to educate and 

prevent. 
Don't be pressured. 
Determined to make a 

difference. 
Terry Boffo & Liz Byrne 

President Lauren Esposito 

Pratheur... What does that say? 

The chains of friendship. 



MATH TEAM 
The Math Team is a group of 
students who excel and who 
are willing to compete in lo¬ 
cal and state math compe¬ 
titions. Atypical math meet 
lasts a few hours and con¬ 
sists of five regular rounds 
and a team round. Each 
team attempts to solve chal¬ 
lenging math problems in 
different areas of mathemat¬ 
ics such as geometry, fac¬ 
toring, trigonometry, alge¬ 
bra, word problems and 
calculus. Although we don’t 
have an outstanding record, 
with the help of Mr. Kelly, the 

team is gradually learning 
more and more about 
problem solving. Thanks 
to Mr. Kelly the members 
of the Math Team will con¬ 
tinue to improve in the fu¬ 
ture. Each new math prob¬ 
lem is a new challenge. 



IGNITE THE 
SPIRIT 

President Sean Vernaglia and Secretary Katie 

Umscheid in more festive dress. 

The Winchester High School 
Student Union took on a new form this 
year. Led by secretary Katie 
Umscheid, vice president Eric 
Clemente, and president Sean 
Vernaglia, the SU made great strides 
in creating “Sachem Spirit”. Student 
Union activites included various com¬ 
munity service projects, such as sell¬ 
ing Sachem shakers and mega¬ 
phones, the annual Carnation Day, 
and the ever-popular bathroom im¬ 
provements. The Union met every 
other week and had ten representa¬ 
tives from each class. Key to the 
success of the SU was the enduring 
support of the Union’s faculty advi¬ 
sor, Ms. Charron. This year’s Student 
Union exemplified a perfect balance 
between a Winchester tradition and 
Sachem pride to continue the pros¬ 
perity of Student Government at Win¬ 
chester High School. 



Creative Writing 
“Bang! went the gun...” 
“He silently crept up the stairs...” 
“The flowers lay crumpled on the bureau...” All the 
voices mingled in pleasant drones like the hum of 
bees on a summer afternoon. Except this wasn’t 
summer—outside the snow lay thick but inside the 
high school the Creative Writing Club was having a 
semi-monthly meeting. A tray of cookies passed 
among the several separate groups like a silent waiter. 
Each cluster of people was listening to someone 
reciting a story he or she had written. Besides sharing 
stories and poems, the members of the Writing Club 
also discuss better ways to write and relate their 
experiences in getting started writing or developing 
particular ideas. There are fun games trying to think 
of adjectives and synonyms of words and perhaps 
one of these days someone will think up the ultimate 
English writing game. Towards the end of the year, the 
organizers of the Writing Club will be panicking as 
they rush to get together all the wonderful examples of 
talent in their magazine called “The Labyrinth.” But 
that will come later; for now there would be another 
meeting and another chance to display the drawings 
and tell the stories to each other. As the meeting came 
to an end, coats and mittens were hurriedly put on, 
good-nights were said, dimes were borrowed and 
donated for phonecalls, and rides were begged off of 
sympathetic car owners. The general buzz of noise 
increased and then slowly trailed off into the corridors. 
Another club party was over with success. 

Atreyee Gupta 
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Gender Issues 
The goal of the Gen¬ 

der Issues group atthe high 
school is to create a forum 
in which students can dis¬ 
cuss issues that arise due 
to gender discrimination 
against both men and 
women. The group meets 
twice a month to discuss 
issues that concern both 
high school life and the world 
outside Winchester High. 
Each week, a volunteer stu¬ 
dent leads a discussion on 
a topic of his or her choice. 
Subjects such as sexual ha¬ 
rassment, date rape, abor¬ 
tion, dating potitics, 
homophobia, and AIDS are 
discussed. This year the 
group has begun to com¬ 
pile a collection of articles 
about various gender is¬ 
sues and to work with the 
Multi-cultural issues group. 
Ms Harvey is the advisor of 
this informal group in which 
all are welcome and all opin¬ 
ions are accepted. 



Multicultural Issues has 
grown a lot in the past year. We 
began the year with a weekend 
retreat. Fifty students put aside 
worldly distractions to focus on 
tough issues like homophobia, 
racism and sexism. Students as 
well as adults from the commu¬ 
nity facilitated the group work. 
Between open discussions we 
laughed a lot, and even prac¬ 
ticed group “calisthenics” (led by 
the legendary Todd Frye). We 
left the weekend with ideas that 
have shpaed our interests into 
more focused realities, instead of 
mere ideas on paper. This being 
my last year it was sad to leave 
MCI. But soon I realized how far 
the group has come and how 
much more will be accom¬ 
plished. It makes me smile to 
know that MCI will continue to 
dedicate itself to celebrating 

differences long after I’m gone. 
Carrie 

, 

Rega 

MCI 



Liason Team to the Governors’ 

Committee for Gay and Lesbian Youth 
Although this is our first us. Meetings were held after school 

rear in existence (yippie-skippie) monthly and Mr. Duhamel orga- 

ve have accomplished a lot. From nized a series of several evening 

;oing to rallies at the State House speakers so that our efforts could 

md lobbying for a gay student reach beyond school limits. Stu- 

ights bill (Katie, watch out for the dent involvement was key. Meg 

)ible-thumpers) our members have Huston, Matt Andrus, Katie 

)ecome active in the high school as Lippman, Steve Vavrick, Amy 

veil as the community. Under the Albert, Jon Ladd, Carrie Regan, 

guidance of Alfred Duhamel (Ooh John Magee, Amy Galatis, and the 

a la) and various other staff mem- fly by night visitor Robillard (Beam 

)ers we have recognized the need me up Scotty) lent their talents 

:o combat homophobia all around and energy to educate Winchester 

High about issues surrounding gay 

and lesbian youth. Hopefully we will 

succeed in making pople here more 

appreciative of differences in our 

school. Calling back the famous 

words of Ru Paul “Watch out for the 

blue devils and persevere.” 
-Carrie Regan and Katie Lippman 



The ABC House 

A Better Chance is a national academic talent 

search program. The primary goal is to find academi¬ 

cally inclined minority students and help place them 

in private or top public secondary schools. As ABC is 

a non-profit organization, it depends mostly on contri¬ 

butions from society at large. 

Winchester, which is a Public School Program 

(PSP), includes students from Ohio, New York, and 

Massachusetts. The seven students in ABC are broken 

down into three classes: two seniors, Archeem Mosley 

and Binh Nguyen; two juniors, Jamarll Johnson and 

Ronald Hall; and three sophomores, Christopher 

Maddox, Damian Allen and Joey Bonano. 

The house also consists of three adults, Lauralyn 

Williams and George Daly, the Resident Directors, and 

Sean-Dominique Herve' Anoh, the live-in tutor. 

Chris Maddox 

i 
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It s Time 

To React! 
Reaction is a group that's true to its 

name. The club not only attempts to 

bring out problems of concern to the com¬ 

munity and high school but also tries to 

ameliorate them as well. The relatively 

small group of core members work to¬ 

gether to tackle societal and environmen¬ 

tal problems as large as hunger, pollution 

and recycling. It's a BIG job, but these 

dedicated students, led by Kristina Racek 

and Ruchika Mandhyan, are up for the 

challenge. 

Every year the club does a number 

of activities to involve the community in 

their endeavors. A canned food drive is 

held to help feed those in need. An 

ongoing white paper recycling program 

has been successful at the high school. A 

pamphlet on the dangers of chemical fer¬ 

tilizers was designed and members 

trudged on through the Walk for Walden 

Woods, all in the name of saving the 

earth. There are lots of things that need to 

be changed and now is the time. So join 

Reaction and react to your world. 
Teresa Boffo 



National Honor Society 

January 18. 1994 

Dear 

It is an honor to inform you that you have been elected to the 
Winchester High School Chapter of the National Honor Society. As I 
told you in an earlier letter, selection to the Honor Society requires 

not only an impressive academic record, but evidence of fine 
character, service to the community, and leadership abilities. Having 
met all these high standards. I ask you to attend a meeting on 
Monday, January 24. at 2:15 p.m. in Room C201. The induction 
ceremony will be held in March in the Winchester High School 
Auditorium. An invitation will be sent informing you of the date. 

On a more personal note, I would like to offer you my 

congratulations on your achievements. As a former member of the 
N.H.S., I feel a special bond with this year's successful candidates. 

Well done! 

Sincerely, 

John M. Ritchie 
Principal 

Every year the out¬ 
standing juniors and 
seniors receive this 
letter of acceptance 
into National honor 
Society. The group 
consists of well- 
rounded individuals 
who not only excel 
academically but also 
take part in a variety 
of extracurricular ac¬ 
tivities, such as 
sports, clubs, com¬ 
munity service, lead¬ 
ership positions, etc. 

/CJ§ PA 
* 1 

Ms. Alvarez has led 
NHS for three years, bringing 
the students together to vol¬ 
unteer their services to the 
school and the community of 
Winchester. The students help 
tutor fellow students, run er- 
randsforthe Main Office, help 
at the Red Cross Blood Drive, 
the Walkathon for the March 
of Dimes and the Geography 
Bee, etc. They also lend a 
hand to underclassmen and 
new students to help them 
feel more comfortable in the 
competitive atmosphere of 
Winchester High School. 
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The Future Teachers 

For the past twenty 
or some odd years, the 
[Roxbury Tutoring Pro¬ 
gram has been running 

[with the help of many 
^people who work and 
.live in this town. Every 
Monday afternoon, a 
group of WHS students 
sdonatetheirtimetohelp 
with their schoolwork 
underprivileged chil¬ 

dren that live and go to 
school in Roxbury. This 
is a great experience 
for the students at WHS 
as well as for the kids 
that live in Roxbury. 
Even though sometimes 
the kids become very 
annoying, all that has to 
be done is a quick call 
to the leader, Ms. 
Swane. Ms. Swane has 

been involved with the 
program ever since she 
has been a teenager 
and loves every minute 
of it. With the help of 
Martha Lewis and Rev. 
Doug Berhart, this pro¬ 
gram is running strong 
and should be kept go¬ 
ing strong for years to 
come. 



Alright guys, you pulled the alarm? Who s the tough guy: 

Oh what a cute class! Cordell what are you doing? 

Hey, what are you two up to? 

Come on guys, you can hit that note! 



, you’re happy and you know it, clap your hands. What’s so funny? 

The Three Stooges! 

What were you doing last night: 

You two working hard? 

j I ip those burgers, boys! 



*
4i

* 
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With most of the varsity players, 
playing almost year round before this 
season, great things were expected 
from the '93 team. Finding out that 
this would be their last season with 
their coach Michelle Palumbo, work¬ 
ing hard and pushing their effort came 
naturally from the beginning. With 
the season-opening game against 
Burlington, the Sachemettes fround 
that not only had they been working 
hard, but other teams had too. The 
Sachemettes came up strong in games 
against the top two teams in the league, 
Watertown and Reading. They held 
the teams to low scoring games rather 
than what was expected from their r 
highly skilled teams. The Sachemettes 
found during their season that they 
were having trouble scoring, which 
resulted in tying a great number of 
games against some of the leagues' 
strongest teams. The hard work and 
effort finally paid off at a home game 
against Belmont at Skillings Field. The 
Sachemettes dominated the game re¬ 
sulting in a 1-0 victory. At the end of 
the season the hard work didn't actu¬ 
ally show up in the standings, but 
each player improved dramatically, 
the team of '93 found that winning 
wasn't everything, but the friendship 
that formed between each player 
would last a life time. SCUTTLE!! 

-Atiyeh and Erin 





Kicking Hard 
The Girls Varsity Soc¬ 

cer team entered its 1993 sea¬ 

son determined to uphold 

the winning tradition of past 

WHS teams. Despite a dis¬ 

appointing loss in the 

middle of their season they 

bounced back to capture the 

Middlesex League title for 

another year. The offense 

has been racking up goals 

under their belts. Backed 

up by a solid defense the 

team earned an impressive 

18-1 record. Another im¬ 

pressive fact is that the Sa¬ 

chems had less than ten 

goals scored against them. 

Ranked #9 in the country 

and #2 in Eastern Mass, they 

were looking to bring an¬ 

other state title to Winches¬ 

ter. Throughout the season 

the team accomplished 

many of the goals they set 

themselves and proved they 

were worthy of the tradtion 

of Winchester Girls Varsity 

Soccer. 

F.I.G.H.T. 
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Girls’ Cross Country 
The Girls’ Cross-Coun¬ 

try team of 1993 had a re¬ 
warding season. We had a 
close victory over Melrose 
near the end of the season. 
This year’s team was the 
largest in the past four years 
because of many newcom¬ 
ers. Members of the team 
from former seasons made 
individual improvements in 
their times. The team was 
led by Captains Sara 
Bonnell and Elodie Kayulu. 
Runners Alicia Franke, 
Allison Lee, and Catherine 
Krumme, all returning from 
last year. The efforts of the 
seniors this year will be 
missed next year. They are 
Sara Bonnell, Elodie Kayulu, 
Emily Kilker, Catherine 
Krumme, Allison Sacco and 
Ryan Hertel. All the new¬ 
comers had a great effect 
on the team, especially 
Nadine Kayulu and Lauren 
Daley. This year’s cross¬ 
country season was great 
and hopefully it’ll be even 
better next year. 
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Boys’ Cross Country 
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We are individuals striving 
to become one huge pack in front 
of competiton. As a team we stick 
together helping each other to be 
the best we can be. We cheer for 
each other when we are triumphant 
and comfort one another when we 
lose. We party together as friends 
and pull through hardship like we’re 
family. Many people ask us why 
we run, but there’s no simple an¬ 
swer. To some it’s to stay in shape, 
for others it’s an addiction. Once a 
runner, always a runner. There are 
a few who say it’s the love of pain, 
of the burning lungs and aching 
calves. Most of all it’s the camara¬ 
derie, the ability to compete against 
each other and then congratulate 
one another on a good run. We are 
all championsfor having stuck with 
it and made it to the finish. Many of 
the seniors have done X-country 
all four years. They have the ability 
to look into the past and see how 

greatly they have improved. The 
underclassmen have a couple of 
years in which they can get better. 
Bestwishestonextyear’steam. Don’t 
use up your walk breaks. Carry on 
the baptismal tradition. 

Quotes: “You could stop running 
when you’ve run ten quarters.” 

“You guys get to do a little 
more.” 

“Just do a couple quarters 
and see how it feels. Get up there.” 

“Then we would have a 
rumble.” 

“Keep joggin’” 
“What if we’re tired?” 
“Do it for Papa’s.” 
“Feel the power, feel the 

burn” 
“Just think of the pain as 

pleasure.” 
“Position/Possession/Ob¬ 

session” 



Winter Track 
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Winter Cheerleading 
"SACHEM FANS GET ON YOUR FEET"....was heard throughout the hockey rink and basket¬ 

ball court this winter season. It was just one of the many call back cheers the squad perfected dur¬ 
ing the year. The cheerleaders put some real effort into enhancing crowd participation, getting 
everyone "a little bit rowdy" and exciting the teams, and by the end of the season, they had defi¬ 
nitely reached their goals. 

The squad was led by co-captains Denise Slater and Marta VonRosenvinge. The other return¬ 
ing seniors included Terry Boffo, Liz Byrne,Amy Hougland and Atiyeh LeGault. Juniors returning 
to the squad were Shannon Slater, Becky Scott, Beth Chute, Nicole Bonasera and Allion Mooney. 
Also returning was our only sophomore, Stephanie Holwell. New additions to this years squad 
included Melissa Lindmark, Cheryl Hintlian, Carolina Urzua and Anne Squeglia. With the combi¬ 
nation of sixteen hardworking and enthusiastic cheerleaders and their dedicated coach Kate 
Sullivan, the squad put on an excellent performance at their exhibition in February and led their 
teams to many victories. 

Marta VonRosenvinge & Liz Byrne 



Just do it! 

Spring Track 1993 was one of our 

best years. Not only beause of our 

performance during practices and 

meets, but because of our dedica¬ 

tion and all of our hard work. If we 

keep the high level of success we are 

at now and improve it for next 

season, we will be a force to reckon 

with next spring. Track is a very 

difficult sport, calling for long hours 

and a great amount of will power, 

but of course that is needed for all 

sports teams. When you’re running 

there is pain, and your body screams 

for you to stop. But when you 

finish your race and make good 

time you feel so good that the pain 

doesn’t matter, and you forget it 

because the satisfaction wipes it out. 

Everyone runs for the team, and if 

you can keep that in your mind 

during your race it gives you energy 

to finish. So just do it. 

We all work so hard, and 

should be very proud of ourselves. 
by Elodie Kayulu 



Running for their Lives 
Spring Track '93 was a 

season of hard work. The team 
had to stick together to try to fill 
the gaps of previous years. The 
coaches Tom Kline and Lorin 
Maloney had to shuffle people 
around to cover all the events. 
Most of the members of the team 
were doing two or three events. 
Andy Ratner lead the way in the 
two mile with Brandon Smith not 
far behind. Ray Reagan was a 
dominating force in the mile with 
Alain Toussaint occasionally 
helping him out. Henry Kayulu 
and Alain Toussaint repeated top 
three finishes in both the 800 and 
330 hurdles. The sprinters con¬ 
sisted of Brian Lindmark, Chris 
Murphy, Jeff Tahnk, Matt Tavares, 
Ron Hall, Rolando Oyola, Jason 
McFarland, Darin Byrne, Ben 
Simeone, Steve McRae. They were 
moved around the most between 
the 400, 200,100, and the two 
relays, the 4x400 and 4x100. It was 
tough not doing the same events 
every meet and remaining com¬ 
petitive, but they were up for the 
challenge. In the throwing events, 
we had Jeff Tahnk, Andy 
Perenick, Chris McAdoo, Mike 
Wallwork, Jeff Sullivan and Brian 
Nelson. The triple, long and high 

jumps were covered by Henry 
Kayulu, Matt Tavares, Ben 
Simeone, Jamarll Johnson and 
Frank Frisoli. It was hard for so 

few people to cover all the various 
events, but the team pulled to¬ 
gether to make it work. 



Ashley, shouldn't you be swimming laps? 

Swimming calls for tight, lean form. 

For a young team, the Winches¬ 

ter High School girls swimmers 

did well. With only one Senior 

and a handful of juniors, they 

depended upon freshmen and 

sophomores to fill out the ranks. 
Coach Rich Cheney and cap¬ 

tains Ashley Carrigan and Katie 

Buchanan led the team's 

plethora of outstanding swim¬ 

mers, many of whom accom¬ 

plished individual goals. 
Grueling 5 a.m. practices 

in a pool miles from WHS de¬ 

manded spirit and devotion. 

K 

Swimming Hard 

Coach Cheney shares some useful tips with the team. 

Luckily the team became very morning visits to Dunkin' Do- 

close and many agreed it was nuts. 

the most enjoyable season The WHS girls swim 
ever. Screaming for teammates team has left a legacy to re- 

until going hoarse quickly be- member and has a future to be 

came tradition, as did early- reckoned with. 
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Keep Strokin’ 
The 1993-1994 Winchester men’s swim team is out 

to do the best we can at our meets, hopefully winning a 
few, and have fun. With only eleven guys on the squad, 
five of them newcomers, it will be up to Captains Kevin 
Eppig, John Magee, and Peter Gustin, along with the 
other veterans to turn in big performances at all the 
meets. 

As usual we will be getting up every morning at 4:30 
for practice, over in Medford. We’ll also raid the Purity 
Bakery every morning for our breakfast of doughnuts and 
milk, that we wolf down at a table in the Cafeteria still not 
awake, and wishing we were back in bed. The traditions 
will be upheld, wearing shorts and ties to school on the 
days of our meets. No we are not insane, Just very 
dedicated, and out to have fun. 

With only eleven guys on the squad, we will have our 
usual stars, but no depth. Some years this might not 
matter, but with this season’s schedule it will be tough to 
win the away meets, so we will just have to not worry about 
what our record will be and just do our best. 

I care not what others think of what I do, but I care 
very much about what I think of what I do. 







Back rar Row 

Jeff Lucero, David Keane 

WHS 2nd Row: 

Captains 

Chris Dooley, Spanky Brooks, Matt Elio, Dave Fiorentino & Sean Vernaglia, Steve Cucinatti, Scott LeBlanc, Coach 

Dave Miller 

Golf rront Row: 

Rebecca Gulati, Neil McLellan, Nate Plowman, Mike Provenzano, Catherine Rotolo 
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Girls Gymnastics 



The Wrestling 
Greek legend ascribes the 

invention of wrestling to Theseus. 

Homer sang of it in The Iliad, and 

it has been estimated that ancient 

Egyptian monuments contain fig¬ 

ures showing over 1,000 holds. 

This year’s team of wrestlers feel 

like they’ve used 999 of them. 

Under the leadership of Coach 

Larry Tremblay, who creates and 

nurtures talent with his encour¬ 

agement and dedication, the guys 

put in a minimum of three hours 

a day of intense, grueling work¬ 

outs. Strict dieting and unwa¬ 

vering commitment kept them 

focused on their objective. They 

learned that there is no room in 

wrestling for indecision of mind 

or body. They know that the only 

place where “success” comes 

before “work” is in the dictio¬ 

nary. Congratulations to seniors 

Tucker Bradford, Mark Grey and 

Team 
Todd Miles! Good luck to 

juniors Dan Boffo, Mike Clare, 

David Drazen, Anthony Feola, 

Mike Marino, Wes Matthews, 

John Worthen; sophomore Artie 

Carr; and freshmen David Van 

Aken, Frank Fodera, Billy 

Galatis, Mark Gattineri, Kenny 

Keene, John Levitt, Neil 

McLellen, Justin Pickering, 

Amos Rangella, and Andy 

Rotundi. 



Show those legs! 

What a Team 

The 1993 Fall 
Cheerleaders have 

definitely proven they have spirit! 

Under co-captains Denise Slater 

and Jacqueline Carr the cheerleaders 

helped to organize the "Spirit Club", 

which took off under the advisorship of 

Mr. Silberstein, a new teacher at WHS. 

Thanks to the Spirit Club, posters encour¬ 

aging sports teams appeared on the walls 

of school overnight and the vivacity of the 

fans from WHS multiplied. 

Being an older squad, this year's 

cheering team encountered many personal 

successes. Every girl started the season 

hoping to reach a personal goal of her own, 

and a second goal set for the squad as a 

whole. The common goal for this Fall's 

squad was to make a better name for WHS 

cheerleaders. For two years the girls have 

been working on this goal, and last year 

they won second place for Division II in 

Woburn's cheering competition. 

This year's squad was made from 

returning Seniors Suzy Bankson, Josephine 

Theuer, Marta VonRosenvinge, Kristen 

Robbat, Janine Difronzo, Denise Slater and 

Jacqueline Carr; returning juniors Shannon 

Slater, Becky Scott, Beth Chute, and 

Melissa Lindmark. This year the team 

welcomed Seniors Liz Byrne and Terry 

Boffo, juniors Cheryl Hintlian and Carolina 

Urzua, and sophomore Stephanie Holwell. 

All you Marta? 

93 WHS Cheering Squad! 
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Slowly Getting Better... 
Winchester softball, once consid¬ 

ered an easy win, is now a power to be 
reckoned with. Our hard work and deter¬ 
mination paid off in the form of our best 
season since 1988. An important part of 
our success last year was due to our 
wonderful coach Ms. Silvestri, and the 
leadership of last year’s seniors, Dianne 
Aufiero (L.F.) and captains Andrea 
Destefano (C) and Jen Russo (3B). 

Perhaps one of the best games 
we played was against Woburn. Every¬ 
one knows about the Winchester-Woburn 

rivalry, which made our victory even 
sweeter. 

The beginning of the game 
seemed like a blowout. By the 4th inning 
we were losing by 8 points. It seemed 
hopeless. However in the bottom of the 
4th we came back with 6 runs. By the end 
of the 7th Winchester had tied it up. In the 
10th inning we were still in a dead lock. 
Dianne hit a single and then the pitcher 
issued a walk to Julie. Dianne then ran for 
3rd on a passed ball and then home when 
the Woburn catcher made wild throw. We 

won after 10 innings, with the final score 
10-9. 

Hopefully, this year will prove to 
be one of our strongest with returning 
seniors: Teresa Celia (C), Erica Quigley 
(IB), Katie Gilliam (1B), Erin Rogers (2B), 
Katherine Hamilton (3B), Lauren McKinley 
(3B), Anna Betcher (RF), Paula Angelakis, 
Esme Baker (RF), and Zareen Poonen 
(CF). Assisting the seniors this year will 
be juniors: Jannine Allen (P), Julie Russo 
(SS), and Mary Keefe (CF). Our other two 
pitchers are sophomores Bonnie Benson 
and Kristen McKinley. 

Katie Gilliam & Bonnie Benson 
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Another Season Come 
Well another season has come and gone. So it had its ups 

and downs but that just happens. With the returning seniors 
Angelo Amico, Tim Callahan, Josh Carroll, Scott Imperatore, 
Mike Lacey, Brian Mannet, Andy Nolan, Shaun Oliver and Ed 
Russo and with the coaching of Mr Chase once again the Varsity 
team had another wining season. Various people from the Jun¬ 
ior Varsity moved up to Varsity temporarily and Freshmen 
moved up to Junior Varsity. Although the teams did not play as 
they had the year before, the season was marked by great im¬ 
provement within all teams. 

Although there was not much student support, we had 
most of the parents at every game. To those of you who are 
wondering, the games do not have ticket vendors so you can 
come and go as you want but we would thoroughly enjoy more 
support. 

Just for the record all teams beat the pants off the Woburn 
teams. Like always we kicked #!-?!!!!!!! 

"WEASEL" 

And Gone 



Winchester Girls’ Tennis 
possible so that they can claim a spot 

on the team. Once the ladder is fin¬ 
ished, the season goes a lot smoother. 

One thing that the team is 
famous for is its immediate camarade¬ 
rie, not only with the players but also 
with the coach. Through dinners or “bus 
talks” the team always finds time to 
form friendships. 

With a coach like Mary 
Wheelan, it is nearly impossible to have 
a bad season. She keeps the spirit alive 
and is a true inspiration when she gives 
advice in between games. The captains 
Catherine Doherty and Cheri Frost 
showed leadership on and off the 
courts. 

Anyone passing by the Packer 
Courts could have caught a glimpse of 
some amazing players. The first singles 
slot was filled right from the start by the 
co-captain Catherine Doherty. Kim 
Bergin took the second singles position 
and Megan Hurley played at third. Kelly 
Smith and Natalie Ciulla repeated 
another great season together as first 
doubles. While Jessica Livada and 
Katie Hood came together to form a 
terrific team at second doubles. The 
J.V. led by the other co-captain Cheri 
Frost had an unbeatable season as 
usual. 

The Winchester girls tennis 
program is one of high intensity and 
energy. If you talk to one of the players 
at the beginning of the season, she will 
be complaining about stress. Everyone 
is rushing around trying to get as many 
challenge matches in as 

‘OB 



WHS In 1993. the 

Boys Tennis 
team lived up to their preseason 
expectation and captured a second 
straight Middlesex League Champi¬ 
onship. The Sachems finished the 
regular season with an unblemished 
13-0 record and advanced to the 
semifinals of Eastern Mass sectional 
in the State Tournament. 

Once again, the Sachems 
were led by Senior superstar Matt 
Fuller. Fuller successfully defended 
his individual State Championship of 
1992 without dropping a set in the 
1993 tournament. He was also 
undefeated in Middlesex League 
play. “He’s definitely the best player 
I’ve ever coached,” said sixth year 
task master Sean O’Loughlin. 

The only other Seniors on the 
squad were the first doubles tan¬ 
dem of Peter French and Tony 
Celia. They steamrolled their com¬ 
petition of their way to another 1st 
team all-star selection. The second 
doubles team was comprised of 
Junior Tim Malcolm and Sophomore 
Matt Storeygardwho were also 
undefeated. 

Junior David Fiorentino was 
a fixture at second singles while 
freshman Dave “Meat” LaCasia 
burst upon the scene to capture the 
3rd singles slot. 

However this talented line-up 
did not insure victory. Behind every 
successful team, there is a master¬ 
mind to guide it. For the Sachems, 
this job was squarely on the shoul¬ 
ders of Sean O’Loughlin. 
O’Louglin’s complex challenge 
match system and motivational pep 
talks always kept his team sharp. 

Although the Sachems fell 
short of their State Championship 
aspirations, 1993 was a success. 

David Fiorentino 



STICK IT TO ‘EM 
Winchester Girls’ Lacrosse 

has made tremendous progress in 

the past couple of years. The 1993 

team was lead by Senior Heather 

Minihane and Junior Cara 

Bonasera. The team played a total 

of seven competitive games. Be¬ 

cause of such great interest the girls 

had a squad of thirty people which 

helped them to attain a record of 

4-0-3. The year was a success for 

the team both in expressing their 

talent and helping to bring girls’ 

lacrosse as a team to Winchester 

High School. 
Cara Bonasera 
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Due to snowy fields and bad 

weather, the Winchester Sachem La¬ 

crosse team had a slow and rough start. 

The season began with two losses, dis¬ 

couraging the team lead by tri-captains 

Paul Albiani, Brian Bernazzani, and Mike 

Szczepanski. Szczepanski, who had been 

injured during the football season, came 

back in full to lead the midfield, and was 

the inspiration behind the team. Dur¬ 

ing a rollar coaster season, the Sachems 

encountered many discouraging losses, 

and some very powerful victories. 

Seniors Jon Arsenault and 

Bernazzani made a winning pair on at¬ 

tack, along with junior Alex Lacroix. 

The defense of the Sachems consisted of 

Seniors Paul Albiani and Juniors Brian 

Johnson and Brendon Reardon. Junior 

Andrew Brown in goal, amazed every¬ 

one with his outstanding saves. Juniors 

Phil Reuland, Greg Carroll and Matt 

Desmond also saw a lot of playing time. 

Besides the lack of consistency, the Sa¬ 

chem Lacrosse team ended with a suc¬ 

cessful season. 
Jacqueline Carr 
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Laura Snyder 

Olga Suslov 

Jessica L. Swainbank 

David-G. Swallow 

jA^altasia Taslis 

Josephine Theuer 

Alain Toussaint 

Christopher Turco 

Kathryn Umscheid 

Joseph Vaccari 

Philip Vita % 
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Paula Angelakis 
William Asaro III 
Marisa D Brennan 

Shawn Crowley 
Sean B Cunningham 

William Greene 
Hung M Le 
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Four years of our lives 

shared 

Desmond's car 

Broken up parties 

Important assemblies 

A weepul for your 

thoughts 

There have been good 

days 

that have made us smile 

and laugh till we cry 

And others where we 

need the 

support of our friends. 

Though we may grow old 

and not remember the 

spirited guy with a bell 

horn was Ritchie 

or the woman who made 

sure we paid fines 

was Fixler 

The friends we made 

here 

will be the bright 

memories on 

a cloudy day 

The football games 

Pep Rallies 

The Musical 

Battle of the Bands 

Our children will dust 

our 

yearbooks and ask us 

to tell stories of 

why Andy Perenick was 

titled most likely to be 

a Winchester cop 

or how Tom Novak 

changed so much. 

Time will pass 

but the 

memories of WHS 

senior class 

will stay clear. 
Kate Murphy 





One 

Last Year 

JUNIOR CLASS 



Junior Year is HELL!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 
Junior year is one of the most important years in a 

person’s life. They have to worry about Achievement 
Tests, PSATs and the SATS, not to mention the tons of 
homework on top of that! They also have to worry 
about maintaining a C+ average, in order to be eligible 
for open campus. This can all be very frustrating, but 
try to be optimistic... if you can. 

Michele Gendron 

Carolyn Abbanat 

Laura Aleo 

Robert Alexander 

Jannine E Allen 

Jay Allston 

Mellissa A Barron 

Margaret Belanger 

Elizabeth Bittarelli 
Daniel Boffo 

Nicole Bonasera 
Taline Boyamian 

Michael S Brooks 

Katie J Buchanan 

Maile Bushnell 

James J Calvey 

Michele Carpinteri 

David M Carr 

Alexandra Carvajal 

Lea M Casalinuovo 

Teresa Laura Celia 
Muhunthan Chanmugham 

Antonios Christofellis 

Elizabeth Chute 

Natalie Ciulla 

Michael J Clare 

Arielle Clark 

Caroline Cohen 
Jeremy C Cook 

Kevin Coughlin 

John P Crowley 

Alessandro Cubi 
Colleen M Curley 

Sean Curry 

Kathryn Lee Daley 

Emily Davis 



Jeffrey Dearman 

Stephanie M Deering 

Nicola Della Cioppa 

Emily DelPino 

Chad J d'Entremont 

Matthew Donaghey 

Christopher Donovan 

James Doto 
David Drazen 

Heather Ducey 

Sean Duffy 

Matthew Elio 

Paul A Fahlbeck 

Anthony Feola 

Deborah M Fiumara 

Cheryl Foley 

Megan B Foley 

Jessica Fougere 

Francis J Frisoli 

Christopher F Germain 

Eric Gianci 

Marissa J Giaquinto 

Atreyee Gupta 

Peter J Gustin 

Alexandra Halchak 
Ronald C Hall 

Michael Hennessy 

Cheryl E Hintlian 

Anne Hoffnagle 
Katherine Hood 

Tiffany Hughes 

Benjamin Huppi 

Clare S Jacobs 
Jamarll Johnson 
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Junior Year.... 
Juniors are officially upperclassmen, but not yet seniors. That 

year's difference shows up the most at school, where Juniors gener¬ 
ally make their quiet way through the halls with armloads of books, 
trying their best not to get caught up in the seniors unproductive 
fun. The Junior class spends the year preparing for the SAT, the 
mysterious test which nobody knows anything about, except that 
they must do well. Junior year is also the time for getting your li¬ 
cense for most of us. Mom's car will never seem so exciting again! 

Most of all. Junior year is a time to fulfill your high school stress 
quota so you can let go of it all when you become a Senior. 

Meredith A Johnson 

Peter Ju 

Mary M Keefe 

Jeana Kim 

Lindsay King 

Thomas B Krajewski 

Allison Lee 

Michelle M Lentine 

Melissa C Lindmark 

Sarah J Lizotte 

Alexander Loeffler 

Jeffrey Lucero 

Alison Mabardy 

Andre J Maguire 

Caitlin E Maher 

David F Maher 

Michael K Manzo 

Jessica Marder 

Julie Marina 

Michael Marino 

Robert Marrone 

Jeanne M Martell 

Wesley Matthews 

Danielle McCarthy 

Paul McGeehan 

Paul A McGowan 

Michael P McGreenery 

Kerry McHugh 

Steven J McRae 

Kimberly Middleton 

Gregg S Miles 

Michael R Millerick 

Katherine R Mirabito 

Allison L Mooney 

Scotty Mosher 



J Brian Murdock 

Julianne M Murphy 

Bethan J Nazzaro 

Kathleen P Nowell 

David K O'Leary 

Elizabeth Oram 

Mark Pacheco 

Julia M Pallotta 

Lahn Penna 

Vincent R Pepi 

Mark Phillips 

Dennis Phinney 

Gary Piandes 

Nathan Plowman 

Gemma M Porter 

Stephanie Powers 

Damon Rahbar-Daniels 

Jennifer Rauseo 

Keith A Raymond 

Sean P Riley 

Melissa Roake 

Stephanie Robbat 

Ann Rubinstein 

Julie A Russo 

Anita Rutnam 

John (Jay) Sawyer 

Rebecca Scott 

Rodrigo A Serrano 

Megan Sevigny 

Karen Shanahan 

Erin Shaughnessy 

Jean Shia 

Shannon M Slater 

Brandon Smith 

Tighe Smith 
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Ann Marie Squeglia 

Sarah Stevens 

Peter J Stoltzman 

Carolyn Stone 

Jeffrey D Sullivan 

Kristine Tarbel 

Nathaniel Tarin 

Benjamin Trottier 

Evans Tsiaousopoulos 
Carolina Urzua 

Alexander Vanderven 

Thomas A Voltero Jr 

Michael Wallwork 

Genevieve White 

Rebecca White 

Agnes M Wierzbicki 

Jay Wightman 

Paul G Wile 

John J Worthen 

Allison D Wright 

Jessica Zuccola 

Timothy S Zue 
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Barbara Barron Amy Mackenzie 

Gerard J Brennan Karl E Oliver 

Stefania A Celli Timothy Salter 

Cornelius J Cooney Michelle Sauer 

Lisa DiFonzo Matthew Storeygard 

! Nathaniel Edmonds Meneka Thillaiampalam 

Jarrod P Galante Griffith G Tran 

Cordell G Hall Jr. Emily r white 

Nathaniel Idaskell Rajiv Yoganathan 

Stephen LaFrance 





Michael C Arena 

Phaedra Barlas 

Emily Barrett 

Justin Beals 

David A Bees 

Nicole Bennos 

Bonnie E Benson 

Kimberly J Bergin 

Alexandra Berkhout 
John D Bird 

Russell A Blaine 
Sara M Bond 

Ellen Branley 

Melissa Brennan 

Antonia Callahan 

Emily R Callahan 

Sierra E Callahan 

Suzanne Canavan 

Joslyn Capone 
Arthur F Carr III 

Rachel A Carr 

Kerry A Carson 

Brian Castner 

Jessica Castronovo 

David Chamberlain III 

Jonathan D Chase 
Jennifer Clark 

James M Conneely 

Adam J Abatzis 

Ineke K Alesi 

Matthew Alford 

Damian L Allen 

Kerri Allston 

Richard Alonardo 

Kyle E Ambrose 



Sophomores : Neither Here Nor There 
Not upperclassmen yet in a way no longer lower. With 

drivers licenses independent and yet some without. Some 
have mastered the rotating schedule while others have al¬ 
most mastered the skill of getting all your friends in your 
classes. Some still have no idea what to take for classes as 
Juniors and Seniors while others do. All still dying to get 
out of restricted study halls and living the idea that they 
aren't The Freshmen. 

Adrian Conte 

Susan C Corkery 

Mary Costa 

Alexis M Cregger 

Steven M Cucinatti 

Erica D'Ambrosio 

Jessica M Delaney 

Lauren E Desmond 

Elizabeth Dever 

Eleni Dinis 

MImi Haejou Do 

Jeffery Dodge 

Blair E Evans 

Susan E Everhart 

James B Falabella 

Kelly P Ferrone 

Brian P Fitzgerald 

Sarah D Fiumara 

Alicia A Franke 

David A Frasso 

Carolyn Frisoli 

Deborah Gallery 

Tiffany Garrison 

Michele A Gendron 

Melanie J Gentile 

John F Glennon Jr 

Beth Glennon 

Haig S Goudsouzian 

Adriana Grassi 

Courtney Guerin 
Christopher B Gulati 

Brendan Hare 

Andrew Hartford 

Jonathan P Harvey 

Rouzbeh Helmi 
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Panayiota Henderson 

Douglas E Hintlian 

Tracy Holleran 

Stephanie A Holwell 

Katherine Horne 

Chandra Hurley 

Megan Hurley 

Corinne A Imperatore 
Matthew Jamison 

Ryan Jamison 

Bryan R Janson 

Melissa Johansen 

Susan R Jurewicz 

Nadine Kayulu 

Patrick Kayulu 

Ian Kelleher 

Natalie Keller 

Michelle E Kennedy 

Nicole Kennedy 
Matthew Kurnick 

David Lacascia 

Crystalle Lacouture 

Jonathan C Ladd 

Sukanya Lahiri 

William Lanzo 

Kristine M Leavitt 

Kristine R Lee 

Rocco Leo 

Amy E Lerman 

Nicole A Levesque 
Andrea S Lieberherr 

Katherine M Lippman 

Timothy S MacArthur 

Krystian Macek 

Beth Mack 



Christopher E Maddox 

Ann Katherine Madio 

Patrick M Magee 

James Maher 

Rebecca Maltesta 

John S Mandracchia 

Melissa Marabella 

Shawn Margies 

Andrew Mark 

Nancy S Marmon 

Stephen M Marquardt 

Michael Massiglia 

Ryan Mawn 

Anna McCall-Taylor 

Marisa A McCarthy 

Nicholas McClelland 

Crystal McDonough 

Erin M McDonough 

Leah McDowell 
Meredith R McGowan 

Corey McGrath 

Daxon Mclnnis 

Kristen McKinley 

Margaret Meagher 

Michael Mercauto 

Kristine E Meyer 

Meghna Misra 

Joseph P Moriarity 

Andrea Morris 

Cynthia A Mouzakis 

Brian Fong Murdock 

Andrea L Murphy 

Andrew Murphy 

Dawn M Murphy 

Sara Jean Murphy 
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THE HARDEST YEAR 

Last year as freshmen, we heard the Sophomores com¬ 
plaining about their busy year, but we couldn't believe it 

pecause 9th grade was so easy Now that we are sopho- 

nores the beginning of the year has been hectic. Tenth 

*rade has more homework and reports, and around two or 

:hree hours of homework each night. Between school and 

^xtra-curricular activies, our days are full. It can only get 
easier, right!!!!!!! 

Susan Jurewicz 

Akira Nakabayashi 

Bryan D Nelson 

Ivy H Nicolazzo 
Gady Nitzan 

Timothy Nolan 

Kristine L Nowell 

Christine Nurnberger 

Andrey Oks 

Heather O'Leary 

Katherine M Oman 

Thomas J O'Neil 

Silva T Orchanian 

Bradford Otis 

Michael Pacheco 

Joseph Pallotta 

Stephen Palmer 

Jeffrey T Paulk 
Eric Peacock 

Jeffrey Perkins 

Brian Picariello 

Meredith M Pini 

Jessica Porter 

Keira Powers 
Pratheeban Puvirasasingam 

Martin M Pyro 

Alex Racioppi 

Katrina Raymond 

Alyson Reardon 

Catherine Rotolo 

Simon M Rucker 

Maryjo Ruisi 

Timothy M Russell 

Anthony Philip Russo Jr 

Joseph E Sadowski 
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Francis F Agustin Megan Fluston 

Benjamin Albiani Taratip Jaikaeo 

Paula Asaro Gloria Lam 

| Marie Baldwin Roberta D Longman 

Joey Bonano Ssegawa Lugira | 

Lauren Burke Michael Murray 

Gary DeYoung Ilya Ruskin i 

William Gavel Jason Stocking 

William Flartigan Timothy Sullivan 

Anthony Huegel Elizabeth Swiger 

Matthew T Salter 

Lindsay A Scott 
Leah Sexeny 

Lisa Shanahan 

William Shannon 

Nathaniel A Sherman 

William Shields 

Courtney E Simson 

Brandi Jo Smith 

Mark E Smith 

Viji Sritharan 

Julie Stevens 

Christina E Stone 

Andrew J Sullivan 

Alexandra Surabian 

Rebecca Swanson 

Alison Swap 

Nadia Tagliavento 

Thomas Trump 

Peter N Tsapatsaris 

Jessica Turco 

David Vacanti 

Alison Vacovec 

Steven Vavrick 

Jason Werlin 

Elisabeth Westner 

James Whitaker 
Christopher Wight 

Ellen M Wile 

Robert W Wilson 

Thomas H Witt 

Justin Lee Wright 

Janaki Yoganathan 
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One Last 

Health 

Class 

FRESHMEN CLASS 



FRESHMEN: 
A New Beginning 

The first year at Winchester High is full of changes and surprises, 

unding your way around a new school, memorizing your locker combina- 

ion and your new schedule are just a few of the many challenges that the 

"reshman Class faces. 

Most of the ninth graders would probably agree that being at the high 

school is a lot better than being stuck at McCall. Here they are able not 

mly to experience new adventures, but to grow as individual as well. 

Dne of the many ways the Freshmen try to get involved, is to participate in 

me or many of the school activities, so please, PLEASE be nice to them. 
Susan Jurewicz 

a a 

Corinne Alford 

Dawn M Allen 

James A Alonardo 

Jessica Ames 
Robin E Anderson 

Sarah Andrus 

Joseph E Annese 

Heather A Balcom 

Franklin Baldwin 

James Baldwin 

Robert S Baum 

Teneika Baxter 

Alexander S Beckmann 

Deena Behar 

Andrew W Belanger 

John Bett 

Elizabeth Bevington 

Carolina Bittarelli 

Paige Black 

Kimberly A Bohlin 

Allison Borges 

Elizabeth E Borges 

Katherine P Bradford 
Kevin Braga 

Morgan S Brandt 

Brian Brazell 

Elizabeth J Breuer 

Scott Brooks 

William Bunting 

Marc Butler 

Mark Campbell 

Ashley G Canon 

Michael Celia 

Luke M Colella 

Kristin E Collins 
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Kevin R Colozzi 

Matthew Conrad 

Luke P Corby 

Jennifer Cordaro 

Lauren E Corkery 

Ann Marie Crowley 

Louise Crowley 

Nicole Cuff 

Jessica Cunha 
Matthew Cura 

Mollie M Cura 

Kenneth D'Abbraccio 

Lauren Daley 

Nicholas A Danella 

Nicole L DeFlumere 

Susan DeYoung 

Vanessa Demarco 

Michael DiFonzo 

Daniel P DiFranco 

Kathryn Dingman 

Susan R Donovan 

Christopher S Dooley 

Michael Doucette 

Daniel Drazen 

Chrstopher Ebeling 

Brooke Esteridge 

Jamie Fahlbeck 

Derek W Fallon 

Katherine T Fallon 

Cara Fidalgo 

Cynthia Fitzer 

Christine Fiumara 

Kate E Flaherty 

Frank Fodera 

Sara Freeman 
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Realizing What You've Just 
Gotten Yourself Into! 

You step into a new school feeling so grown up. Four years 
to go until you never have to go to school. With absolutely no 
problems except for the fact that it takes you half a year to find 
out what in the world your next class is, where you are going, 
and how to get the upperclassmen off your back. 

By the end of your freshman year, you realize that the sweet 
simple world of middle school is over and the insane chaotic 
world of high school has just begun. 

Yiota Henderson 

Brittany Frost 

Willliam Galatis 
Matthew Gallery 

Marc Gattineri 

Vanessa Giglio 

Carley Graham 

Erica Guarino 

Amanda Gurrisi 
Megan C Halchak 

Charles Hamilton 

Katherine Hammond 

Abigail R Haskell 

Corey Heiligmann 

Kristin E Hoffman 

Kerry O Holleran 

Cameron Hooson 

James Hurlbut 

Dana P Imperatore 

Darrell Interess 
Lukasz Jankowski 

James Johnson 

Linnea M Johnson 

Shawn L Jumper 

Elizabeth Kearney 

Ryan Keenan 

Kenneth R Keene 

Lauren Killian 
Brian King 

Jamie King 

Kathryn A Krause 

Jennifer Lambert 

Dana LaPointe 

Tammy Largent 

Gregory Latores 

John R Leavitt Jr 



Scott LeBlanc 

Charles Leiserson Jr 

Vincent R Leo 

Haddas Lev 

Alison Lindmark 

Nancy Livada 
Mark B Lombardi 

Stephanie Lucero 
Jeremiah F Lyons 

Catherine Maguire 

Elizabeth Malcolm 

Amanda Mannett 

Diane E Marian 

Anne P Marotta 

David McGeehan 

Thomas McGonagle 
Lauren McGreenery 

Tessa Mclnnis 

Neil A McLellan 

Jennifer McNamara 

Andrew McRae 

Brian M Meagher 

Diana Merritt 

Meaghan M Midleton 

Erin Migausky 

Adam L Mlnihane 

Jun Mizutani 

Laura Montgomery 

Darlene Morris 

Robert M Morse 
Jennifer Mosher 

John D Murphy 

Jill O Nagle 

Christine Nevola 

Evan Nolan 



Dazed and Confused 

"Where's my locker?" "Will it open if I kick it?" "Do you know 
where B301 is?" "What period is this?" These are just some of the 
questions most freshmen had to deal with this year as they made the 
big transition from McCall to the High School. 

The class of 1997 left the auditorium on September 8,1993, some¬ 
what calmed by Dr. Ritchie's reassuring words, only to be bombarded 
by papers in homeroom. They had to conquer yet another rotating 
schedule and decode the lunch schedule. Somehow they made it 
through that first day and have continued to succeed. Good job and 
good luck, class of 1997! 

Amy Roberts 

Debra Rogers 
Robert R Roscillo Jr 

Andrew Rotondi 

Mark Rowe 

Meghan R Rowe 

Michelle Russo 

Jared A Smith 

Keri Rose Smith 

Margaret Sobkowicz 

Diane C Soboski 

Vanessa Soughley 
Nicholas Stephanopoulos 
Adam Storeygard 

Molly Nolan 

James Norris 

Danile Notartomaso 
Tania C Novak 

Justin Pickering 

Jessica Pirani 
Benjamin Powell 

Matthew Proch-Wilson 

Michael Provenzano 

Aaron Quaday 

Arrosha Zoq Rana 

Amos Rangela 

Richard L Raymond Jr 

Susan B Rivas 

Mathew Sa vicki 

Chiara E Scappini 

Julie E Scholl 

Patrick Scholl 

Palen Q Schwab 

Justin Taylor Serpone 

David B Shaw 



Christopher Sullivan 

Brooke A Swan 

Mark Anton Swartz 

Michael Takacs 

Tracy Takacs 

Geoffrey Tattrie 

Melissa Tavares 

Andrew Tirella 
Emily Tournier 

Jamie Tsukakoshi 

David E Vanaken 

Bradford Verrecchia 

Amy M Voltero 

Allison Wallwork 

Elizabeth Ward 

Timothy Waterbury 

Robert Whitney III 

Tamrin Ames Willey 

Elizabeth F Wise 

Karl Witt 

Jonathan Zissi 
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Nicole R Barron 

Joshua Camara 

David B Galli 

Joseph Giliberto 

Andrew Hajjar 

Pauline Lugira 

Richard T Lynch 

Ellen Mastenbrook 

Eric Odin 

Sean Rafferty 

Dana B Smith 
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One Last 
Class 



Herr Silberstein Deutsch Stud 
Extraordinaire 

Well this year we have a new German LEHRER = teacher who in 
a way is more enthusisatic about the teaching of the German lan¬ 
guage. The award to this year's great German teacher goes to HERR 
SILBERSTEIN =Mr. Silberstein. Although this year WIR WISSEN 
NICHT = we do not know how old he is, we have a rough idea that he 
is between the ages of 22 UND = and 26. With his new face and cou¬ 
rageous attiude, this year DEUTSCH STUDENTEN = German stu¬ 
dents will learn more German than we did last year. Yes Herr, WIR 
WERDEN = we will one day learn the genders and how they change. 

by HUGO not OZZY 

Administration 
Robert Fitzgerald 

John Ritchie 
Judith Kelly 

Clarence Olson 
Athletic Director 

William Collela 

Clerical Staff 
Janet Burchard 
Becky Jacques 
Louise Grueter 

Mia Gustin 
Susan Moynihan 

Dorothy Mueller 
Constance James 

Aides 
Maureen D’Addario 

Tom Grosvenor 
Catherine Kenney 



Eileen Moore 
Marta Sartori 
Art 
David Ardito 
Marguerite Maserian 
Mary Ott 

Business Education 
Donald Kozak 
Cafeteria Staff 
Peter Cassaro 
Mary Doucette 
Linda Goddard 
Susan Kelleher 

Dorothy McGann 
Ruth Moxley 
Kathy Richardson 
Nancy Spolidoro 
Caren Trainor 



Miss Charron , who was new to 

Winchester High School the fall of ’92, can most 
likely be found in the Foreign Language depart¬ 
ment teaching Spanish. Another place to look 
for Miss Charron, who is known to talk at a hun¬ 
dred words per minute, is at the bi-monthly 
student union meetings, she’ll be the advisor 
wearing sweatpants. 

This year at WHS was Miss Charron’s 
fourth year teaching. Before she landed her 
incredible job teaching here, she taught a year 
in Rhode Island and a year in West Borough, 
MA. 

The same energy uses to teach her 
classes, she daily works out aerobically to keep 
her 5’4" frame slender and she hopes to obtain 
an aerobics instructor’s license. 

Miss Charron’s enthusiasm and support 
has greatly benefitted WHS. Not only in advis¬ 
ing Student Union, or teaching her many 
classes has Miss Charron proved to be a terrific 
teacher and leader, but she’s been very sup¬ 
portive of her students and to many she is 
known as a friend. 

Custodians 

Peter Antonuccio 

David Cannava 

Peter Lawson 

Joe O'Brien 

Andrew Odin 

Bob Reardon 

Bill Regan 

Dan Ryan 

English 

Theodore Benton 

Beverley Cronan 

Maureen Hanawalt 

Judith Hession 

Cheryl Howard 

Elaine Kane 

Michael Mayer 
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The quietest teacher at 
Winchester High School 
is Gayle Town, who teaches math. 
Her classes must be good be¬ 
cause she never raises her voice 
or yells. Miss Town loves writing 
notes on the blackboard. We are 
always writing, and have no time 
for talking. She makes sure you 
know the material before she as¬ 
signs homework, which is almost 
every night. She is a friendly 
teacher, who we hope will be part 
of Winchester High for a very ong 
time! 

Margaret Mulkerin 

Miriam Reid 

Gerald Skinder 

Bette Tsoutsouras 

Foreign Language 

Lourdes Alvarez 

Elvira Borsari 

Paula Charron 

Philip Day 

Alfred Duhamel 

Kathleen Egan 

Leslie Hastings 

Roseann Innes 

Fran Lanouette 

Michael Silberstein 

Guidance 

Anthony DeBiase 



Alice Murray 

Laura Stuart 

Carolyn Tiffany 

Home Economics 

Christine Collins 

Virginia Laats 

Jane Maloney 

Library 

Charlotte Fixler 

Jean Johnson 

Mathematics 

Richard Conway 

John Joyce 

John Kelly 

Mary Mirka 

George Oliviero 

Richard Thorne 

Lois Walsh-Thorne 

Gayle Town 

Music 

John McCann 

Priscilla Miller 

Lynne Rahmeier 

Nurse 

Kathleen Sullivan 

Physical Education 

Dave Berman 

Jan Dolan 

Thomas Kline 

Joan Rosazza 

Science 

Elizabeth Angus 

Robert Boyd 

Jerome Burdulis 

William Chase 

David Colter 

William Marks 



Katherine Paltsios 

Lawrence Smith 

Susan Smith 

Margaret Sullivan 

Social Studies 

Eleanor Agranat 

Joseph Cantillon 

Margaret Harvey 

Lorin Maloney 

William O'Connor 

Clarence Olson 

Lawrence Rinaldi 

Thomas Walsh 

Special Education 

David Burday 

Lynn Carlson 

Susan Leichtman 

Irene Michelson 

John Pirani 

Lorna Phillips 

Elizabeth Porter 

Eileen Wilder 

Technology 

Ronald D'Addario 

John Fusco 

David Miller 
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One Last 

Message 

SENIOR MESSAGES 
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_ N.Qksj* 

PASs fa 

Amy Albert 
(if you are not a part off the 
solution, you are a PART of the 

problem.” - Malcolm X 

Mags - Thank you! (My cat does 
noteat people!) Zarevil - You know when you stick your 
pencil in your ear? A big cat chased me ... it was huge! 
HML - Chocolate? Sex? No connection! JG - Relative 
morality at midnight! MD-Omigod! Joe -1 pt. - never 
again! LW - Pregnant? Meg - Kristine the tennis 
cheerleader. Carrie - High on lemonade? Pink hippo 
from Fantasia! Reds anyone? KG 
- MIC. JD - Everyone’s dying! 
Chaos ... Life is chaos, life is a 
cereal, life is a game. Laurenhead 
- Purity Baggers Unite! 

Andrew Aldrich 

X- Country 90. 91. 92. 93 and we re 

still humming ( why the hell did I do 

that? ). WT and 22 laps of fun. 

4 years X 3 seasons Idiot. 11MC 92 

FI 10 dies Halloween 92. sorry about 

the batlmrom 1 ley AT over the bump 

one more time. NV stay the hell out ot 

up this is still exciting. See y a and 

keep .iaaaaggggiiiinnn. 

II i 

m 
F: mmw 

Margaret Allen 
“On ne voit bien qu’avec le coeur.” - Le 

Petit Prince 

Norman, Norman, Norman! L.l. - Making 

snow and Billy! Knowing all the words. R.G. 

drivesatank. Killerpictionaryvictors! Early 

morning coffee cake runs. Theresa - Don’t 

let your fingers get stuck. It hurts you know. 

Hey, where’s Scott? I think we’re being 

followed. W.P.ontheR! Maya-Tennisand 

wrinkled prunes. Mahrya ... Grrr ... Doink, Doink. “ Throw 

Physic (s?) to the dogs; I’ll none of it.” Twins? Love that rainy 

day. Hey Dude! Amy vs. perky tennis pros. “ Hey, Hey, we’re 

the Monkeys ...” Guys and Dolls mania! Hey 

Jim, they’re hazel! Thanks Mom and Court, I 

Love You! “ A fabis abstinele!” - Pythagoras 

L€$SOW 17: 

HOW TO GOOF OFF 
IM COLLEGE. AS MUCH 
AS fcVEfcSONC ELSE. 

FRESUtAAtO faux-Tas? 

NEVER talk about: 
► hcxu cool you here i-j mow school 

X WAS let CMAB6€ OF) 
the ee f reshmen t ) 
COWHtTTff AMD THE 1 
MURAL COMMITTEE AT , 
THE CAME ti ME " CAM ) 
you flEUEuE IT?,' 

holO MUCH you lou£ And 
RESPECT ypUft PARENTS 

f My MOM 4W0 DAD CARE 

f ABOUT me so much THey'vfc 
) Planned My whole u Ft 
I Foe ME < ITS &OW6TO 8E 
\ JUST UK THEiBS 

■» MOM) you NEJER HEARS? Suci 
filth wage at tue farm 

if My GrandPoPPy: 
WERE HERE HE'D WASH ' 
OUT all youP MOiims I 

U) ITH SOAP ' AMD THAT ‘ 
iNCLuotsyou, PcofEssoeui) 

Matt Andrus 
“What is success? To Laugh often and much; To win 
the respect of intelligent people, and the affections of 
children; To earn the appreciation of honest critics 
and endure the btrayal of false friends; To appreciate 
beauty, to leave the world a bit better, whether by a 
healthy child, a garden patch or a redeemed social 
condition; To know even one life has breathed easier 
because you have lived; This is to have succeeded." 
- R.W.E. Thank you to all of those who have seen me 
through my years. GQ - Your greatness has just 
begun to be realized. Jm & BR - I'll never forget 1/93. 
Thank you. TL: NGAC dissolved.,.GS. TN, PS: A! 
Brando - ‘X’. CC: “We’re humminn’!” DH?: rocked 
and raged. I’ve come to know so many good people 
here. I’ll never forget you. “To M-” I wish words 
could describe... 

CtL TTiyGuuL 

Paula Angelakis 

Mark Andriesse 

NO POINTLESS WORDS HERE. 
BYE 

I have many great memories with all my friends. I’ll always 
remember Spanish w/ Badiali and Hamilton. “Oh well another 
60.” Over it! Hamilton -1 love your attitude, never lose it and 
remember where it came from. Graino - Gaelick lives on in “Co— 
—outh” Cunha - Your my best friend, I love our talks about 
everyone. Hey guys how’s my self inflicted cough? I was just 
kidding! T.C. remember “H.P.”? Marge you’re a sister to me and I 
LOVE YOU! Summer of “93” Limnos. Avlona - Dance Contest 
(Jump) Ang. I miss you. Hanging at Cafe Dominicos with the 
gang, glad we all met. Uh, I’d like a frappe, gliko me gala, poli 
gala. Maria we’re too funny. See ya W.H.S., hello real world. 
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Involvement. This word significantly sym¬ 
bolizes one of the most active students at WHS, 
Amy Albert. Since freshman year she has partici¬ 
pated in numerous activities for the betterment of 
the school and the town of Winchester such as 
MCI, Curricular Diversity Committee, hospital 
volunteers, Gender Issues, etc. Amy is not afraid 
to take on a lot of responsibilities and hard work, 
even though her academic courses are challeng¬ 
ing. She’s always willing to help her friends, 
whether offering to write a peer recommendation 
for college or edit a paper. 

Not only is she involved, but she shows 
leadership as well. She created CDC which 
supplements curriculum with history of minorities 
not regularly discussed. She is on the steering 
committee of MCI, and has started the Urban- 
Suburban Exchange to increase the understand¬ 
ing of different communities. She is also active in 
Gender Issues, creating resources about sexism 
to make others more aware. Amy encourages the 
younger students to participate more, so in the 
future, these programs will continue to make a 
difference to the school. 

The qualities of Amy that stand out are her 
competitiveness and values. She is always 
willing to stand up for what she believes in, even 
if her views seem unpopular or conflict with oth¬ 
ers. She has something to add to every conver¬ 
sation. 

It’s amazing how much she contributes to 
our school that goes unnoticed. The world needs 
more people like Amy Albert, and she will be a 
great loss for our high school. 

Zareen Poonen and Maya Shinohara 

Esme, Zareen, Margaret, 
Marie, Maya, and Melissa I 

wish you all the best! 
Take care. 

Jessica Aufiero 
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Amy Badiali 

“Don’t know what you’ve got ‘til it’s.” 
Words to live by! Christine- UR the best, 
ILY always! Never forget our cape 
adventures - Sean and Alex, Tommy & 
Pooh, and many more! Terry - Visiting 
the neighbors on LSN’s - Endless fun! 
(TF & PV) Sorry for being so scared! 
Kath - what would we have done w/o 
S.D. and “the fight.” Partying with Mike & Chris- 
always a blast! Jill- 8th grade - Mrs. H & the noise! 
Bad memories in the comptuer room - JBU! Kristen- 
Its a deer! Frat. PTY 93. MP. & CB forever in our 
hearts. TK & BM summer 93 was only the begin¬ 
ning. Middleboro & Bourne marina crew- LUV you 
guys! Danielle- MMA guys & the P- brothers rule! 
Brett- Don’t close my locker! No more screamin in 
the hall! “Cai asssk U FO A DATE?” BL, KM, JS, & 
DM ILY & I’ll miss you! KIT! Thanks M, L, D, C, J, J, 
N, &L ILY ALL!!! 

Esme Baker 

“Sports can’t make you healthy, 
Sports can’t make you strong, 
Sports can’t help you win the game of life. 

Unless you get to play.” 

Melanie Balesteri 
Lisa- Span.-i- C.D. was a blast; 
Pool party in summer ’93, 
those cookies were gross. 
Colleen- we did it, I haven’t 
seen you all year- what’s up? 
Anne- Just forget about it, 
there’s nothing you can do. I’ll 
miss you - come visit me. Mary- it was fun, B.C- N.D. 
game ’94? Watch over you know who. Gemma- I’ll 
miss you next year, friends forever; drag Mary and 
come visit me. Erin- only 2 more years, have a blast. 
Susan- Gym was fun, those jogs were the best (?). To 
everyone else I’m sorry I forgot you. Cindy- Always 
remember I Love you. Mom and Dad- Thanxs for 
everything. I Love you! Always remember Russia ’93 
and Spain ’94._ 

As You Go 
Through Life 
Smell The Flowers. 

GREAT GENIUSES 
HAVE THE SHORTEST 
BIOGRAPHIES. - Ralph 
Waldo Emerson 

Susie Bankson 
CHEERS 2 the class of 94. So 
much 2 write, yet only a little box. 
KELLY- R we sisters? Late night- 
Wedge. (Mom can I sleep over?) 
MART2- 2 great minds think??? 
alike, NINJA partner, J. Buffet 
snack bar, secret romances. 
JOSE- this one goes to homey, 
Frak + little blk skirts, I’ll pick ya up anytime, 
you’re uh huh nice. BRIDGE- Sensible yet funny 
DREN- Mar. Vinyard, nice car, S.O’Con. KAJ- 
wild + crazy child hood thanx 2U! You’ll always be a true 
friend. 2 the rest of the GANG- GOOD LUCK. My buddy 
BUD- couldn’t have made it through this_. M, D, Sally, 
Andy, Gram, Puff ILY. o yeah, A-smith, Guns + Roses 
(chance of a life time) Y-Y, bustin’ out 2 NINGA NINGA 
NINGA! do it 4 kicks. 

Andrew Barrett 
“ Sweet childhood 
days were as long as 
twenty days are 
now.” 

Always remember to laugh, but never forget to stop. 
Whew- party at Anna’s house! Wed. nites. bing- 
Bong. WHA S’UP!?! Tokin’. Do you feel anything 
MB? Bakers Island- Grammy’s room! Halloween ’93 
Per. C study. What? School? can’t remember. Great 
times on Cape Cod with the Brew Crew. Let’s write 
another check! MR- thanks for everything. ABSO¬ 

LUTELY. picnic table, tent, what does “33” mean? 
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Melissa Benoit Anna Betcher 
I can’t believe we’re SENIORS... 

now I feel old. Ames - You h—n b-11 

you! Thanx 4 being there. Please 

don’t change. Hey Steve love that 

motion lotion huh? Carrie - Rock E 

Horror pig out parties! Ugh! I hate 

s’mores! Love that applesauce. 

Katie - we know you! Take care! 

Justin -1 love you. Just wait... 

some day I’ll get you back! Oh no! 

Mind games! Jessica - (Crash) U.R. 

a great friend. Dee, walk into my 
bushes lately? Colorgaurd - Oh it 

WOULD rain! 

En tout cas, au revoir mes amis! 

“The trouble with 

jogging is that, by the 

time you realize 

you’re not in shape 

for it, it’s too far to 

walk.” FG 

How do I say good-bye to what we’ve had, the 
good times that made us laugh always come 
back. I don’t know where the road is going to 
lead, all I know is where we’ve been and what 
we’ve been through. I’ll take the memories to 
be my sunshine after the rain. It’s so hard to 
say good-bye to yesterday. Where is T.B. & 
J.L.? 1-4-3 everyone. 

Friendship is 
the wine of 
life 
So drink up. 

When you’re 
cool 
the sun always 
shines upon 
you. 
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Ben Bloodwell 
That Motley drama- Oh, be 

sure 

It shall not be forgot 

With its Phantom chased for 

evermore, 

By a crowd that sees it 

not, 

Through a circle that ever 

returneth in 

to the self-same spot, 

And much of madness, and 

More of Sin, 

And Horror the soul of the 

plot. 

-Edgar Allen Poe 

Margaret Boettcher 
Laurenita remember what’s in the bag and all 

your hypothetical situations. A fire in my car? 

No, there was a pillow in the road, poor 

Fred and the Happy Mix. Cameo’s eating 

me again and Amy squeeked. “Margaret, 

Ich Bin lustig. Lacheln! Lacheln, Marg¬ 

aret.” Harvard Sq. or lunch at Lex. 

Library? Who wants to stand on my 

hands? Deutsch Klasse, ha, ha, ha! 

Zareen erinner dich immer the Oma, 

Jacob, Markus, and Reggea, schneckes, 

gum rationing, rasins, standing on posts, 

spinning pens, Police at Ginn, and all 

those games of Discression, Martha and 

Vareem? Nope Funk Nights better! “yeah, yeah, that’s 

kinda strange, oops, oh well, okay so we’re kinda weird, 

yeah it’s true, it is though! That’s so funny! 

Teresa Boffo 
“Go confidently in the direction of your dreams. 

Live the life you have imagined.” There isn’t anything we can’t do. 
Amy- The Bum Posse: the wrestling room; Fri. afternoon cooking. 
Aren’t they SLICK? Katherine-1 don’t think you understand how 
much I love. Don’t be grounded for....Run-over squirrels. Can you 
smell my cherries?? Liz-Want comes after Exit 1? Do you have any 
Vaseline? We're going to the late show. Christine-1 can tell what 
you look like even w/your clothes on sticks! Anna- we went to 
Bickfords and you didn’t wake me up! Chips anyone? Watching 
movies w/Jill. ILY guys!! Russia: “ They may tell you, you can’t 
sleep w/somebody else” Dave! Buffet. Let’s get some of that pink 
stuff, ’pass the fawk’n knives’. Mom, Dad, Jeff, Amy, Kristen- 
Thanks. I love you much! 

Sometimes people don’t distinguish between 
being intelligent and being a “geek”. Lon Setnik 
has always been someone to whom people look for 
knowing an answer but that’s hardly the limit of his 
talents. Lon was an asset both on and off the field j 

during this year’s fateful soccer season. His par¬ 
ticular focus on pre-game warm-ups put everyone 
in line. Being in the top ten percent of the senior 
class, people might think Lon doesn’t really know 
how to have fun, but I’m sure most of us have seen 
his face at least one or two weekend nights this 
year. There’s all of this plus the fact that he is the 
senior class’s ultimate doctor wanna-be. Between 
diagnosing all of his friends’ ailments and taking an 
EMT training course, I think we can say that he 
knows where he’s headed. Socially, Lon’s reputa¬ 
tion is well known. There isn’t a dance that goes by 
where some girl doesn’t have her eye on him for a 
date. His face is always smiling (after coffee) 
around school and he always has a pleasant word 
to say. Lon makes juggling academics, sports, a 
job (sometimes), and an active social life look like 
a cinch. Long after high school is over, I’m sure 
we’ll all be affected by one of Lon’s accomplish¬ 
ments. He is probably the best example of a well- 
rounded student in our senior class. 

Andrew Hall 
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Cara Bonasera 

"For memory has painted this perfect day with colors that 

never fade, And we find at the end of a perfect day The 
souls of friends we've made.” I thought that it would never 

end. Now that it’s over I don’tknow which way to turn, but 

U can always turn to me. Josh-U hold a large space in my 
heart +U always will, Thanx ILY. Bill-Bunnies forever Lia- 

Where did this picture come from? Tina-warm ups. Vake- 
muffins. Amy-We can do this. We’re seniors! U’ve been 
there for the good+bad. U always know how to make me 

laugh. Thanks. Carla-Doij’t be afraid. It’s just mom. Phil- 

U’re walkin. Jackie-Who’s canoe is this anyway? Girls soccer 93-What a family. ILY 

all. LAX! 
Nicole-95 all the way Dean+Tim-Thanks for always being there. I hope the future 
will be as much fun as the past. Party on. Rich-ouch my ribs. Jess-U look wiched 

familia. Julie-I’ve got a story forya. Janine-bathroom. John-Only from the car phone. 
We’re studying to- night, right? Chris- 

Good Morning. Bri- 
through it all. The 
forever. 

Mom,Dad,Colie,Bean 
You’ll always be the 
wings. ILY xoxo 

U’ve been there 

memories will last 

Thanx for everything 
wind beneath my 

Sara Bonnell 

"Life is a whole, and good and ill must be accepted 
together. The journey has been enjoyable and well 
worth making-once." 2000.H.S. E.K. will I ever know 

the answer? Surprise, Fab work at P. K.R. Whose 

blondie? E.R. please dance. Thanks to V.O. friends 
K.J., S.B. and S.P. Thanks to everyone who made 

these 4 yrs. unforgettable. E.K. and E.R. college 
won't change much , we'll still be best friends. 
Thanks to Mom, Dad, and family for everything, 

esp. J+L+J. Good luck to everyone in our new 

beginnings. 

Monique Boudreau 

Well it’s been a long, hard 4 
years. I can’t believe we’re 
really leaving this place. 
Good luck to all those who 

have to stay here (that means you Twin). 
I just want to say thanx to everyone that has 
been there for me so many times, Joanna, Jenn, 
Alex, Cawn, PatQ, ShawnC, Jay, H.Markham. “Oh 
no she’s hitting on me again!” Brett yes you can 
watch (rabbits?) Hey just one last piece of advice; 
love stinks! Thanx mom+Dad. Gregg I love ya. I 
wrote it because you didn’t. ILYASW 

CIAO 

I would never leave you in times of trouble, we never would have come 
this far. I took the good times, I'll take the bad times, I’ll take you just the 
way you are. Janine-1 don't know where i’d be w/out you. You’re more 
than just a best friend, and I love you for that. You're a part of me, I’m a 
part of you. Carla-Thank 
have a beautiful heart. 
Amy-Thanks for the 
person, both inside and 
trip over a lawn mower, 

memories. Stay true to 
came first! (REVERE 
a story with. Keep smil- 
trade it for the world, 
love you forever and al- 

you for everything you 

Let’s go to the 99’s. 
bitchin’. You’re a great 
out. Let’s sneak out and 
Denise-Always keep the 
yourself. Remember you 
BEACH) Cara-lt’s always 
ing! Greg-I wouldn't 
Thanks for being there. I 
ways. See ya on the 
Do I have ink on my cornerJL! *CG, LC KH- 

face?’D.S, J.R, K.M, R.H Want a pumpkin?\J.C wanna get your ear 
pierced?*M.M Retard. Nana, your memory will live always in my heart. 
Janine “You are the wind beneath my wings” I'll be your friend forever! 
Thanks mom,dad, Mike+Lisa I couldn't have done it without you. Thanks 

for the memories. 

Tucker Bradford 
“What work I have done I have done because it was 
play. If it had been work I shouldn’t have done it. 
-Mark Twain 

“Life may be sweeter for this. I don’t know. See how it 
feels in the end...Who can stop what is to arise now. 
Something new is waiting to be born.” Robert Hunter. 
SPW-BN, AM, DD, KM, ND “A new way of living” DBW- 

MD, CS, DG, KM, DD 
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Bill Bush Andrew Brown 

Thankx to all the dorks for 
the cool people were, 

parents, and Sanford. 
Fri4 to Sun7. "He's a 

do you guys always team 

worry it’s a safe car “MD" - 

MD-slammers w/VD + MD 

get so much worse than 
my own pie! Wanna ride in 

making people appreciate who 

Thankx to all my friends, my 
Luke's coming home on friday. 

Desmond" VD- Nugg said "Why 

up and rag on me “MD" - Don’t 
Hi, "Funny that's my last name" 

- Hey Vak, Why does he always 

us? Andreas latenight, I want 
style? HeyDO-nutwhenisyour 

next available time slot? Jesus Al, Howmanytimesdoesthejob need to get done? Sorry 

Martz, I’m broken. Suz, nice car!! Hey Jo, would you keep it down, my moms asleep 9ft 
below. July 4'93 - 8 kegs a band on NV. Kel - nevermind. Pool at Damons - wanna bet 

a 12? Chloe, you are part of a rare breed who know. Feb. Vac '93 - What do U mean 

I don’t look 23. Pimpin' Nov. 24, '92 - over 40 - Megs, I hope your not late. -1 ain’t even 
buzzed yet! WHS Hockey is wicked good. See ya around - MAYBE 

Tri-Captain of the Africn Mondus. BX w/ the boys: DArin, Johnson, Dick, 

John,I Reardon, Egga, Rutface, Turks, Guy, Nic, Dieter, Mlels, Furey, Gerard, 

Keane, Pat, Andriesse. Early Johnson bedroom- 6 and a dip- Road Trips w/ 

Johnny "I swearto god there’s no beer in the car” - NH state troopers. Byrne- 

Always keep 2 checs, one’s a safty... Pass the Robitussin. Rich- hows my 

kid... New Years Eve 92 Nuff said. Egga- DDD it’s not my turn Lonley Man 

Ruels. Reggae Sunsplash- DB watch that tree. Girard- Gone Fishin’ Mohawk 

Trail ’93 Reardon- keep it in your pants (2:1) Mondus’s supplyin’ the Lepper. 

Phil- Goin Free SAfety? Burbing on the Weekends- you know who your are! 

“Just when you think the fun is the real party hasn’t begun” ILYMom, Dad, and 

Jen 

Rt#2 

Darin Byrne 
What up Dog? Winchester football rules #20 

(BLADE RUNNER) Wall ain’t sh#t. BTW: RO, 

BB, BJ, JG,L RH, GF, GC, BR, PR, NG, MA, 

PM, SF, GF, CT, TM, SD, CM, Hey Bri, want 

some Robitussin? Giacalone, 7th grade, I’ll 

kick you a**! Strap on the pads Richy! Egga- 

gimmie a skull. Dieter- SG ’93 Bren- sorry 

about your light, any new handshakes? PHII- 

Woburn shall die! Ay Patrick, want a Guiness? 

Guytano look, there’s Charleene. Gerard- 

Mandarin then Jeopardy? Turco - call me 

back in 5 minutes to break it up! Hey, it’s 4 

o’clock let’s go home. Rolo, we got a whole 

year together, don’t drive me crazy! Let’s kill 

these guys!! Bush, we’re convicts at Sugar 

Loaf, “Bounty Hunter.” RBTVand Puerto Rico. 

Alcohol free in ’93. Burger King, you were.one 

year too old. "Always have two, one’s a safety.” 

Thanks mom, dad, and Bri, I love you. 

Liz Byrne 
“Who knows how long this long this will last, now we’ve come so far so fast, 

but somewhere back inthe dust that same smal town in each of us... let me 

take a long last look before we say goodbye”.. .Anna- popped tires, concerts 

of ’93, half days at your house, BSTN. Music AWrds- Aerosmith! Buffett- 

What did yu tell your Dad? Terry- sport buddies, welcome to Rhode Island 

(Lost in the USA) 2 AM Highland Ave. Runs, Hlldaguard speling. Heather- 

numberous truces (too many to count), talks at Papa’s, Balloon heads and 

marshmellow pals at Buffett. Andrea- 9/7/91 - oh what a night! LLRC, Forest 

Street Fences- Bossi’s, field trips, schxing! Marie- Mexican salsa girl, he's 

25 and balding! Mom, Dad, Trey, Chris, Pete and DAve thanks, ILY! “These 

are the times to remember, because they will not last forever. These are the 

days to hold on to, because we won't, although we’ll want to.” 

Chloe Caci 
WTB- "Goodbye is not an ending as you will find along the way cause 
in our heart, you’ll always have a part of yesterday.” Vak and Bridg- “We 
are all travelers in the wilderness of this world, and the best that we can 
find in our travels is an honest friend.” Gabe and Liane “Understand 
that happiness is not based on possessions, power or prestige, but 
on relationships with people you love and respect.” Brendon and Sue- 
"We all need a person to understand. Someone to share our thought 
with and will always be around inthe time of need. We all need a person 
like you.” FGP- “Time goes fast life asks so much no wonder friends 
get out of touch, but in our hearts, deep, true, unseen, friendships stay 
forever GREEN! Pete- “I love the man who can smile in trouble, who can 

gather strength from distress, 
and grows brave by reaction.” 
Alden, Pete, Bee. "Letyoursoul 
and spirits fly into the mystic, 

“What lies behind us and what lies before 

us, are tiny matters compared to what lies 
within us.” 

Thanks guys, I love you 

Simple Pleasures are the best 
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COAAJ 

“People come and people go, and some leave 
footprints in the snow; but in the end you will find, 
some leave footprints on your mind.”KN- Hail 
Mary... lets have a dip and go skiing JL- wanna go 
to the mall? Mr. bigg and you ALL- so that’slike a 
bonsai tree right? MM- twelve days of Christmas 
KN- if only there were 3 LD- to pnchs and pnds in 
the snow KR- phone chats and common stress 
MV- chnsefd and slammn into glass doors w/ Mel. 
BK- oh my God it’s E. Hood DL- let’s walk to 
school TM- wrkn a YY JB- let’s pierce my ear! GP 
trick or treat CB- don’t tip the canoe MN- my far 
away friend MS- the good and the bad I wouldn’t trade them for 
anything, dinner at the Ritz? CA or bust...always. RACH- you’re my 
b-friend, Good Luck! A handful of memories: CM, PF, BM, RH, KU, 
JT, SB, NM, JD, DF, AH, LS, BS, ML. “Dragons stat forever, but not 
so little boys”_Hi Mike!_ 

Ashley 
Carrigan 

All the things I’ve seen, heard, 

done and learned in mly life so far 

seem to MELT together into one 

CRAZED memory. Life is like a 

whirlwind of experiences- good 

and bad- and without FRIENDS 
to guide each other through, one 

might get lost and tossed. To 

Em, Jesse, Alii, Alden, Matt and 

the gang- I can’t say thank you 

enough. I LOVE YOU. Jack- 

soulmate- what a long strange 

trip its been. I will survive- as 

long as I know how to love I know 

I’m still alive... 

Thanks Mom, Dad, Dee and 
Anton 

I LOVE YOU ALL. 

Greg Carroll 

The ill with James Burke, Beep Vita NESS, 
Lonelyman with BBA, Lawn cruising. Relm Jail 
party Loonarrows, Early Johnson bedroom Reps, 
story, cornnuts, kreg at Gatto’s, Rut-Face, Johnny 
so smart, Andriesse cuts, lepper, Byrne method, 
Reardon and who? Tots! Gerard Hack- Attack. BA! 
BA! QB Football, Hockey, Lax, Love you Michelle. 

“May you look back on the past with as much pleasure as you look forward 

to the future.” Many great memories made at WHS Summer of '92 rules! Haly 

was a blast!! M- Shared many great times and memories! Sweet 16 party was 

unforgettable. Spookey World was a blast. Varsity Softball ’93-’94. Summer 

Softball was cool. Thanx to all those I’ll never forget. Keep in touch 4-eva: MK, 

RG, MA, LI, PA, KR, KC, JG, MB,TB, and everyone else. Good luck class ’94!! 

Thanx Mom, Dad, Mike and Rico for all U’ve done and all your support. You’ll 

always have a place in my heart. I love U. 

Too many great times! Turtle face drink the P... Pie- Where’s BC, 

Land Bozzer. Jamie- Let’s visit Charlie- truck for rent. AH- Snap 

Krackle Pop. TM- Chester, Shives. LS Where’s the eye black. Open 

House at Dean’s. Midd’s and Jeff, where’s Arlington? DF- Open 

house at the Mecca. Snop Doggy Dog- Thanx for the ride. PV- 

Where’s Maine? T Club- AL, JL, DL. Fab 5- thanx for the action. MVR- 

the window. LS- on the phone, I’ll never forget ya! It all started w/the 

Foxcroft Posse- Gerard, Sean, Chris T, Chris S, Sean- Where’s 

Gerard? I’ll never forget you guys. Thankx Rich and Darin, I love you 

MOM! 

Ben Coonley 

“Early in the morning, 
When I wake up late, 
I eat a sandwich. 
And then, 
I eat another sandwich. 
Let’s go surfing now, 
Surfing for Sand¬ 
wiches.” 
“Do it dude, 
Do it.” 

(We’ll get to Fun World) 

Eric Clemente 
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Joe Corkery 
Is it over yet? Yes, it is! It’s been fun, 

well kind of. Where did all the time 

go? Ben, John, Matt- The cape was 

great- too much coke. Matt sorry 

about everything. Walden was fun. Tom, you’re huge! Later X! 

CC was fun-3A- 12 seasons too many! Tigh- watch the safety! 

BB, BC, BR, TL, WG, MA-NCM was fun! Hey Jeremy- no more 

R+B all-nighters! Amy- so who won? It was nice to meet you Joe! 

Later Count. Later Prep. Lauren- so how do we get to Wakefield? 

Pete is nifty. No more double period labs/tests!! We had Calc 

homework? Good luck Susie, take care of mom and dad for me. 

Best wishes to all. I’ll never forget anyone! Thanks for the party. 

Bye! 

Mahrya Dakubu 

Highschool has 

been tre cool. 

This is of course 

due to the fact 

that ARM, MJ, 

AC, DB, JM, MA, 

and other people 

way too cool to 

mention (like him) were here. 

LIVE LONG AND PROSPER 

Love M 

JEMMA DESIMONE 

4 

“In the end it is the journey that mat 

ters most. " Les and Jess- all I can 

sayisWOW. EMandAL-LMS, Lucia’s 

or AB's ? Denessa- thanks for 

dreamingwithme. Allyburger-takea 

gander... Tina- What? I hope your 

mom ‘s right. Jess- We run the best 
hospital around. Rocky- need a map? SBP’s! DF 

and VD humanities poll.Kristein- chalk flowers. Twin 

Towers. New Years. Nose trap! Tree, stump, twig. 

MC. HEART, FIRE, FIGHT- shine on guys! Beliee. 

16,17,18-and this is my brother. Libray. Just do it. 

Thanks and love to mom, dad, and Chris. 

“If I were going to be 
stranded on an island and only 

one person could be there with | 

me...I’d want it to be Sean!” 

Sean Furey is nothing | 

less than a pure leader and a 

role model to all. Sean’s lead¬ 

ership skills have been recog¬ 

nized by everyone. He has 

been elected President of the 

Class of 1994 by his classmates 
for the last two years,and he 

has done a great job in making ■ 
these last two years wonderful 
for the Class of 1994. Sean’s 

leadership skills don’t end there, 

as he was chosen to be one of 

the captains of the football team ! 

by his teammates this year. 

Sean excels as an athlete, 

whether it be on the football 

field, the basketball court, or 

the baseball diamond. In fact, 

by the time this yearbook comes 

out, he probably will have been I 
chosen to be a captain on the 

basketball and baseball teams 

as well. Sean’s hard work and 

dedication doesn’t end there, 

as his grades show that he is a 

serious student. Sean is a very 

well-rounded person and has 

charmed many with his person¬ 

ality, as Mary Keenan says, 

“Sean is definitely the most 

handsome, charming, and po¬ 

lite kid in our class!” Phil 

Reuland feels that "He’s an in¬ 

credible athlete and a great 

friend, but I don’t know where 

Mary gets off by saying that 

he’s more charming that I am.” 

Sean’s personality is 

definitely unique, buthis humor 

is understood and loved by all. 
Because he has the ability to be 

himself as a great person and a 
leader, it has earned him the 

respect of all his peers. But 

most importantly, we have been 
very lucky to be close friends 

with a person like Sean. 
Phil Reuland and Todd Miles 
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Matt Desmond 

Wow, everything’s moving so 
fast; but don’t worry, it’s a safe 
car! Thanks to my buddies- 
Drewforthe Junior High, AJ for 
being lost, Vake for nothing, 
Brendan for doing homework 
and Todd for the fanny. Thank 
you BC for the new car. Mrs.M 
for the party. The Allman 
Brothers, Jimi Hendrix and Pe¬ 
ter Tosh. Slammers with Vake 
and Drew. A1 doesn’t like be¬ 
ing like this. Mom, Dad, and 
Lauren- Thanks, and MV- Jane 
says you’re never gonna sur¬ 
vive unless you get a little crazy. 

Carla DiCarlo 

“There are many times 
and places I’ll remem¬ 
ber. All the moments 
w/my friends I’ll re¬ 
member forever.” 
We’ve had great times 
+ despite the bad I know that these yrs. are the best 
we’ll ever have, so hold on to them because they 
don’t last forever. Special friends are 4-eva w/JD., 
CB., JB., AH., DS.,- luv you guys! SR. Yr. VT. trip, 
Feb vac!! (ThanxKerry). Freshmen yr. BBQ! JDwe 
are2alike! Mom, dad, N,S,T+M. Iwanttosaythank 
you for all you’ve done for me. I love you! 

Vivek Dhingra 
Thanks to the people who made 
these four years bearable: A1 for 
the food dude, Drew for the late 
night rides, Jenna for putting up 
with me, Duffy & Salter, Mr. Marks 
foroneyearofhell, Mr. Rinaldi for the laughs, Ms.Cronanfor 
the Scarlet Letter, Jimi Hendrix, Dave for naps, Galuzzo for 
his love, The best damn locker buddies a guy could have!, 
Wes for being the handsomest guy I know, Andriesse for 
teaching me Hey Joe, Hello Brendan, Alec wherever you are, 
Furey for the elevator ride of a lifetime, Cara for the muffins, 
Dave Letterman, Homer Simpson, Canteen Boy, Brendo 
(even though you hate me) Duke, Desmond for always mak¬ 
ing me feel smarter, The Allman Bros., Liane for always 
making me feel dumber, Rossi for rides in the Caddy, 
Vernaglia for co-hosting, and Chloe for the quarter 
holder,.’NUFF SAID! See Ya Bye! 

Scott Dieter 
The Reaper lives‘93. “I’m not good w/ice!!” Pat is the perfect 
irishmen. What are you laughing at?” Andriesse I like the 
cuts. Miles nobody beats the BUDDAH. Byrne-S.G.‘93. I’ll 
be up to 400 in no time.” Bush you are the best D-end in the 
M-league- next to GATTO. Reardon you’re such a pussy- ha 
ha. Carrol- “Lose the attitude.” Turco- “You’re gonna lose, 
join G.A.” Fodera-thanks - and I’ll use garlic. Reuland is a 
psycho-and I’m notmessin’w/him. To Johnson I never make 
Front of You?! Gerald are we going Mandarin? Bartolucciyou 
skip too much, and Jackalone you have too much hair-”Don’t 

worry abou it!” To Steph- I’ll 
never forget you. B.T.W.P.V., 
RH„ A.P., RO., C.M, -Yeah se¬ 
riously. Sean is a pretty crazy 
kid!!! 

44* 

"These are the times to remember ‘cause they 
will not last forever; these are the days to hold 
onto ‘cause we all know that we want to.'“Reeking 
of gayness* Abiding by the rules. HC kicks. 
Checkers. Tickle. Sad & Sick at Shrews. Late 
ngt. Coro. Butt guts at Hooters Hall. Buffett'93, 
partyball. Sherfirst. Tofu. Death Rd. Quad gun. 

Cheers. Squaw. T-5. Dblegym, notes anyone? WOO. Kate- Wedge Ave. 60mph, 
where was I? bodysuit buttons. SwiftRiv. Erill. Ch&Mozz Sticks. United. Molly- 
Don't sweat in the pink shirt! Terrible. Dinky- Swift Riv. Cape trips. LN w/WDSM, 
noway! Capt. fball s.o.m.t. Charlie! Should we call.. no! Glouc. run! AL- right cape 
trips, dble.trble. w/g.f. Buffett, mic. pop & 90210. secrets. JL-guy crazy. Buffett- 
Todd. Askanurse. KR-NY Eve 92/93. I saw your @#%?*DL-sister guy talks! E.J 
& Joe. KN- Glouc. 93, tenting, random wipers, b-buying. JC- PnP runs. Yrbk? CB- 
Wno put these pics in? NM- Queens. Mad Dawg Spew. JD- Nurses save NY Eve 
haircut! RA-XMas Dresses. Tplesschin. Firedrl! KU-“Does Lia have a wrinkle 

on her skin?" “It's my #@S*!“ MR- stage fright. Hello Dolly (gasey). I will Survive. 
Summ. 93- Bad boy at C. Wash. Tight maroon pants suck, boy's haircut! 
Bingbong AL-Thanx for everything ILY! Joey-gymstairs, onions, burp. Jan. 6 
bath beads, splat! P. time. CSV embarrassment! You've been one of my greatest 
journeys and the longest. Don't ever forget me, ILY. Mom, Dad, Dan & Jim- ILY 
all! Thanx for sticking by me, I'm not the easiest to handle. Good luck Dan & Jim. 

Janine Difronzo 
“Why do we give up our hearts 

grow up so fast? Things to 
the storybook draws to a 

me, and I'm a part of you, 
ever we go through..." “Julie, 

100?" “You'reThelma and I'm 
fee talks” will forever remain! 

who is the truest is your good 
lieves the heart that grieves.” 

Dee.luvya!" Cara-Let's drive 

daredevils! “Only some leave 
and mind." Amy- The one who is real 
K.H. Thanks for Vmt.! "Tisach. mol. 
Cheering 92/93/94. Thanx guys. I 

goodbye, but never the end." Mom 

to the past? and why must we 
remember and places to go, so 

close." Julie- “You’re a part of 
wherever we may travel, what- 

will you be my friend ‘till I'm 
Louise, OK?” Carla- Our “cof- 

“We think alike...” "The person 

friend. “ Denise- “A smile re- 
“Nothing gold can stay.” “Hey 
around again. We are such 

lasting impressions on the heart 

is the best there can be.” Thanks for R.port Amilee! 
!” CG- “Giggles”, JR- Make the best of WHS! FGP, 

'll never forget you and I love you. “This may be 
Dad, Jode, Maria and Dina-1 know I’m a little devil, 

ILY. Dina- We’ve become more than just sisters, 
we've become good friends. “I always knew that 
when we looked back at the times we cried I'd 

laugh, but I never knew that when we looked back 

at the times we laughed I’d cry.” 
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Brett Dimarzo 
All good things must come to an end.” 

Balluzo - Will you quit it. How’s the Chinese 
ood? Quill - the Grand Prix wins everytime. 
vlonique - Seriously, like rabbits? Dixon - 
Dopeman on the kicker. Don’t spin the tires. 
Tom P, Dennis P, Sean C - Chester, Jester, 
Tonto, and Don Johnson live forever! Simma 
- Basketball in the gym. I don’t remember 

falling asleep. The flying cat! Lauren E. - can I have a ride 
home? Keane - almost a 30ft putt. Turnip - set me up. Amy 
- stop yelling in the halls. Want a hug? Sigmond, Pye, Snoop 
Doggie Dog, Hall, Clements - Skull, 
consume, brothers, Swallow - N. D. 
was lucky. Lon, Jeff, Tim, Dave - 
RAH! Dean-your house is the best. 
Spring Break - Daytona Beach 

Neil Dixon 

-You can tell by 
the way I use 
my walk I’m a 
woman’s man, 
no time to talk” 
-Stayin’ Alive 

Julie Doucette 
I have a friend that I wish you would 
know. He will never hurt u, stab u in 
the back or leave u when you are 
down. He’s always there for me 
giving me a song in the midst of my sorrow. He already 
knows u - better than anyone one else. JESUS is his 
wonderful name. U can have the joy of knowing him. 
Only he can give u eternal life. He is not a religion or a 
church, but a relationship. How ‘bout it? Luv ya - 
Hession, Wilder, Gustin -o wuldn’t be this far w/out u. 

BYE EXCEL! Rickey - do I hear wed¬ 
ding bells? I love NY Your the best in 
the world. Cheryl - we had good laughs. 
He who calls upon the name of the Lord 
shall be saved. 

Matt 
Ducharme 

Freshman - big school, 
confusing. Mr. Rinaldi and his flying 

desk. Where the heck an I now? Mr. 

Walker’s singing pets. 

Sophomore - Mrs. Kane’s 
Great Gatsby. Mr. Oliviero's drawing 

class. Mrs. Paltisis and her coffee. 
Airbrush with Mary is cool. Mr. Rinaldi 

again “What is this business?’’ Mrs. 

Innes, nice lady, boring class. New 
York trip. 

Junior - Mr. Benton “Time 

out Turco.’’ Mr. Oliviero again. Mrs. 
Smith "Never, ever, ever, ever’’ JAM 

with Mary (met Julie!) Mrs. Agranat, 

we never talked. Ms. Lanouette's my¬ 
thology crew rules! 

Senior - Mrs. T and Mr. 

Miller(Mason). Oliviero yet again(3rd 
year in a row!) SAM with Ardito (fi¬ 

nally.) Laats or Mrs. Brady. Mr. 

Cantillon’s fake ESP tricks. 

Kevin Eppig 
Why be normal?... 4:30 am practises, shorts and tie 

in winter, swimmers are definatly half sane ... PB 

sandwich, dougnut and milk, what a great break¬ 

fast ... Clorine, Clorine, Clorine ...Smiling? What’s 

that? ... NO, I am not awake. 

Lauren Esposito 
“Think freely. Smile.often. Rediscover old friends. Make 
new ones. Tell those you love that you do. Dream. Hope. 

Grow. Give. Give in. Pick some daisies. Share them. Keep 

a promise. Laugh heartily. Sing. Dance. Reach out. Let 
someone in. Hug a child. Kiss. Slow down. Hold a hand. 

Seeasunrise. Listen to the rain. Trustlife. Sharefaith. Enjoy. 

Make some mistakes. Learn from them. Love everyone. 
Explore the unknown. Celebrate Life and Love.” - author 

unknown 

Halfway down the 

stairs 

Is a stair where I sit. 

There isn’t any other 

stair 

Quite like it 

I’m not at the bottom 

I'm not at the top; 

So this is the stair 

Where I always stop. 

Halfway up the stairs 

Isn’t up, and isn’t 

down. 

It isn’t in the nursery, 

It isn’t in the town. 

And all sorts of funny 

Thoughts run round 

my Head! 

“It isn’t really anywhere! 

It's somewhere else in¬ 

stead!” 

A. A. Milne 

EQ: Excuse me, can I please kill you now? 

KJ: Must I teach you everything about the birds and the bees? 

LEW: You go girl! 

MO: Who dropped Lauren? 
Amy: I know, I know, you were here first. 

Meg: Carly lives! 

Teresa: tell me how you really feel. 

Maya: we’ll hit them at the door. 

Anne: Jen! 

Ba: you animal killer you. 

Jim: I’d marry you - but we’d kill each other 

LM: I want a collider! 

I love you Mom, Dad, and Jen. 
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Gerard Fidalgo 
“Were only 14 officer” Early 
start at Egga’s. Marta - can me 
and Phil borrow your car. 
Foxcroft Posse Rules. Furey - 
Bust out. Reardon - where’s 
your Madre. Good Times with 
Bush and Beef on the Mohawk 
Trail “93.” Rossi-I winalotatthe 
Track... Seriously V.P. is a HO. 
Crash Derby School Patking lot 
-B.C. Louie’s Superette-thanks 

for all the help freshman year. Bell Square - You always 
came through when we needed it. Steve Davis, James 
Burke, Gererd Beckett. Good Times with - C.T., D.B., 
E.C., B.J., M.A., G.C., S.D., P.M., N.G., R.H. 

Bryan Fisher 
ODE TO THE WINNERS 
CIRCLE (1990-1994) 
SMOKIN’ WITH CALVUS, 
GOOD, AND THE MEM¬ 
BERS, I KNOW WHEN I’M 
50, I WONT REMEMBER. 
FIRE, FIRE, FIRE, BEAVIS 
AND BUTTHEAD RULE, 

AND THE IRISH UNDOUBTEDLY RULE. SOON, OH SOON, 
I’M OUT OF THIS SCHOOL. I’LL SLEEP, I’LL SMOKE, AND 
PLAY POOL ON DOPE. IT’S BEEN A GREAT YEAR, WITH 
CIGARETTES. BUT DON’T WORRY I’LL BE BACK, DON’T 
WORRY ‘BOUT ME, FOR WHEN I RETURN, YOU’D BETTER 
LEAVE! 

-i love you mary jane 

Monette Francini 
"Oh, I have slipped 

the surly bonds of 

earth and danced 
the skies on 

laughtered silvered 
wings; Sunward I’ve 

climbed and joined 
the tumbling mirthof 

sun split clouds—and done a hundred things ...” So 
many things I can’t possibly understand how they all 

came to be but i know i will always remember them AL—known U all my life, thankx. 

telephones & toilets, bikes, camps.ice storms. Elmo, worthead, AO—Ames, ready 
freedy.Jones. Ick. Hey I know that now. boo-radley.ah ha.must U where that?kappa ah ah. 
einfach spitzel; Lau—secret lunch, field hockey bloopers;Kris —love your shirt;brady 

bunch—Arlington car chase, red lights; field hockey camp—sore legs? what a clean room. 
blondie;MS—peabody soccer team; Maggie—U being facetious?Mc D's trips shh; Wolfy. 

LEW; AH—U making fun of me?hammer. flat tire?thankx; Tim, Steph & Atiyeh-the bagel 
land crew; Hey TM wasn't french class fun?bonjour. FIELD HOCKEY RULES—scuttle. 

Rockport.beaches. Error. Coack. shake that body, right now, sticky booger. dizzy.pig 
piles, lumber jack, butterfingers, jumper cables, error.frosh. Me D's concerts. Nicky.candy 

and of course these are the times to remember. 

David Fiorentino 
"Nothing happens unless first is a dream.” SG- 

dynasty started!! “Doc”-Laundry Room, 4 yrs of 

OL what hell- #1 in 94! Costly long jump, “but I 

won!” Mids- Caught in the act by Mr. CM I shut my 

ears DM- Thankx for milk, OJ, black cups, strat¬ 

egy, GT’s jeffro- Announcers- We’ll have said 

“Donnie” CS- cutting on the Koekster, BC mad¬ 

ness! Briguy- No more driving on the wrong side 

of town JG-stolen advice-oops!! Claamants-“the 

Mecca", Don Quiyote! LS- Shazam, D-bound, playing with the 

Queen! DS- Lou needs a clue! Rootin against 

‘em!DL- Li...ness- can’t stop it! Caught by Kev- w/ 

out Simpronia, where would we be? NM- Good 

words, G’st’s! JD-Beverage? Na! “Pep talks” AAlly- 

“Lovely” KN-matching rugs-maturity factor! KR- 

Kitchen sink, Hum winks! LS- locker buds JC- 

Angug party! Thankx Bnea, Mom + Dad 

- Guy Fodera 
(W- John G. no more 

jV pizza! Brian J. 

keep your dog 

away! Great times JG, BB, GP, 

GC, SD, AP, TM, and no more 

rhymes at WBCamp, but let’s have a lepper. 

JG, Bj, thankx for everything. Vits + Rossi 

stay italian. It has been a great four years 

together and good luck. 

Sachems we are one. Blade Byrne 

I also want to thank my parents for every¬ 
thing and my family and most of all God. 

• • 

• • 

Kristen Freeman 
“There are places I remember, all my life, though some have 

changed; some forever nor for better, some are gone, and 

some remain..." The Benches Swimming with The Duck “I 
miss Will!” B. I. Summer '93 Russia: :"What a long strange trip 

its been" (they may tell you...) A.B.: "The best thing you’ve 
ever done for me, is to help me take my life less seriously” 

Thankx for corrupting me! M.B.: Words cannot express all that 
has passed unsaid between us through the years. Thankx for 
listening! H.M.: no bad days until at least 2nd period! I’m so 

good at your house! Thankx for the rides + for being there! 

S.F.: Wine coolers don't count? The three amigos + everyone 
else: goodbye, good luck, and keep smiling!!! 
“The KLF has now left the building" 

• • 

• * 
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Sean Patrick Furey 
Attention all shoppers!-”May we borrow battering ram?"Rutface- 

moving boards w/Elroy-Y.M.C.A.-Rm.28-crash car?Foxcroft Posse- 

2:00 crew-Bust-Dada me Byrne,Bust it up!Bush-Sultn’t,Neck Roll?- 

Victory Sundaes-Whoomp. Perenick- Party Train, -Mahoneys,5 

alarm,salamanders-How would you like your 

salad,Angry?G.P.-Lost in Space?V.O.-”Give 

me the keys!",what elevator?” Onside Punt, 1st 

sound” S.B.-"I gotta get some Z’s”,ps.,you’re 

funny... Driesse-"Nothing Else Matters”- 

Egga,How’s the...-B.J.,light it up!!!-Reaper 

does aerobics,for fun?-Party on dudes-Miles- 

Beef-R.H.-J.G.-E.C.-G.F.-P.M.-Mac-C.T.- 

Pauement+Sharpy-Hat-”lf you're 

not weird,you’re boring" thanks- 

D.G.+C.C.-Sachem Pride ’93-”we 

areone.’ThanksMom + Dad, M.P., 

Kathy+Mike -25-42-17. 

Amy Joy Galatis 
To the people who know me, my family,Carrie the shanaynay woman “he grills 
my cheese!”Keren the cucumber woman, Do what thy will, but harm none; 

Scott my sanity, "Scaaattt!”, DJ pooch, Michael the little pooch, Steve the big 

pooch (teddy bear),I am woman hear me roar, hee hee!. Jay the honey lover 

hackeyman.”niieegh!”, Russell the 

little???, Emily the cleavage 

woman, Kate “hey dude!” Katie the 

sweet transvestite (I wanna see 

it!), Melissa (yah,and I’m 
tall),Colleen the expert driver, Elodie 

(you little sexpot!), Peter (now it’s 

time on Sprockets where we 

dance!), Billy the studmuffin (and 

Jamison), Scott II with no pants, 

Demetra the horny Greek, Rosie 

my chem buddy, Russia was 

Keano. So was Spain, -the short,Greek, horny, hyper, bouncy, tiger’s eye, Jolt 

consuming, Shnooky Lumps Coke woman who loves you all and will miss you 

when I become a shorter version of Mrs.Tsoutsouras. 

David Galluzzo 
“Yabba Dabba Doo”-Frederick R. 

Flinstone.Many good times w?PQ, ND, AW, BD, 

KC, AP, VD, GB, MM, DK, 

AT.Scorpion bowls around the 

house.No Quill,Frau Austin is 
tunny! Dixon,that CRX was pretty 

fastID.K.(Chico my baby)-l had 

the best seat in HumanitieslA.W.- 

What parked car?B.D.-Will you 

quit it?!Quill don’t forget the 

power of the mighty rabbit.M.M. 

and K.C.-No hit Wiffle Ball,Yikes!Hee Hee 

HawIThanks Mom,Dad Jennie,John,and Chris. 

G’DayM85-J.R.-Tu es le Flaapy homme.Absolut 
Fiorentino,DL-l love you. Is my voice nasal? Meeeow! 

EM-Your hair looks like Cindy C.l Kate N-Get over 

it! Dean - what the hell is in the box? Your kitchen is 

great for splits.LWolfy-You go girlICarrigan-l’m 

itchy.Let’s move to Idaho.Andrea W-miss conge¬ 

nial 1994.EB-Yea.Dr.Espo-Gotcabfare?'’U make a 
decision."Markham-standmuch?1 more buffet story 

please.Kaitlin N-always appealing.Jenna D:Quigs- 
Supermodels.Amy O-your hand smells.Hi C.Naked.Karr-Flow’s the 

neck?Lacey-nice tire.Muluaney-marry me. Racek-Repunzel, Ryan’s 
forever,Mega-My Brown Eyed Girl.Jess L- 

Love always GURAQT.Meg Foley+MM carry the torch.Guys-I finally 

got my license!I love you all more than you’ll ever know.Thanx.Hi 
mom+dad. 

Nicholas Gatto 

“Bee-Dup” -Loon ’93.Corn Nuts,Dada me 

Byrne,Ram,Rutface,Egga,Gerry,Turc’s-Thanks for 

all the good times.Vita,Rossi,Turc’s-How’s your 

figure?Who’s goin in?-Mel-How do you sum up 

everything that’s happened over the last 3 

years.Thanks for making these the best of my life.I 

love youlMom,Dad,Bub,Katie,Thanks for all your 

love and support.I love you! “The laughter’s been 

worth all the tears” -Jimmy Buffet 

&) 

John Giacalone 
“To live is to die.” Hey Shuen, 

how about those older women or 
in Dick’s case younger. Hey 
who’s your Daddy? Swede and 
Dick come over for a Leper, 
Leper, Leper. Bush we’ll enjoy 
thirsty thursday once again. 
Egga, whats up? Pitch the ball. 
RH, how’s Br.. Br... Br... Brian JC 
just have a dip would you! GFwe 

are American. To the past of Funny Stuff and coming home 
and saying it was bad pizza. To All, I’m sending X’mas cards, 
by the way GET OUT OF MY HOUSE YOU ALL- PS thanx to 
all the Sweets in the World. Thanks Mom, Dad, Marie, and Lexi 
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Hey to: 

JF BB "In this infinite realm 
05 LUG 
RR pj 

HL JH 

of knowledge, there is 1 > 

but a single soul" 
JC JM 
KG MB 
ERB HP 

JH 
JM LS 
MJ flH 
BG KE 
BC "Identity would appear to be the cloak which 

(and to covers the nakedness of the self. If this be the 

evyl else I case, it is best that garmet be light, a little like a 

proll'y desert robe, through which one's nakedness can 

forgot.. always be dicemed." 

thanks) Paraphrased from James Baldwin 

Katie Gilliam 
To all my friends who have been there for me, I thank you I 
greatly. KM, AG, CR, HS, JS, you are the best friends a girl 
could ever have. Kate (Twin): You’re always there when I need 
someone to talk to. Uv proven 2b a loyal & trustworthy friend 
y I value our friendship greatly. Carrie: You’re a great friend 2 
y I hope everything works out 4u. Amy & Steve: You both make 
me SICK, but I love you both anyway (despite your never 
ending flaws). Nick: Lets hope your brother doesn’t listen to 
any more of our phone conversations. Alain: Your a truly 
unique individual - FLOURESCENT GREEN & CALIFOR¬ 
NIA????? I hope y’all enjoyed my rendition of “ST” - maybe nxt 
time Ames. Sorry if I left anyone out, but y’all know l-luv-u’s 
guys... so it really doesn’t matter. 

Mom: Thanks soooo mucch! I love you. 
You too Lynn. 

“The special closeness between true friends creates a bond the time 

and distance can never erase.” J.H. - Could never forget you or the 

times we shared. You’re somebody special and I’ll always luv you. 

BTW -KC, AM, KH, AB, CA, PA, OC, TB, TC, MM, KM, KG and RS. 

Aims - June 6! Dot Ave with the boys. Wanna go ot D.l. ? KC - U Like 

the train? PA - U Go Girl! TC - At HP. Got the munchies? AM - Don’t 

pee! Savin Hill Alley. AB - Where’s the guys? B’s basement on 

Lynnhurst St. Who drove by? We missed it again! “Christine - 

Christine!” RC at Hi Fi. Want 40? PA - U C-mouth! J’s house in JP! 

JH - Got GP! What bushes? KH - What should I do now? Sat. Night 

at Bickfords, NPDMB! Thanks Mom, Kim, Dad and Katlynn, Luv U 

always! Good Luck Class of “94! 

Will Greene 

DRIVEN BY PASSION. STOMPED BY SCREAMING 

GIRLS. MASTER OF NONE. 

David Griffin 
and Hells of the Eastern 
rivers, bridgesclanking, 
Joes Greasy Sand¬ 
wiches, dead baby car¬ 
riages, black treadless 
tires forgotten and 
unretreaded, the poem 
of the riverbank, 
condoms & pots, steel 
knives, nothing stainless, only the 
dank muck and the razor - sharp 
artifacts passing into the past -... 

-A. Ginsberg 

(ops catch Jan & Peter 
romping naked in back 

Carla Guarino 
THE HARD WAY OR NO WAY!! Kerry & 

Danielle - “These are the best years of our 

lives. You know its true. You are like sisters 

to me and I’m like one to you. We’ve had 

many good times, despite the bad. I know 

these are the best years we’ll ever have.” 

Thanx you guys ILY! “Our memories will 

make us all friends forever!” 5 seconds I 

dare you; Bob Sullivan Rules; Do I have 

ink on my face? KH JB LC; Bob in 747 Be 

careful; Buffett/Milller; Mental Bus rides into roteries; DS-NY 7-92 Oh 

what a night; The dignified AP list keeps growing: Amigo: Rootbeer 

nad sunflower seeds; 11 of 12; I have friends in low places; CW- 

Jayme & Tim in Revere; ALI have to tie my shoes; “Enough”; Are you 

twosisters?; MylifeisonecontinuousGeraldoepisode; Nate; It’stool 

time!; Hey Kerry - We’re entering Byfield!; Mom, Dad, Erica & Ernie 

- Thanx for putting up with me. I know it was hard! ILY; “IF WE 

COULDN’T LAUGH WE WOULD ALL GO INSANE!!” 
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“If you take the 

time and talk to 
God, you will 
find him, and in 
finding him you 
will find the 
greatest joy in 
your life." 

Rebecca Gulati 
Laur, Meg, Trese - you are all kindred 
spirits! Laur - Psycho 1 and 2 - the 
shredded napkin - navy sweaters, jeans 
and K-Swiss! Meg - Keep bouncing! 
frisbee, Palestine Park, cinnamon rolls - 
Am I awake?Squirt! Trese-BBswith MC; 
what’s the order? Margaret and Zareen 
Physics is Ph-ing hard! Goodbye sopho¬ 
more poss. Good Luck! Until we meet 
again. 

“You never conquer a mountain. 
You stand on the summit a few mo¬ 
ments. Then the wind blows your foot¬ 
prints away.” 

Mark Grey 

Goodbye 

the teach- 

kicked me 

The fire 

would like 

those who 

Dr. R and all 

ers who 

out of class, 

marshal 
to thank all 

parted with 

me JA, AM, BM, EG, BN, RH, CT, GF, GD, MD, 

RO, JB, ND, CM, LP and PS Sorry to all those I 

forgot. Ron PI learn to swim. PGA Get some 

Victims. Wrestling is notjustasport butawayof 

life; only in the winter. Ms. Angus per. G Physics 

class is the Best. 

Katherine Hamilton 
Remember, just ‘cause it’s finished, doesn’t mean 
the memories are too. I’ll always remember times 
we had & look forward to times we will have. Terry- 
Thanks for being there. Amy-4th grade “fight”; 
Guys? What guys?? 
What’s that smell? Jill-keep smiling; Deep conver¬ 
sations! Christine-Can I have a ride? Paula-Oh 
Paula, you’re it! P.S.-phenyalketnurics? contains 
phenylaline L.B.(Archeem) You’re all that! Some 
people never stop amazing 
me. Here we go again!! Mom, 
Charles, John,TomThanx, Luv TF! 
Ya! 
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Anyone who has participated in any 
of the musicals or dramas since our fresh¬ 
man year knows Kate Murphy. She is one 
of the driving forces backstage. For 
Grease she was made stage crew man¬ 
ager, and has kept the job ever since. 
Besides doing stage crew, she has ex¬ 
panded into all other aspects of theater 
except acting itself. 

Those of us not involved with the 
school theater know her as the person 
who dresses up for any and all holidays 
possible. This Halloween she tried to 
fake us out by not dressing up right away 
and many people felt a little let down 
because they were so used to seeing her 
all dressed up. 

Sophomore year she became in¬ 
volved with the band playing the cym¬ 
bals. She dedicatedly showed up and 
played at the football games and pa¬ 
rades. 

I've known Kate since about the 
fifth grade, when she first moved here 
from Milton. She has always been the 
person to look to to make you happy. It's 
been a pleasure knowing her. 

- Heather Lanigan 



Joe Hartford 

To all of those 

Ambrose friends I 
remember and 

those I don’t: 

You can’t get rid of me that easily! 

Thanks for a great SENIOR YEAR!! 

"These are the best years of our lives. You know it’s true you’re like a sister 

to me and I'm onetoyou. We’ve had some greattimes despite the bad. I know 

these are the best years we'll ever have.” CG- "Where are we?” “The burb, 

be careful Bob 747, amigeo, Nate, SM- why? Random phone calls, AP chant, 

they’re all out tonite. DL- Die! LK- You’re awesome Big Bird, down on the 

corner, what’s wrong with Betsy? D-Shell Why us? DS- “2 out of 3 ain’t bad” 

FI 5AM keegs, Exams- the curb? AL- Prom nite- wow "Let’s talk about sex” 

we’re hot suckers- Men, Chem- what are our names? pool lessons- call me! 

LP- what a nite (Charles Hotel)- Concert '92. AH- ILY! (Mrs. A) JB- you have 

ink on your face! DS, JB, JR, JD AND KM- flying pumpkins- 25?- the mental 

bus rules, - rotaries- enough! Do I know you? sunflower seeds and RB, I met 

you at Miller. Thanks for everything Mom, Dad, Bill, Stacy and Michael I LOVE 

YOU! 

Rich 
Held 

Big Bri early 
start your room. 
Bill come over 

to study and have a leppa. Reardon how about 
some corn nuts, Seriously! John you’ll always be like apple. 
Phil I got a new Sega Game wanna play. Blade Runner rules 
or was it Sultan of Smash oh I forgot it was neither. Turco gotta 
sober up, ah who am I kidding you wanna go up to New 
Hampshire. Greg you beach house. Is that your mom stand¬ 
ing at the door, too bad! Gatto nobody holds a bash like you, 
keep it up. Bill New Years Eve! John will you ever buy a tim. 
Kyle, thetimes we had, I will neverforget. Love Ya. M+Dthanx 
for everything. To everybody mentioned. I’ll see you all in the 
promise land. 

Ryan Denny Hertel 
"These are the days to remember, cause 

they wil not last forever, these are the 

times to hold onto, cause we won’t al¬ 

though we’ll want to” Girls, you’ve made it 

fun! KU cape cod poops, Ryan, July 4th- 

“I think I kissed money more" BR pepper 

nose, secure yourself to heaven. I love 

you- best buds! KN-..hi Brian “If he would 

just kiss me once I wouldn't complain for 

20 years.” Thanks for always listening. “Lean on me when you’re not strong, 

I’ll be your friend, I’ll help you carry on.” JS-1 think we ought to be a little more 

careful. LD- will you write me an excuse? MM- Rauseo tits! JC- How do you 

get al the men? JG- Hooked on Phonics! BB- thanks for remembering I was 

in your car! DB- “Whenever I see your smilng face, I have to smile myself" 

Why are you sleeping in the attic! Thanks for making me laugh... (and cry!) 

4583968! AS- old friends are the best! “Don’t it always seem to go, you don’t 

know what you’ve got till it’s gone! "Thanks girls-1 love you! THanks M,D, K, 

I love you! 

Matt Holmes 

Was geht ab! Mr. Joyce, I have a meeting at 
eleve, can we leave? OK, all the homely people 
can go! Boy, I wouldn’twantto have been on the 
Titanic with you! The Docta and the Humma. 
There’s a lot of money in fat! Ca m’est ’egal! 
C’est tres bizarre. I would like to thank every¬ 
body who made my stay here so pleasant and 

enjoyable. I had a lot of fun and a 
great time. See ya in Germany or 
some other place on the planet. I’ll 
never forget you!!! 

Amy Hougland 
Matt-hold on tight you only have four more years to 
g o . M o I I y - you’ve got a 

ii wfej ,;"j 1''' '-i" ''i 

reach for the best...for what 
is happiness,if not to believe in and follow one’s 
dream!”Good Luck! I’ll miss you all so very much. 
-Amy 
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Jon Howard 
La vie est notre potion. Eatranges, 

estranges... cesetressuspendus, 

entre ciel et terre, tels des anges. 

Ah the land, the land babay, de 

nos 1001 faceties, de nos 1001 tours. 

100010111101000101110110 and then 01111001001110. 

Mistah Jones has felt ut break yah bones. We won’t be long, 

we won’t belong. Opo dinna die for real, its just that she forgot 

WLO HER FRIENDS WERE. Things are getting choppy on 

these seas of cheese. Well hello mister fancy pants, you ain’t 

gonna find nothin’ here ‘cept D. Fish, and that’s groovy baby. 

One less kiss good-night. Ian freeeee. Clatu Verata N-@!7$58 

Lauren Interess 
“So always look for the silver lining, And try to 

find the sunny side of life."-PGW 

Everyone- Thanks for the memories! RG- let's car-pool 

to college (in the Tank)! Glostr visits, apple and a knife, 

alcoholic desserts. MA- per.C= Groundhog Day?? Buster Brown, musical names, 

gummy grapefruit, making snow. R+M-we’re sophomore magnets! "What a stool," 

Yardstick, chiclet(s), Billy Joel, Guys + Dolls (cider!), you-know-who bashing. 

Ahead-you have my vote in 2012! P+Chris D. are evil. CK (aka Ktrn)-you need a new nickname. ZP- 

I'm NOT RG! shoulder taps. MB- Chinese Ach. EB- “Huh?" TC- Miller's 

coming! M,D,D- thanx for everythingJLY! 

(“What lies behind us and what lies before us are 

small matters compared to what lies within us.”-E 

Moune Jabre 
“Who art thou?” said the 

Giant, and a strange awe fell on 
him, and he knelt before the 

little child. 
And the Child smiled on the Giant, 

and said to him, “You let me play once in 
your garden, today you shall come with 
me to my garden, which is Paradise.” 

And when the children ran in that 
afternoon, they found the Giant lying dead 
under the tree, all covered with white 
blossoms. 

I love you KINDRER and the rest, 
lam off to find the DAISY MAN now. 

On a sunny day, one can find a girl with a bright 

smile on her face sitting in front of WHS. She has a great 
mind and kindred spirit. She is involved in several 
organizations, takes 5 AP courses, plays sports, and still j 
finds time to be a great friend. Margaret Boettcher is the 
perfect combination of everything. 

Margaret’s concern for the community has led 
her to create AIDS Awareness with Anna Betcher. Her j 
goal was to educate the student body and make them 
more open-minded about the issue of AIDS. She shows : 
leadership by not being afraid to speak her mind, and j 
standing up for causes she believes in. She also shows j 
leadership in other clubs as well. She is the VP of the 

German Club, and 
she’s on the steering 

committeeofMCI. She 
is also the captain of j 
this year’s gymnastics 
team. Although Marg¬ 
aret is involved in 
many cocurricular ac¬ 
tivities, she also shows 
excellence in academ¬ 
ics. She has won scho¬ 
lastic awards in every 
department as well as 
the Merit Scholarship. 
Above all, she was 
awarded the DAR 
Good Citizen’s Award 
by her fellow students 
and faculty for her out¬ 
standing accomplish¬ 
ments. 

Margaret is very adventuresome. She’s very 
athletic, whether she’s riding her bike to the Cape or 
doing gymnastics. It’s hard to get bored with her 
because even if we’re just walking somewhere she’ll 
make it an adventure by walking on railings, standing on 
poles, or doing cartwheels. She loves the outdoors, and 
she can often be seen with an aerobie around her neck 
or walking through the Fells. 

As a friend I don’t know what I would’ve done 
without her. She’s my stability. She always looks out for 
her friends, supporting and helping them whenever she 
can. She makes everything fun. No matter how boring 
a class, there’s always something we can laugh at. I can 
remember several times when we’ve broken into hys¬ 
terical and uncontrollable laughter in classes. I’d defi¬ 
nitely be at a loss without Margaret. She is one of the 
strongest people I know. 

Zareen Poonen and Maya Shinoluira 





American soldiers. 
President Bill Clinton 
promises to withdraw 
almost all U.S. forces by 
March 1994. 

Somali forces release 
wounded American 
helicopter pilot Michael 
Durant in October after a 
disastrous U.N. raid 
results in the deaths of 18 Charles Caratini, Sygma 

Nelson Mandela, 
president of the African 
National Congress, and 
South African President 
Frederik Willem de Klerk 
share the 1993 Nobel 
Peace Prize for their 
efforts to dismantle 
South Africa’s system of 
rigid racial segregation. 

AP/Wide World 

Prime Minister Yitzhak 
Rabin of Israel and Yasir 
Arafat, chairman of the 
Palestine Liberation 
Organization, shake 
hands after signing a 
peace agreement on 
September 13. 

AP/Wide World 



A devastating earthquake 
wipes out entire villages 
and kills almost 10,000 
people southeast of 
Bombay, India, on 
September 30. 

Sipa Press 

Pori activity in Haiti 

slows after a United 

Nations oil and arms 

embargo against the 

country is reinstated 

in October. The military 

government’s refusal 

to relinquish power 

prompted the U.N. action. 

The world 
nervously watches 
as the party of 
Vladimir 
Zhirinovsky, 
labeled a racist 
and fascist, makes 
significant gains in 

Russian President Boris 
Yeltsin casts his vote on 
December 12 for a new 
Constitution, which will 
give him sweeping 
powers, and for 
representatives to a new 
Russian parliament. 

Epix from Sygma 

'It may be Christmas, but 

no one is giving Alaska as 

a present to Russia.” 
—Alaska Senator Frank Murkowski 

Russia’s 
parliamentary 
elections. “Vlad 
the Bad” favors 
restoring the 
Russian empire 
and wants Alaska 
returned to Russia. 

Reuters/Bettmann 

V 
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Emergency vehicles 
surround New York City’s 
World Trade Center on 
February 26, after a 
bomb blast rips apart the 
office complex, killing 
six people and injuring 
more than 1,000 others. 
In August, authorities 
charge Muslim 
fundamentalist Sheik 
Omar Abdel Rahman with 
masterminding the 
bombing. 

Reuters/Bettmann 

During a world tour, 
leader of the Roman 
Catholic Church, Pope 
John Paul II, makes a rare 
visit to the U.S. A crowd 
greets the pope as he 
arrives in Denver, 
Colorado, on August 14. 

AP/Wide World 
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James S. Brady gives 
thumbs-up as the Brady 
Bill becomes law. The 
signing ends a political 
fight that began after 
Brady was shot along with 
President Reagan in 
1981. The bill imposes a 
five-day waiting period for 
handgun purchases. 

Brad Market, Gamma/Liaison 

night talk show jokes. 
Fisher shot and wounded 
the wife of her lover, Joey 
Buttafuoco. 

which were sparked by 
the acquittal of four white 
police officers in the 
beating of Rodney King. 

Reuters/Bettmann 

The sordid tale of 
teenager Amy Fisher hogs 
national attention, 
spawning two books, 
three television movies, 
and a year’s worth of late- 

In December, Damian 
Williams receives 10 
years in prison for 
attacking Reginald Denny 
and others during the Los 
Angeles riots of 1992, 

Reuters/Bettmann 

Billionaire presidential 
aspirant Ross Perot goes 
on the road to oppose the 
North American Free 
Trade Agreement (NAFTA) 
in autumn. Congress 
approves NAFTA in 
November as Perot’s 
popularity declines. 

Reuters/Bettmann 

Retired pathologist Jack 
Kevorkian, front, who 
helped his 20th patient 
end his life, is charged in 
September with violating 
a Michigan law that bans 
physician-assisted 
suicide, a law Kevorkian 
vows to ignore. 

AP/Wide World 

Ruth Bader Ginsburg, a 
federal appeals court 
judge, is confirmed in 
August as the 107th 
justice and second 
woman to serve on the 
Supreme Court of the 
United States. 

AP/Wide World 



A farm family in Illinois 
flees with some of their 
belongings after flood- 
waters from the 
Mississippi River spill 
over their land in the 
worst flooding on record 
in the midwestern United 
States. On July 10, 
President Bill Clinton 
issues disaster 
declarations for the states 
of Illinois, Iowa, and 
Missouri and in August, 
Congress appropriates $6 
billion for flood relief. 

Brooks Kraft, Sygma 

The MTV animated 
sitcom “Beavis and 
Butt-head” becomes the 
focus of controversy in 

October after a five- 
year-old boy sets a 

^ fatal fire in an 
J\ alleged attempt to 
™ mimic the actions 

of the cartoon 
characters. . 

r 

MTV/Shooting Star 

A major earthquake 
measuring 6.6 on the 
Richter scale strikes the 
Los Angeles area on 
January 17,1994. The 
death toll rises over 50 
and more than 20,000 are 
left homeless. 

In November, fire storms hi! L.A. 

County, burning 152,000 acres and hundreds 

of homes, causing S500 million in damage. 

There’s nothing that can describe the way I 

AP Photo/Michael Tweed 

U.S. Attorney General 
Janet Reno warns 
television network heads 
that regulation of violence 
on television is 
constitutionally 
permissible. “I want to 
challenge television to 
substantially reduce its 
violent programming now 
or else the government 
will have to intervene.” 

Brad Market, Gamma/Liaison 

First lady Hillary Rodham 

Clinton leads the Task Force on 

National Health Care Reform. 

feel when I see my parents crying. I just wish 

I could do something to help 



The computer-passionate 
hail virtual reality, a 
technology where the 
user puts on 3-D glasses 
with two small video 
screens and earphones, 
hooks up to a sensor that 
tracks eye and body 

movement, and then 
plays a “reality” cassette, 
giving the illusion of 
interacting with a 
computer-generated world. 

Peter Menzel 

3455 

Prospective college students panic at the introduction of a new 

1994 SAT and PSAT test Changes include: a new math section 

which allows calculators, no section on antonyms, and longer 

reading passages. SAT now stands for Scholastic Assessment 

Test changed from Scholastic Aptitude Test to eliminate the 

idea that it's an intelligence test 

b 

The “Cretaceous weevil,” 
a contemporary of the 
dinosaurs, is discovered. 
The weevil was trapped in 
tree resin some 120 to 
135 million years ago. 
The resin hardened into 
amber preserving the 
insect much like the 
fictional storyline of 
Michael Crichton’s book, 
Jurassic Park. 

George 0. Poinar 

it 
Construction halts in 
October on the 
Superconducting Super 
Collider in Texas, after 
Congress votes against 
further funding for what 
would have been the 
world's largest particle 
accelerator. 

SSC Laboratory 



“The best way to produce smarter kids will be to educate them.” 
Reports of advances in —Newsweek 

embryology are mis¬ 

interpreted as "human 

| cloning." creating a brief sensation in November. Although 

Human Genome Project scientists are optimistic about 

learning to treat single-gene diseases, like cystic fibrosis and 

sickle cell anemia, science does not have the ability to design 

superior beings or perfect children, as people feared. 

Mathematician Andrew 
Wiles of Princeton 
University reports in June 
that he has found a proof 
of Fermat’s last theorem, 
a problem whose solution 
had eluded scholars 
since 1637. 

Denise Applewhite. Sygma 

Astronaut Jeffrey A. 
Hoffman adjusts a camera 
installed in December to 
correct an optical defect 
in the orbiting Hubble 
Space Telescope. 

NASA 

Ground contact with the 
Mars Observer is lost in 
August, shortly before the 
spacecraft reaches Mars. 
Though suspicion falls on 
faulty controls in the 
spacecraft’s computer, 
scientists aren’t certain 
what caused it to fail. 

NASA 

▼_ 

l ■ -1 

Eight scientists who spent 
two years in a sealed, 
self-contained environ¬ 
ment called Biosphere 2 
emerge from isolation in 
September. 

I.M.E./Sipa Press 

Whirlpool builds an environmentally 

friendly fridge that doesn’t use polluting chlorofluorocarbons 

(CFCs). It uses up to 50% less energy and saves up to $600 over 

a typical 20 year life. Models will sell in 1994 for about $1,400. 

The point-and-shoot 
camcorder arrives with 
Sony’s new Viewcam, in 
Hi-8 format with stereo 
sound, 4-inch color LCD 
screen, image 
stabilization, still and 
strobe effects. Viewcam 
and the even smaller 
Handycam allow you to 
film without lifting the 
camera to the eye. 

Apple Computer 
introduces the handheld 
personal computer, 

Newton MessagePad, 
4 hyping it as 
B technology for “the 
■ new mobile society.’’ 
W The electronic diary 
^ can send faxes and 
QM turn handwritten 
W notes into printed 
A messages. 

Apple Computer. Inc 

Sharp Electronics Co. 

m 

MARK 
NELSON 



Although media gossip 
says otherwise, the 
Whitney Houston and 
Bobby Brown show- 
business marriage stays 
strong. Houston, one of 
Hollywood's hottest stars 
since her film debut in 

The Bodyguard, wins 
eight 1994 American 
Music Awards, including 
best single for “I Will 
Always Love You” and 
best album for The 
Bodyguard soundtrack. 

Richard Corkery, LGI 

The marital break-up of 
Burt Reynolds and Loni 
Anderson, seen here in 
happier days, dominates 
the tabloids. 

Kip Rano, Gamma/Liaison 

Terry O'Neill, Sygma 

Twenty-three-year-old 
movie actor River 
Phoenix dies outside a 
Hollywood nightclub of a 
drug overdose on 
October 31. 

J. Huba, Sygma 

The laity grunge look gives way to the 70s f'« 

look. Love heads, peace signs, platform 

shoes, and bellbottoms make an 

appearance on fashion runways. 

Seventeen-year-old 
Charlotte Lopez is 
crowned Miss Teen USA. 
Raised in foster homes, 
Lopez captures America’s 
hearts with her 
Cinderella story. 

Charles Bush, Shooting Star 

Model Kate Moss 
popularizes the waif look 
but draws criticism as an 
unhealthy thinness 
becomes the goal of many 
teenage girls. 
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Testing their courage, 
many Americans seek 
such outdoor thrills as 
rock climbing and white 
water rafting. 

Focus on Sports 

Working adults stay in contact 

with their children try putting ^ 

them on “beepers," an electronic paging system that tan 

tell the kids to phone home and goes great with this year’s 

heel-lighted sneakers and tiny portable telephones. 

Kfl Opinionated radio and 
gfl television personality Rush 
9 Limbaugh vents his views in 
W The Way Things Ought To 
W Be, which appears on the 
* best-seller lists throughout 
much of the year. 

Eddie Adams, Sygma 

A 
Country singer Lyle Lovett 
and Hollywood beauty 
Julia Roberts surprise 
fans by tying the knot on 

_June 27. 

Ron Davis, Shooting Star 

Shannen Doherty, the bad 
girl of the popular 
television program 
“Beverly Hills 90210,” 
makes tabloid headlines 
for her volatile behavior 
and quick marriage to 
Ashley Hamilton. 

I went days and days and days 

without having a fit! Weeks! 
—Shannen Doherty 

Car enthusiasts get a treat on 

TV’s “Viper,” where the star 

of the show is a crimefighting 

sportscar with car chases and 

macho heroics galore. 

Charles Bush, Shooting Star 

I did not throw temper tantrums! 



4ft(J NMCV 
CBS's “David Letterman 
Show” comes up a 
winner in late-night talk 
show wars. The fall 
lineup pitted Letterman, 
shown here with guest 
Vice President Gore, 
against Paramount’s 

syndicated “The Arsenio 
Hall Show,” NBC’s “The 
Tonight Show,” starring 
Jay Leno, and Fox 
network’s short-lived 
“The Chevy Chase Show.’ 

Alar Singer, CBS 

Robin Williams plays a 
middle-aged nanny in 
Mrs. Doubtfire, a comic 
film about a divorced man 
who goes to extreme 
lengths to be with his 
children. 

Sygma 

The cast of the hit 
television program 
“Seinfeld” appears 
jubilant after winning an 
Emmy Award for 
outstanding comedy 
series in September. 

Reuters/Bettmann 

\ v 

Teenage heartthrob Joey 
Lawrence from the 
television program 
“Blossom” launches a 
singing career. 

Linda Vanoff, LGI 

Will Smith, popular star 
of television’s “The Fresh 
Prince of Bel Air,” moves 
to the big screen in the 
film Six Degrees of 

_Separation. 

Maurice Mcinnis, LGI 

The biQQ6St movie in history with the largest cast Sleven Spielberg’s Jurassic 

M is the top-grossing film of all time with S860 million in box office receipts. Colossal state- 

of-the-art animation and special effects make viewers jump out of their seats. 
©Universal City Studios, Inc. Courtesy of MCA Publishing Rights, a Division of MCA, Inc. 



u 
may nol bring anybody 

bark alive, but il could remind 

D.S. Holocaust Memorial Museum opens in April in Washington D.C. to 

sellout crowds. The museum replicates ghettos and death camps to tell 

the story of the Nazi murder of 11 million people. The most moving exhibit 

features a heap of real shoes once worn by some of those who were killed. 

Schindler’s List, a film 
about a German 
businessman who saves 
Jews from Nazi death 
camps, becomes a box- 
office hit and enhances 
the reputation of director 
Steven Spielberg. 

Gamma/Liaison 

people Ibal anolher Holocaust 

is a sad possibly ” 
—Steven Spielberg 

Author of Jazz and 
Beloved, novelist Toni 
Morrison in October 
becomes the first African 
American to win the 
Nobel Prize for Literature. 

Micheline Pelletier, Sygma 

Tim Burton’s stop-motion 
feature, The Nightmare 
Before Christmas, opens 
to rave reviews in 
autumn, assuring its 
place as a perennial 
holiday classic. 

Touchstone Pictures/Shooting Star 

l k 
Harrison Ford plays the 
elusive Dr. Richard 
Kimble, pursued by 
Tommy Lee Jones’ 
relentless U.S. Marshall, 
in the summer chase- 
movie blockbuster The 
Fugitive. 

Sygma 

The National Cable TV Association 

and the four broadcast networks 

draft plans to regulate 

violent programs and 

institute a rating system to 

help parents decide what 

their children should watch, 



Zooming to popularity 
Lenny Kravitz tours with 
his psychedelic-soul- 
reggae sound after his 
third album, Are You 
Gonna Go My Way, 
goes gold. 

Country dreamboat Billy 
Ray Cyrus releases his 
second album, It Won’t 
Be the Last, which climbs 
into the top 10 along with 
hit song “Somebody 
New.” 

Marc Morrison, Shooting Star 

Newlywed Mariah Carey 
releases Music Box as 
cuts “Dreamlover” and 
“Hero” top the charts. 
Carey tours the country 
and stars in a TV special 
in the fall of 1994. 

Spike Nannarello, Shooting Star 

He mt UJi tmcJk 

Mary Powell, LGI 

After achieving gargantuan 

stardom, Nirvana returns to the 

studio after a two-year hiatus to 

record chart topping inUtero. 

Nirvana headlines this summer's 

1994 Lollapalooza tour, with 

Smashing Pumpkins and the Beastie Boys. 

Singer Janet Jackson 
makes her motion picture 
debut as a teenage 
hairdresser who writes 
poetry in the film Poetic 
Justice. Her album janet. 
tops the charts. 

Sygma 

Controversy dogs Michael 
Jackson, who gave his 
first interview in years to 
Oprah Winfrey in early 
1993. Jackson later 
becomes tabloid fodder 
when a 13-year-old 
accuses him of sexual 
abuse. Jackson cancels 
the remainder of his 
Dangerous world tour due 
to health problems. 

Sam Emerson/HARPO from Sygma 

Bluegrass singer Vince 
Gill, who came to fame 
with “When I Call Your 
Name,” earns 8 Country 
Music Award nominations 
in August. 

Tim Mosenfelder, LGI 



Top pop artist 

Michael Bolton defies 

the critics and attracts 

rahid female fans with his sensitive crooning. Bolton's 

12,000-memher Ian club is 98% female and most will travel 

far to hear him sing “That’s What Love Is All About” 

Prince changes his name to a male/female symbol and 

releases a greatest hits album, The Hits: Volume 1& 11. The 

purple one sells out Badio City Music Hall and opens the 

New Power Generation boutique in Uptown Minneapolis 

selling CDs, posters, and jewelry. 

Pearl Jam with 
charismatic lead singer 
Eddie Vedder releases 
their second album Vs. to 
great acclaim. Pearl Jam 
takes four awards at the 
MTV Video Music Awards 
in September, topping 
charts with “Daughter” 
and “Jeremy.” 

Giboux, Gamma/Liaison 

I i 

-Rap godfathers Run-DMC 
embrace Christianity and 
release Down With the 
King, to the roaring 
accolades of young hip 
hoppers. 
Gregory Jackson, LGI 

Stone Temple Pilots play 
in heavy MTV rotation, 
while Core goes triple 
platinum, with hits like 
“Wicked Garden.” 
Tibor Bozi, LGI 

-Longplayers Aerosmith, 
with Steven Tyler, cross 
the country with their Get 
A Grip tour and hit “Eat 
the Rich.” 
Paul Lyden, LGI 

Blind Melon’s self-titled 
debut album features the 
hit “No Rain;” they make 
the cover of Rolling Stone. 
Lynn Goldsmith, LGI 

Surprise hit femme 
-rockers L7 tour non-stop 
as fans flock to their ram¬ 
bunctious shows to hear 
“Pretend We’re Dead.” 
Tibor Bozi, LGI 

R.E.M.’s Automatic for 
the People becomes the 
top college album as 
Michael Stipe and his 
group win new fans. 
Stephanie Jennings, LGI 

Headbanger’s favorite 
-^-Metallica wins big at the 

Bay Area Music Awards 
and tours Indonesia in 
April to near riots. 
Chuck Jackson, LGI 

R&B phenoms Boyz II 
Men go pop and get a $30 
million deal with Motown 
because of tenacious hits 
like “End of the Road.” 
Chuck Jackson, LGI 

S' 

( V A. 

uAlDS..teen pregnancy..drinking and driving 
...I’m definitely not going to shy away from 
talking where kids need to be spoken to. 



Gold-medal-winning 
figure skaters Katarina 
Witt and Brian Boitano 
hope to bring home 
additional medals from 
the 1994 Winter Olympics 
in Norway. 

S. Allen, Gamma/Liaison 

Minnesota Twins 
designated hitter Dave 
Winfield on September 
16 becomes the 19th 
player to make 3,000 
hits. 

Focus on Sports 

Orlando Magic’s 
Shaquille O'Neal is called 
the new crown prince ot 
the NBA, and becomes a 
solid celebrity with a 
book, TV appearances, 
product endorsements, 
and a debut rap album 
called Shaq Diesel. 

Chalsson. Gamma/liaison 

Monica Seles, top-ranked 
player in women’s tennis, 
manages a smile during 
her recovery from a knife 
wound inflicted by a 
spectator at a match in 
Hamburg, Germany, on 
April 30. 

Gamma/Liaison 

Star quarterback Joe 
Montana, who led the San 
Francisco 49ers to four 

Super Bowl victories, 
becomes starting 

quarterback for the 
Kansas City Chiefs 

in 1993. 

Otto Greule, Allsport 



uThe thrill is gone.” 
—Michael Jordan 

Chicago Bulls guard 
Michael Jordan jolts the 
nation with the 
announcement of his 
retirement in October. 
Jordan’s father James is 
slain July 23. 

Reuters/Bettmann 

ESPN2, a sports cable channel 

for young people, makes plans 

to hit the screen with youth- 

targeted events like skateboard¬ 

ing. snowboarding. BMX biking, 

white water ratling and rock (limbing. 

The Toronto Blue Jays win 
their second consecutive 
World Series on October 
23, when a ninth-inning 
home run by outfielder 
Joe Carter gives them an 
8-6 victory over the 
Philadelphia Phillies in 
game six of the Series. 

Focus on Sports 

' You dream it all those 

years as a kid. and then here 

you are -Al Leiter, Blue Jays relief pitcher 

Alexandre Daigle signs a 
$12.5-million, five-year 
contract with the Ottawa 
Senators in June, one of 
the most lucrative 
contracts in NHL history. 

Focus on Sports 

U.S. Champion and 1992 Olympic Bronze 

Medalist Nancy Kerrigan becomes the victim 

of an assault in January. Optimistic 

about her recovery, 

the Olympic 

Committee votes 

Kerrigan onto the U.S. team. 

Basketball superstar 
Charles Barkley of the 
Phoenix Suns is named 
the NBA’s most valuable 
player in May 1993. 

Focus on Sports 

Slugger George 
Brett of the 
Kansas City 
Royals retires 
from baseball in 
1993, after 20 
seasons and a 
career batting 
average of .307. 

Texas Rangers pitcher 
Nolan Ryan retires in 
September at the age of 
45 after a record-setting 
career. 

Focus on Sports 

Stephen Dunn, Allsport 



Branch Davidian leader, 
David Koresh, who 
claimed to be Jesus, dies 
in a fire with 74 of his 
followers, in Waco, 
Texas. 

Sarajevo, Bosnia's 
capital, continues to 
suffer Serb shelling. 

Japan's Crown Prince 
Naruhito marries Harvard 
grad Masaka Owada. 

Diana, Princess of Wales, 
separated a year from 
Prince Charles, curtails 
public appearances. 

Florida State quarterback, 
Charlie Ward, wins the 
Heisman Trophy. 

Pittsburgh Penguin 
center, Mario Lemieux, 
diagnosed with Hodgkins 
disease, returns to the 
lineup for an NHL record 
17-game winning streak. 

Top Grossing Films 
Jurassic Park 

The Fugitive 

The Firm 

Sleepless in Seattle 

In the Line of Fire 

Top Grossing Concerts 
Bette Midler, Radio City 
Music Hall 

Garth Brooks, Texas 
Stadium 

Billy Joel, Madison 
Square Garden Arena 

Grateful Dead, Sam Boyd 
Silver Bowl, Las Vegas 

Major Theatricals 
Sunset Boulevard 

Tommy 

Kiss of the Spider Woman 

Angels in America 

Top Hip Hop Chants 
Tag Team, “Whoomp! 
There It Is” 

"Hip Hop Hooray, Ho Hey 
Ho,” Naughty By Nature 

Lasher, 
Anne Rice 

The Joy Luck 
Club, Amy Tan 

Private Parts, 
Howard Stern 

Dolores Claiborne, 
Stephen King 

Top Albums 
Smashing Pumpkins, 
Siamese Dream 
Liz Phair, Exile in Guyville 
Tony Toni Tone, Sons of 
Soul 
Yo La Tengo, Painful 

Top TV 
Shows 
“NYPD Blue” 

“The Simpsons 

“Roseanne” 

“Home Improvement” 

“David Letterman Show 

“Seinfeld” 

“Coach” 

“Murphy Brown” 

“Blossom” 

“Frasier” 

"Murder, She Wrote” 

Top Selling Books 
The Bridges of Madison 
County, Robert James 
Waller 

See, I Told You So, Rush 
Limbaugh 

The Way Things Ought To 
Be, Rush Limbaugh 

Nightmares & Dream- 
scapes, Stephen King 

Without Remorse, Tom 
Clancy 

Steffi Graf wins 
Wimbledon, French and 
U.S. Open victories. 

Lorena Bobbitt is found 
not-guilty due to 
temporary insanity for 
sexually mutilating 
estranged husband, John 
Bobbitt. 

Chicago White Sox 
outfielder, Bo Jackson, 
his left hip held together 
by polyethylene and 
cobalt chrome, comes 
back after 18 months and 
pinch hits a home run in 
Comiskey Park. 

International Olympic 
Committee picks 
Sydney, Australia, 
as the site of the 
summer 
Games in 
the year 
2000. 

less than 5,000; India’s 
Bengal tiger has declined 
26% since 1989 to fewer 
than 4,000. 

Norway returns to whale 
hunting after a seven-year 
hiatus. The hunt violates 
a moratorium decreed by 
the International Whaling 
Commission. 

Non-militant Naomi Wolf 
makes feminism popular 
again with speaking 
engagements across the 
country and her book Fire 
With Fire. 

Two 10-year-old boys are 
found guilty of the 
kidnapping and murder of 
a 2-year-old in Liverpool, 
England. 

Ford Mustang, at the age 
of 30, gets a more 
powerful engine and 
Motor Trends Car of the 
Year Award. 

Panasonic 3DO 
Multiplayers video game 
system, with CD quality 
sound and a 32-bit 
processor, bids to be one 
of the main vehicles on 
the data superhighway. 

Barney the purple 
dinosaur shows no sign 

of extinction with 
sales of Barney- 

related 
merchandise 

topping 
$500 

million. 
Barney 

Martina Navratilova 
retires from tennis singles 
after a long and brilliant 
career. 

Solar energy 
manufacturing gets a 
boost as 68 utilities, 
serving 40% of the 
nation’s electricity 
consumers, form a 
consortium to buy $500 
million worth of solar 
energy panels during the 
next six years. 

Ravaged by hunters, the 
South China tiger 
numbers 

plans a network TV 
special and a feature film. 

The World Mourns: 

Rudolf Nuryev, ballet 
dancer/choreographer 

Agnes De Mille, American 
choreographer 

Audrey Hepburn, actress/ 
Oscar winner 

Dizzy Gillespie, bebop 
and jazzman 

William Golding, 1983 
Nobel laureate 

Brandon Lee, action-star/ 
Bruce Lee’s son 

Vincent Price, actor/ 
cult-star 

Arthur Ashe, tennis 
legend 

Reggie Lewis, Boston 
Celtics star 

Bill Bixby, actor/director 

Frank Zappa, 70s pop 
music star 

Davey Allison, NASCAR 
race driver 

Emmylou Harris, 
Cowgirl's Prayer 

Digable Planet, Reachin’ 
(A New Refutation of Time 
and Space) 

U2, Zooropa 

Willie Nelson, Across the 
Borderline 

LL Cool J, 14 Shots to the 
Dome 

Sting, Ten Summoner’s 
Tales 

Dwight Yoakam, This Time 

Lemonheads, Come On 
Feel the Lemonheads 

Soul Asylum, Grave 
Dancers’ Union 

Whitney Houston, 
soundtrack from The 
Bodyguard 

Dr. Dre, The Chronic 

Guns N’ Roses, “The 
Spaghetti Incident?" 

Meat Loaf, Bat Out of Hell 
II: Back Into Hell 

Snoop Doggy Dogg, 
Doggystyle 

MC Ren, Shock of the 
Hour 
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Josh Johnian 
As expected the year has finally 
come to a close and for all the 
people who tried you failed. Af¬ 
ter three years of being in this 
liberal, left wing, anti moral 
school I have survived, I never 
SWORE!!! Just remember that 
my veiw on politics are those 
that will stand the test of time- 
Sean V., Ashley C., Andrew 
H., Kristin J., Amy A., and 
all other left wing men or femi¬ 
nist women. Thanx for a great 
year everybody and don’t forget 
to look me up in the future Presi¬ 
dential elections. 

Nixon, Bush, Reagan 

LONG 
LIVE 
THE 

G. O. P. 

Tl ^ ^Vristen Johnson 
\ Just what are those bumps you get on your tongue after eating 

too many lemon drops?-Baharak, I know what you're thinking- 

^ Amy, that’s just groovy.-Jenna, chalk flowers- Frank Purdue was 5 in Alive?- Kristina, ah queen of paranoia, let’s go skydiving, you 

bring the army guy- Mom always said, don’t play ball in the 

house- Lauren, how do those Keds taste?- Suzy, let’s pretend 

we’re twins- Courtney you little spectacle you, I’m (41) a lumber 

jack (ME) and I’m OK- Andrea, lots and lots 

of peanut butter cups- Erica, I don’t bounce 

half as much as you, but I can tap dance- Oh 

and Lau, there are TWO- Stephanie, we 

must be bestest friends to survive the closet, 

Meet me at the bottom of the hill, and Steph, 

what are you wearing tomorrow?- Mom, I 

7 m love you a bushel and a peck; you too Karen 

** and Rich- You guys are wicked awesome 

0 \\ - Happiness is rainbow jimmies! 

gto 

David Keane 
High school was laughs. Sean V., you're the man, golf 
comeback vs. Wakefield rules. Gary B., keep the car on 
four wheels, here comes the parking ticket. Bill (I don’t 
play a position) Bush- baseball, hitting cages were 
great- Flying spitballs in math! Great battles vs. Brian 
Johnson in N.H.L.-could never beathim. DaveGalluzzo- 
math with Mirka was laughs- Drool. Darin B.- thanks for 
morning rides in the Beast, going to be late! Neil D.- Get 
out of the hall for the last time, Just kidding. Brett D.-Will 
you quit it; 30 ft. putts to win it all! Mark R.- summer 
golfing was laughs, 240 yards, left side of the fairway, 
every time, I’m not kidding! John G.- N.D., option left, 
hard to beat; C.F. rules. Scott D.- grim reaper, you kill 
me with laughs, Walsh S.S. was fun. Nobody here but 
us trees. 

Good times w/ JG BB RH GC PR CT DB GF SF DK SD MR 
GF BF MA PM TM NG. Road trips to Glou, NH, Cape Leper 
at Jack's “#!5*%$ Dominus Dude" Bush you wanna fight? 
rematch Nov.27. Byrne - lets stay the party is just starting. 
Gerry- the human snowman. Who are the heavy weights? 
GC BB CT?Guy- how many inches in American. Mondors 
live! Reardon- OOH! Richie-lets get numb. Steve D #1 
always does the job, “Jonny and Brian are trouble" What 
did you wake up in John? dk is the life of the party. Ry- thanx for all the great times 
and for always being there for me I Luv YOU. The Y horseman rule the world. Turco 
doesn’t say baah anymore. Lets pull an all nighter. I meant to do that 360. Greg- 
is a lonely man. Watch out for bikers in N.H. How much does Dieter bench? Phil- 
That’s Exeter and P.C. ryan stay away from Blaze is someday I’ll find you a nice 
place to sleep. Can’t put everything into words but it’s been great. Mom and Dad 
I appreciate everything you have done for me and I love you very much. See Ya! 

Christian 
Kaldewey 

Hi folks, what’s up?Thanks 
for teaching me “good En¬ 
glish”, even if some of you are rude. But it 
helped me to understand the Howard Stern 

show and football talk. All the pictures which I wanted to put 
in my blurb were censored, so you just get some artwork. I 
think coming here was the right decision. I’ll never forget you 
and my experience in the States. It was a great experience. 
It was really different. Theonlythingthatstinksis21. Football 
was great. You all helped me not to think too often of my 
family and friends. I always felt at home and was never really 
homesick. Special thanks to Mom & Dad and Abby & Gil. 
Love you always. 

Brian Keefe 
Winners never quit. Hey Paul, who’s 
the best player you’ve ever seen? 
Chief what time are we going to 
Dean’s, a buck for orange juice! 
Dean will you stop thinking. How’s 

ssagss. Swallow my other half, how about the lunch¬ 
time talks. F.S.U. #1. Midds you serious! Get some 
control. Hoops will be our season. Jeff I want Paul’s 
Carpentry back. Soccer 91-93 I’m sorry. Larry you’re 
still the best. 643-3329 Ah about 15 minutes. Lon 4th 
quarter Bird vs. Dominique. Pie got study. Rolling with 
Snoop Dog and Chocolate Thunder. Malcolm howyour 
ribs, Lanzo nice hit. Thanks Mom, Dad, Mama, Pop, 
Steph and Paul. 
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Michael Kett 
Ohhum. I’m done. Nomore. 

Jonhowardlwatchingmeteors’till3A. M. 

wasfun. Orwasit4A. M. ?Anyways,Petri stinks at 

drums,almost. LosBigotesisreallybad. 

Justkidding. Primusstinksbecausetheysaidso. 

Can’twaitforthePumpkinsconcertthatldon’thaveaticketto. 

Mr. Cleanisasally. 

Petritriestoplaybass,notbad,jeff’sbetter. 

Lollapalloozarocked. I’vegotasnackcrick. 

Ispeakrightcan’t. Ravioily. 

SSisthebeststuffintheworld. $$$$$$$$$$$$$$ 
ct ct'ct d'ct ct ct ct ct ct ct <t ct <t ct ct ct ctctd'd'd'd'ctct ctctctd'd'ctctctd' cp cp Cp cp cp cp cp cp cp cp Cp cp cp cp cp cp cp cp cp cp cp cp cp cp cp cp cp cp cp cp cp cp cp cp 
cb ct ct cl cl cb d> cl ct ct ct ct ct ct ct ct d'd'ct<t<td>d'd'ctctctd' cp cp cp cp cp cp cp cp cp cp cp cp cp cp cp cp cp CP CP CP CP CP CP CP CP CP CP CP CP. 

"Always keep your face in the sunshine 
and you’ll never see the shadows" Marta- you're not 
gonna die! Jo and Kelly - Keep on Rappin! Suzy- 
just keep being you !!! Chloe- Keep on striving for 
the best I Amy- Always sisters and forever friends! 
Carla- Forever friends!! Jackie- Oh my god, it’s 
Eric.HJ! Goober-1 LOVE YOU!!! Mom, Dad, Heather 

and Lauren- Love ya and thank you!! 

t 

Catherine 
Krumme 

Good times while I 

was here, butit’stime 

to go. Thanks Mrs. 

R. and the Octets. 

CC Rules! Hail to all 

X-country women 

and LI, MB, MA, RG, 

CR, EK, AT, AR, AA. 

Friends matter. 

Thanks Mr. Maloney. 

I’m history with no 

regrets. 

: Jr 
Emily Kilker 

% 
“The difference between ordinary and 

j extraordinary is that little extra.” ER- 
„ obsessing,formula #14, Antelope, Fabio/ 

Sara-x-c, keys?l love you guys."Times 
may change but there will always be another laugh, another hug, 
another memory with you.”7/4/2000- 12:00KR-softball, blondie, 
thanks for being such a good friend. TM- physics wouldn’t be the 
same without you, neither would my life, you’re a great friend. MA/ 
AL- childhood memories KJ- Home Alone Krissy- how can you tell 
when you’re running out of invisible ink? Reese, IFids, 3K’s,/1E,l I’d 
be lost without you! L,C, C- GL you guys are champions! Bob-1 had 
to give you credit, you made a believer out of me. M, D, Mike- words 
can say so little when someone has done 
so much 143 “To know one life has breathed 
easier because of you, this is to succeed.” 
Anyone I forgot to mention, thanks, GL 
class of ’94. 

SJuSM 

Marek Kozubal 

Galactic Empire: ITC LXN BAM ICC LOD TnT NiN 

those were the days.... Apogee!! CC!! “Hey 

Peterpan, don’t ya think you got enough planets?” 

ITC/LXN war was awesome Love ya M.M. “Its not 

under here” The IMPosium! Losts of fun W/J.C., 

R.A., P.J., J.H., J.M., K.M, J.M., Thanks for the help 

J.H. in the “Bouth” DEMAND! PIP! TIP! LBGIP! 

1200 boy what fun:) Kill those damn ships. Impy 

Programmer AuAu Cphobes Sheggy 

It’s been fun! 

Courtney Lacey 
"Somewhere out there.. .dreams that you dare to dream 

really do come true." Erica hey look it's Big Ben! I think 

I can, I Itink I can! I think he just winked at you! You've 

brought so much into my life! You can always make 

me laugh! Kris (41) what can I (ME) 

Say (#1 player) about these (17) past 

(41) years with you! Isn't it Tonic we've became such good 

friends?... I still hate the Berkshires though! Andrea wheredo 

I start? I know "Top Spin", It's definitly the same the Big Blue 

as I recall speech ended much too soon! Last year was 

definitely clutch. Free Willy and cookies thanx for being such 

a good friend. I pray only good things happen in your life! 

Redbones was fun! Lau- thanx for the memories! KM and MM have fun! KW 

and TW have an elated time on the courts! DL, KC, DH, MB, like my new K- 

Swiss? To the rest of my friends and class- may all your dreams be fulfilled 

you deserve the best- Good luck! Mom and Dad 

without you I'm nothing, 

for always being there I 

always have a spare tire 

need it at some point! 

I'll miss you! Mikey, thanx 

miss and love you!" PS- 

and bring a map!- You'll 

I 
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Moune Jabre 
has the weirdest 
nameinthehigh 
school. How did 
she get the 
name Moune? It 
came to her 
mother in a 
dream one 
night, and the 
day Moune en¬ 
tered my life 
opened up the 
superb happi¬ 
ness which usu¬ 
ally only accom¬ 

panies dreams. 
The circumstances surrounding the ori¬ 

gin of our friendship is UNIQUE. Quite frankly, 
it was Junior High, and our lives were shrouded 

; by uncertainty, immaturity and a whole mess of 
I hormones. And when we met, we were mutu¬ 

ally terrified. But a week or two afterwards, we 
| became friends, and today she is my support 

system, my vertebrae that keep me alive and 
upright. 

Moune, as many people know, is de- 
; voted to her art. Whether in her studio at home, 

in school, or anywhere else, her talent pro¬ 
duces works that are exquisitely beautiful. But 
don’t just trust my opinion, trust the rest of the 

I world who wholeheartedly agrees with the 
splendor of Moune’s proclivity towards her art. 

| You see, I’m biased. I see Moune’s name in the 
[ corner, and I am immediately struck by thoughts 

of the most honest, loyal, caring, loving, won¬ 
derful and unfortunately irreplaceable person I 
know. 

I feel I should mention also how she 
| excels in the classroom, or the many activities 
| she participates in. But I intuitively know what- 
5 ever she reaches for in the future, she will firmly 
; grasp. So this is more written for the rest of the 

world. Get to know Moune Jabre, and it will be 
one of the best things you ever did for yourself. 

- Alexis Matza 

Alex Lacroix 
LANZO let’s go for a row! Waz 

happenin?PYE, nov 17hotenough 

to board, cold enough to churf. 

Drew “I’m in with the in crowd.” 

Vineyard Drinking adventures. 

Brendo. Sunday River Beach Party. 

What a smokin fire we had going! 

Desmond, eat some snow in Ar¬ 

lington have another car. Dave M 

see you in the john. Swallow, I 

never told you, but I’m Barney. 

Mize,Hellow! “I don’t like being like 

this!” Dhingra., your driin. Rich H. 

“You really wanna get high man”. 

Thanx to LD Mom and Dad Tonja 

and especially Heather. 

Heather Lanigan 
Boo! Scared ya, didn’t I. (Yes, Emily I am 17) Just 
checking to see if anyone was awake (kkeeevvinn???). 
Aladdin, I had so much fun messing with your minds. 
Amy- two words say it all (I hope): TOP GUN; Kate- 
stage crew; Carrie- shwing; Amy G- such a dirty little 
mind Jeremy- still dazed and confused?!? Heath- we 
survived, I think, at least we had two weeks of heaven! 
Emily, Matt, Tom, Justin, Russell etc.: Ha ha, you still 
have more than two years left. (Sorry, couldn’t resist 
rubbing it in.) Just remember that chocolate cures 
everything! 

Jamie 
Lanzo 

It has been a 

long four years. Thank god for weekends. Chocolate, 

Pizza Hut, the Machine Turtle face drink the P, Exit 59, 

It’s 10 of, Consujme Brothers 1234-6?8@, Where’s hall, hey guy, trust me, 

landloser, egg, the woods, cumquot, middle ex soccer camps oops that was 

whaz happening last year, sachem hockey, al bundy rules, theres not 
enough beds, I need a house to stay at LZ, Eric, I think I took the wrong turn, 

Bennos, Eric stop the car I have to go, Hall it’s broken, AL do u want to go 

for a row, Jess stop brushing hair SP, I'm falling LS see ya. Hives, how’s the 

rib, did u check out the first grader, Dean- party vacuum, Kate thanks for the 

bed, Mall, Dave 192 ft shorty, chocolate thunda, Keefe the soccer legend Jeff 

thanks for the bedroom, Pedulathe4th, Denise started that rumor, PYE B, S, 

is that a tornado, LD angle MM, LD, AL, JL, KN. I don't know what to say IA 

u can't drive, ZT. FAb5, Love lu Mom, Dad, Jess Bill and nana 



^ ] I V/ Li \zada 

“Before we end and then begin let’s drink 

a toast to how it’s been.” JESS-You will 

always be my favorite f-niwt MERE-Belle, 

Dinky, hiding out in gym lockers, 12 D’s of 

C, J.A. movies, juice! KATE- McDonald 

Field ’93 you are so gross! Mic Pop & Bev 

Hills, cruisin in Marz’s car LIA- 

Hi...Donna...death road, pinches&pounds, “drawrings" TINA- Lost in a 

jungle w/out a compass, Bates vamp., lunches @ my house, 10 yr-obs. 

JENNA-“I'll never stop smiling! NICOLE-carpool, New Years, goddess DEE- 

B’s&P’s, P.T. chats JACKIE-bra runs, bonsai trees KAITLIN- pinky toe! 

sleepovers RY-Trey S. X-mas parties KATIE- pumps-sweet dreams w/ R.O. 

CATE- Sassy-cuz we’re cousins! DEAN-can I borrow your hat? ERIC- 

lightning bugs DAVE-lovely! JIM-have another banana SOCCER TEAM ’93 

ILY guys, wen sbp’s, Neutron, FIGHT nowells-guzentheight Rocky-M.C.’s 

pasta, you’ve scarred me for life Steph-lnjed’s 4-eva “the journey” was 

awesome. T.C. crew, Ambrose Gang “That’s what friends are for”, Sherwood 

forest,Quad Gun, T-Beguh-5, Mom, Dad, Nance, Rob- I love you. 

Denise Lindmark 
“These are the times to remember 'cause 

they will not last forever, these are the days 

to hold on to ‘cause we won’t although well 

want to.” Jenna- “Timber,” careful, don’t 

break a branch doing diving headers. 

Friends like you come only once in a life¬ 

time. Allyburger- P.T. chats-snakebite? Tina-who really was 

it? lost in the jungle w/o a compass. Nice bellybutton E.P. 

Jackie-let’s walktoschool! Jenn+Jess-B’s&P’s live on! Dave- 

”1 don’t know.” you’re the best, true friends are hard to find. 

Jamison-How’s Lembeck? Maloufhead-goddess of soccer. 

Pywell-Go buy Sega. WHS soccer team 1993-you guys are 

the best. To all my friends-l love you and thanks for such good 

memories. Oram-Grrr! Come Baby, Baby Come Come! I 

Love You Mom&Dad, Thanks for everything. You too Joe, 

Dave, & Matthew. 

\Lliga La 04^$' 

“If You’re Lost 

And You Look, 

YouWillFindMe, 

Time After Time” 

Toallmyfriends: 

very much. Thanks 

for the memories. AL 

-F-SniwtLD-Death 

Road, Pinches-i- 

Pound.Quad Gun 

MM-’’Who’s bag is I love you guys 

that?”, DINKY, gigham KN-Chaperone,’’You’recute” Mic popKR-lost 

in a jungle, wedgemere NM-corn. long lunches DL-”B+P’’!JD-D- 

nurses KLN-Animal Crackers RH-’TII pray for you, if you pray for 

me!”KU-keep on dreamin' JC-bra runs CB-”you look wicked familial” 

JB-see ya on the corner.T’s Thanks for everything,ILY. Beughh! Jen- 

wise men.When was the last time you looked?DM-”What do you want 

to do now?” DB-Goodluck JG-”Don’t worry about it.” DES- tooth¬ 

paste? MRSVPV - Jimmy B. was awesome CATE-”Cause we’re 

cousins...”, canoe trips at night. Thanks Mom,Dad, Al, Nance,+Rob, 

I’m going to miss you next year. 

^ Jenni'F&r* o.nn lynch ^ 

And in the sweetness of friendship,let there be laughter and 

sharing of pleasures. For in the dew of little things, the heart finds 

its morning and is refreshed. Andrea:Chairs w/wheels,9/30/93,game 

of go-fish...Through it all you have remained a true friend in every 

sense of the word. AlisomOne P.T. and we were off.’A promise to 

never forget the meaning of the word.’Heather: The door is always 

open. Atiyeh: Bush, tree,bushytree?Gun! Kristina:If every word I 

said made you laugh, I’d talk forever. Jen:Khaki and life is best at 

eleven. Anna: Questions/Answers Marie: Buffett and the four rides. 

Bird a nest,spider a web, man-friendship. Monette:’ 

Jovas...*@!? Chives’Jess:wise men. Field Hockey: 

Thanks for storytime, glasses.net talks, 

and your love.’Dreams are thunder, light¬ 

ning is desire, and life is the storm.’ 

Thanks Mom,Dad,Phil,Nana,&Papa. I 

love you. 

& 

Timothy Lynch 
“As The False Green Lantern slumps unconscious, 
Flash reaches for his Power Ring...” 

Howdy, Um.J’d like to thank my shoes for keeping 
my feet dry, gloves for keeping my hands dry, and, 
well, the desert sure is a dry place. You leave it and 
you’re in Eden and you’re happy. Eden Franchises 
and you pay 
cubicle. I like 
too. Times are 
ber, try just 
When I grow 
not so I can 
better place, 
it’s just a lot 
a race car driver 
difficult... I love you. 

taxes in your little 
people, school, 
tough, butremem- 
12,1,2,3 etc... 
up I want to think, 
make the world a 
that’s been done, 
easier than being 

being a visionary is 



Pat Maher 
Wow, It’s finally over. Best times 
with the whole Posse! Hampton 
first lepper - Blahhh! “Who’s goin 
in ?” Ball Sq. thanks for all the 
Brew-har! Reardon 2 on 1. 
Holloween “92” “Mark step on It, he won’t catch 
us.” Oops! Wrong turn, “License + Registration 
please,” Damn! Winchester Football “93”, 
SHGTSB - “Get your mucks up!” Sachem Lax 
“Check it out!” Silver Bullet fastest around, “Dave 
take care of her.” A shamrock on your door is bad 
news, Irish #1. Well, the good times are over, now 
time for reality. Thanx Mom and Dad. D and J 
keep the tradition alive. See Ya! 

Tim Malcolm 

Oh to 4 grt. yrs! Summer ’93 live forever. 
4 July. Clementi- Woburn football 
players? Nice bon fire Sigmund-Charlies 
I wanted MGD’S. Weekends in 

Gloucester. Good Harbour, Wingaersheek. Hall- Partyman 
forever. I never did anything. The egg, Pyc- Hall of Fame in¬ 
ductee. A # 3 and as in piece. 2'o’clock White Hen. Deano- 
friends since 3. The Block Party. Jeff-Soccer on the cape. Wel¬ 
come to the Toolbox. Hope Amsterdam is prepared. Mids-1 left 
you in charge! It’s going to be cold shorts? What’s up? Dr- the 
store, Who’s got the blender? Tennis Cptns 
.K.M. “ I’d do anything for love “ It’s 4 O’clock 
already. May it last forever 1.43 Jules- Christina- 
Sleepy Hollow nice small party Huh. Oh to the 
eternal buzz! Orpheus lives on. Love you all. 

Mom, dad, bets 

r 

ov 

“These are the days to remem¬ 
ber.” New Years 93,"Good-Bad,” 
It’s the cool down Chris, Golf 
course 90-93, “FIGHT, Cam 

videos, Tennis stands, Ambrose Gang. DF- G’s t’s, 
slow down! words. Dennessa-1 need the major! 
Leave the door open, 4f’s! Disease. Loph- 
"Queens...” tell me more,”Hi Donna!” Nols-hire BOYLE sprinklers, 
communion cake? Tina-bikers forever, U2, P.probs,which st. to go up? 
Jess- wax, E afternoons Ally- Soc Toks, corn please, open house, Wob. will 
bewreched! Meri-cocker, 12D’s of C,M+B JC-The Muraco set(show em 
all) AC-JP+BC lives on! CB,AH,SP-97 all the way(c time). Ry-FOREST! watch 
your step! LP-I need a ride! Pumps-obs.w/CF,waterville TM-My blender? 
DM-I’m staying, whose car? Rocky- watching the Bntn spear! Dave- 
Summer 93, sleepovers, “ The workmen are painting over there!” Spin 
Doc’s, garage drs. “a voice to console, an ear to confide, that someone you 
tell your deepest of feelings inside.” Thanks Belmont and N,H. 

Ruchika Mandhyan 

“No goal is too high if we climb with care and confidence”- 
Buddha L.S,AB,MB,AGNUS+SONYA-THANX for always being 
there/ Ich liebedich!! Laura- Much too say: Thanks for one night tlks + advice:’Tt’s 
hard to get by just upon a smile+ I'll always remember you like a smile like child ( Cat 
Stevens) Frosh: JS+LT(lipless?) F-S( - So Cruel-U2) M.Maun(Fraaanke)Sailing-You 
wanna go?Then soph:M.Grande(Can I kiss retainer please?) B.M-Laura wanna go out 
for dinner? TR- All I wanna do is a zum zum zum/ 11th: Pete:Lexington drives: (Nice 
fall whether Huh?) Where the streets have no name-U2,Pointless soccer games. How 
conceited of him to think?, “ I like your Laura Ashley perfume” (Guess Who?), FFEj - 
"Wise men say only fools rush in”(Elvis),”We stoop so low to reach so high"(U2-I’m 
sorry!),"You can’t always get what you want” Rolling Stones (Damn right that’s true) 

Peter Manning 

“Too bad Russo” 
Etwas Trinken und 
Zusammlen Essen 
in Munchen 93. 
Orpheus, buffett 
for President! Nice 
boot Laura. A.P. 
Chem Lab.FIRE! 
Friends, thank you 
for making me the 
person I am, To my 
family, Mom, Dad, 
Beth, & Court, Thanks for creating all the 
opportunities and helping me succeed with 
them. “Thank you.for a real good time” GD 

Hey, Ho,IT”S PART OF MY CHARM. JUST 
LEAVE ME AND MY B of B ALONE-I’LL BE 
FINE IN A WEEK OR SO. WATCH OUT 
FOR THOSE PORCHES-THEYRE KILLERS. 
X-MAS PARTY ANYONE? HOW’BOUT MY 
HOUSE? SEEN ANYTHING YET, CARRIE? 
AN OVERNIGHT TRAIN FROM MOSCOW 

HAS IT’S POSSIBILITIES. 

Samantha 
Margies 



Alexis Ruth Matza 

Around the world thoughts shall fly 

In the twinkling of an eye. 

On ne saurait faire une omelette sans casser des oeufs. 

Chris McAdoo Taz#23 

B.B.B. Bacdafucup Egga 200=Skulls B.J. is mean in the 
middle B.B. Thinks he’s the Sultan of Smash The Reaper 
Strongest man in the world Reuland - Darth Vadar we 
don’t get mad we get even K.R. J.G. throw it to Lucas 
Turco I’m up $700 Bahhl! Furey sale on Pumpkins. 
There was a storm in the M-league By the name of 
Hurricane Andrew. Da Da Me Byrne run wild in Exeter 
R.O.R.H. B.S. Best Sachem Secondary. Gerard when 
are you going to hit your growth spurt? Physics was fun 
(Back left corner) G.M. “Don’t worry about it.” Reardon 
want to put on a show. A.H. Gatto no more after practice 
chalk talk. Let’s all go to John’s for a game. 

Sachem class of ‘94’ We are one. 

Meredith McCarter 
“Promise you won’t forget about me, ever. Not 

even when I’m 100." So many memories w/u 

guys! Late night @ Caro! S+S - dead cat in 

Shrews! Checkers! But guts @ Hooters Hall. K+A 

- McD.Field 93’ I don’t think URgross! Buffett 93’ 

! Fins? Topless Chin .frdrl. Quad gun ! Cheerin’ 

we tried! I hate celery! Water @1:30. True KN 
- Pool Party! Calc. - lost much? Shh! Louis M+B, 

hot tub w/SB SR How’s Reg? Poochie loves ya! 

Time KORK - singin’ in convert! RULES! Glou.run, 

LNw/WDSM No thanx! Secrets! SR Missin’ curfew! Should we call? Nah! 

Death Rd. AL - Whistle in tunnel, track, Octet, 11x@PR, 12 dys Xmas tape 

BHMP,MSG,WSS rules. JL - How’s Todd? What’s up w/that? 12dysXmas. 

SB much BHMP. KN - give’em some 9, laugh, Mr.O’C. tent. Q -12 dys Xmas, 

don’t pin your pants RY - Cpt’fbtm SOMT! Party on Garth! Oinking! KR - lost, 

br nose, old friends rthe best! Yens-loweU 1, ADG KU-keep your thumbs 

in oinking. Mel -watch out 4 the sheep, 1 yr. left. NM-top down cruisin’ DL 
-U owe me 1, B+P! JL-Stop beatin’on me! DS-Chuck-e-cheese JB-retard 

Thanxtothe 16,1 loveuall! T-5Thanx Mom, Thanx Dad, Sue-thanxforbeing 

my sis + BF, T - U’ll miss me, I promise, Wil -1 miss u, U R always in my heart. 

Good luck everyone! 

Dean W McClearn 
Jeff - Dreams of a boat ride, The Pete 
French Show, I didn’t know how we got 

through it. Booty on the beach, Times 

never to be forgotten. No one knows how 

to rage like you. Your house my house VIP. 
Lia - Two short years never to be forgotten. I guess the only way to sum it 

up is I luv u. Keep your head up, Thanks. Lon - can stick it, that’s my arm, 

I think its broken, u’ve always taken care of me, Thanks. Midds - What the 

hell is Duffy doing in my house! enuffsaid. Brian - The two unknown soldiers. 

6 hr. day, were we competitive? Naa. All it takes is a little of this and we can 

accomplish anything. Talks of SSAGSS. I’m nothing without uBryGye. Urn 

- Bathroom pictures, crossies, wif-wif, we were some bad kids but 15 years 

of good times. Cara-Best buds 4 eva, Basement talks, I’ll always love ya. 

Dave - A room made of dreams, every night freshman year, every night 

senior year. Jim - driveway talk. U’ve got a big heart. Keep your beliefs and 

go after your dreams. Snoopy - Florida bound “94” Good lluck to VIP, 93' 

team thanks for coming. I still want to know who’s going to cut the cable. 

Hall!! 

rgtmfanxrtbjlxchmj 

Emily McDowell 
Guys: “Hey, come and get me... even though 

l’m..kindafat!” Ho Chi Minh Trail. Porch Accidents. 

“Hi, Wayne!” More than a woman. Forest. “...Sorry, 

that must have been Jessica.” Nach der Schule! 

Soaring like Hippos. “Nice shoes. Wanna....?” Who 

has no self - image? Watermelons. Touch Me. 

Totally Phyco. “ Are you retarded? Because some¬ 

times we think that you are.” Losing Violins. Dunkin 

Donuts. Red Stripe Pin Night at the Bowladrome. 

Party On...Garth? “Are you getting pleasure from 

this? Because I’m not.” Anal holes. Diving into pools 

with no water. Penis - knowers. Oh my Ness. “Hey 

Chisel - Chest, who do I have to sleep with to get an 

A around here?” I love you... NOT! Well... I had 

lunch and then a study. Cake: R the GBD! I am the 

big orange sun. Follow me... I will lead you to good 

things. To my family of friends: I love you guys... 

TOWANDA! (For you Mom, because you're older 

and have more insurance.) 
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Jason McFarland 
“When I grow up I want to be, One of the harvesters of the sea, 

I think before my day is done, I want to be a Fisherman.” Tim- 

Let’s get silly! We’re the Machine. (BOA) Matt-Loves Megan. 

Summer of ’93. 

erything, and I 

back. Big Ben- 

‘80’s? Powers of 

Loves Caroline. 

Pete- You’re a 
chukka! Caroline- 

nice. Ben C.-Nice 

you’re the great- 

John-Thanks for ev- 

promise I’ll pay you 

Remember the 

the Pig. Brando- 

We need means! 

funny boy. Look, a 

You always smell 

chukka boots. Will, 

est, and you’ll always 

get Chukka. Jon P.- Nice parking job, Dr. Pepper and Taco 

Bell. Annie-Guess what?...I’ll miss you. Hey Guys, keep in 

touch Ey? 

Brendan McWilliams 
“Hello, Pig,”Homersaid. “Will 

you play a game with me?” 

“What game?” Pig asked. 

“I don’t care,” 

Homer said. 

“Never heard of 
that game,"said 

Pig. 

“What game,” 

Homer asked. 

“I don’t care,” 

said Pig. 

“Was it for this my 
life I sought? Maybe 

SO and 
maybe 

not.” Car- 
rie is a 

S% VAw'* 

'WSi Tree. To 
my real 

"That is not a game,” Homer friends, Thank yOU. 

"Then why did you ask me to YOU knOW who yOU 
play?” asked Pig. Not Fade are. NotFadeAway 
Away 

Lauren McKinley 
“This is the time to remember, 

‘cause it will not last forever. 

These are the days to hold onto, 

‘cause we won’t although we’ll 

want to.” “Favorite people, fa¬ 

vorite places, favorite memories 

of the past- these are the joys of 

a lifetime, these are the things 

that last.” Al- You’re the daughter every mother wants! Don’t be so loud. 

Boston in a snowstorm, Lovestruck Romeo, and mixes till midnight. Lauren- 

Where did he go? > Boston Garden 4/16/93. Gloucester & Buffett @ Great 

Woods (w.n.w.!) “You’re a humanitarian.”> Softball '92. “Are you English or 
French?” *93 CBCJC-STEW > “Hi, I don’t believe we’ve met."...New Hamp¬ 

shire weekend..."Help me!’’...WEDGEMERE...Whoomp! There it is...Newbury 

St. > CW...Game On!* Hey Bruce! (That’s you, C) Hi from Stella. Mom, Dad 

& Kris-1 love you. YTN-YBIMHF. “Don’t be dismayed at goodbyes. A farewell 

is necessary before you can meet again. And meeting again, after moments 

of lifetimes, is certain for those who are friends." 

Brian Meyer 
JA, JC, DP, MH, TP, SC, TM, EG- 

thanx for all the good times; we re¬ 
ally FSU. Barney/Cottage Cheese. 
Your mother. JA- Jynx. 0”Keefe’s 
Blow me off Let’s Rock! JC- They 

want me. DP- Drop the pizza Mange 
mon zob maintenant EG-1 still want 
my $200. PFAT- You’re soooo cute! I 

JC, DP, MH, TP- Too many J’s at 
lunch. See you on the flip side. 

David Middleton 
Soccer “92” We were #1. Soccer “93” Did it happen? Early in June 

back in “93”- Oh what a night. April Vacation “93” w/J&D&P. Thanks 

Cam, it’s been fun! Everyone shut the — 

— up!” Jeff- “Informer” I love that song. 

Dad-a-me Jess! anoroc is the only way 

togo. Dean-what can I say. Clutch man. 

It is “absolutly” gone. Slow down, it’s not 

healthy. Lauren who? Davie- Did you 

find the hay? Of course you did. Be 

careful big guy. Balki-Tnatwasn'tmeon 

the road. It was your imagination. Jess- 

“What do you want to do now?” Brian- 

Pull up your pants, G. Lanzo- Your position is sweeper, not striker. 

Pye- It may be 192 sq. ft. to me, but it’s onlv192 sq. ft. to you. Get 

some balls and start savin them. Col- Is this for real? All these 

memories. Those damn workmen. Red is the way to go. Ouick, 

catch it. Swings on Macdonald Field. What can I say it’s all you. 

Thanks for the memories. Thanks Dad and Mom, IT, M, M 

Todd Miles 
Thanks Mom, Dad, Gregg and 

Kihara. Thanks for all the great 

times: MD PM SD BB DB JG SF 

PR BR BJ D-R-D and everyone 

else. MD-Tell Mr. D “5 empty 

bottles, 2gallonsof O.J., and8 

packs of gum!” BBGFSDJG- 2 filled bottles of Gatorade 

(FBall Camp ’93)! Billy BadAss-1 should be honorary presi¬ 

dent of the African Mondus! SD is Joe Weider. BR-Seriously, 

you like the juice? JG- College football, anatomy for 10 

minutes, Rummy 500, College football again! Thursday 

nights at YY with JC! JT, MvR, SB, KS- Dartmouth anyone? 

Damon-How about a few games of pool? PV, GF, SD, AL-The 

G Period Lunch-Lapper Crew! As PP says, “That’s All Folks!" 
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Peter Moisan Mark Morrison 

Insane in the 

mustang...No it’s not 

a 5.0! I’m grounded 

again. The Rocks 

stand hard! Week¬ 

end nights Down¬ 

town. Whatthe...! da 

flannell. Seeyain De¬ 

tention. What’s next 

period? Mad M— 

MirkasClass. D.M.,A.T.,C.M.,RockPeople. Weatta 

here. It’s ’94, there is no more. Look MA I made it. 

Homework? 

BTW PQ,DM,JR,DS. Hello Alec, I 
mean Alex. Take off your caps. The 
King is next to god. I love cottage 
cheese. Al, you don’t know this,but 
my name is Barney. Dave Notre 
Dame stinks. Michigan #1. Dave 
going to miss lunchroom Talks. Sa¬ 
chem Basketball #1. Thanks, Mom, 

Dad, Mike-1 love you. See ya. 

O’ Archeem Mosley 
Ron, Rolando, Binh...”PGA” lives for- 

ever. Sunshine, thanks for all of the 

memories. Luv ya lots babe. Mom, Chinando, Katonya, 

I love you. Thanks for always being 

there for me. Tothe rest of the family and 

friends...good lookin’ out! To the ABC 

crew(Joe,Chris, Damien, Jamarll.Ron): 

sticktogether, you guys need each other. 

Laura & George, thank you. When I 

needed you, you were there. For all 

those who tried to front, U can’t touch 

this! If I forgot you, sorry, I still love you. The big daddy 

must move on, but he won’t forget you. 

v/^ Friend forever! ABC ya! 

AX 

Andrea Mulvahey 

“If there’s someone u can talk to, someone no one can replace, then there’s someone 

u can laugh with till the tears run down your face...” Fh-Shake that Body 92,we miss u! 

93-”l love field hockey” You guys have made this year the best-l'll miss u and I love u 
all. Coach-You’ve made these years unforgettable-thanx. A.L.-we've shared so much- 

Royal Hawaiian attack-Semi “Nothings gunna stop us now." Come on over for some 

A.M.CI- + so much more;you’re my best friend, what more can I say?J.L.-lt all started 
w/T square baseball, we've shared so much as best friends in the last 4 years- thanx 

Jovis. Pat-The prom was “excellent"! Seriously? Thanx for everything Buddy. MO-Did 
you rub my lamp? L.B.-Hewow-CRASHI! L.L.R.C.? K.R.-"You’ve got a friend.”Oh! how 

can I forget Rhonda, L.E.(+w.), T.B.,J.G.,A.O.,C.G.,K.H.?Awesome times,not enough 
room.-J.V.(Now how could I forget the frosh semi?l had a great 

time,thanx.),P.Q.,K.C.,E.D.,+A.L.-”I just want my mummy!” What a time to remember(or 
forget! )Next year! Dana-I love you more than you know.M+D,B+L,P+S, and Pat+ katers 

(sis’) Thanks for everything, I love you."Hold on to the memories...." 

Daniel Murphy 

The Stang. Do youhave F off? The 
rocks. “Thats very uncool!” AT-”Got 
crobeast again!!!” “what the Hell?” 
CM-Two more weeks. Sara enjoy the 
rest of the years in High School. 
Auto ruled except the cut. Mosher 
try and hit a car soon. Mosher see 
you this summer working,kicking 

Peter. M+M sounds. 

S) 

Kate Murphy 
NON KQUTUI by Wiley 

Happy holidays! I’ll miss my stage crew. Fusco & Miller 
Thanks. Jess stop Shiveling. Twin you're a sweet transves¬ 
tite. AG & SV oh please! Don’t forget Gumby. Cr, my fuzzy 
8 ball. Mel you're short you're ugly and your mother dresses 
you funny.(not) C&Cwasfun. HI,keep in touch. Mom, Dad, 
Jen 1-4-3. anyone missing?? sorry “We must over come the 
notion that we must be regular. It robs us of the chance to be 
extraordinary & leads us to the mediocre” 

-Uta Hagen 
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~ " " I always knew I would lauah at the 1 

JlfthL }/td[ofL 
'I always knew I would laugh at the times we cried, I never knew I would cry at the times 
we laugh." RY-1 will never forget you “Promise you won't forget me even when I’m a 
hundred Pooh “Lets stay sisters forever: Beeepl The morning after, white moon! 
Thankx for all the laughs! Jess S- “Its a rare and wonderful thing to find a friend that 
will remain a friend forever., thanks for being my sunshine! A+J- “Have some 9!" 
Laughing fits rule peanut butter- right Jess! Kates U- We will find someone, Doctor1 
Murph- Ba-ah! You will always make me laugh, toot-toot! The other KN- the Marz's in 
the world rock! Chaperone! We are twins! Dave Fic- Thanks for the love and 
understanding Lia- I’m so into you darlin' at least some of us are mature! Love, the 
rugwomen. Bodies/TLhompsons/Hertels- thanks for the love and support! Mom- 
Thanks for the Love and ssupport remember God is always with me DAd- Thanks for 
the advice and love, you the best Christy- love always and forever, miss you much 
Beth-1 love you. miss you much “The world is too serious not to laugh.” 

is huist'c~ 
erf- . 

Kcfre. n<?Ia.n 

A- 

“Best Friends are made through smiles and 
tears.” MM-Poochie, you make me laugh, M&B, 
Lewis, sweet T, SwiRiv, GH, lifeguard taboo. LD- 
pea clouds and oriental stirfry, dress-up, SwiRiv, 

|. — | Death Road, Cape car ride, maint. AL- McD 
field, I'm gross, McD runs, Bev Hills, mic pop, 

late night at Ry's w/TS. JL- BH & MP, tenis talkin,Reggie and Todd, 
chaperone. KN- Marz, have some nine, Capri. KR- 3 norms, gossip hours. 
NM- wear? Cindy and K.T. RH- SB boyfriend,. KU- the judge, you stay 
awake,M&M. J&D-wagon ride, B&P. MR-Bev will survive, G! JC-dip, let's 
ski! AC-Skip fre w/AB. S & K-FF, Good Luck. J,B,&B-statetroopers, Hail 
Mary. P.M.&S- Buffett& the party hall. KR- thanks for everything, Lklnd Fid. 
JL-the mall, Virg. Slim . Summer Lovin, Dead Cats in Shrews, Hooters Hall, 
Checkers, Summer Fun ’93, sleepover, Muraco, videos, 
Tiny, Tub and Time, Ambrose, “That's what friends are for." 
JACT, T’s ILY! Begun! Mom, Dad, everyone, and Marz, 
thanks, Move you. "If you're going to climb to the top, 
you've got to reach for the highest branch.” 

Amy Oakes 
“It is only with the heart that one 

can see rightly; what is essential 

is invisible to the eye.” Mo- 

Contempo, Boo Radley, fraternal 

twins. Ah Ha! Mr. Smooth, einfach 

spitze, must you wear that. Tina- 

1,2, or 3? Espo-I’m in your corner, 

what happened to the sweater? 

coffee talk. I was there first! KJ- 

Mr. HOH,l who broke the vase? 

BK- Florida/MGM, hotel men, 

Lauren can really spell. JG-pas¬ 

tels do not smell! Ins and Lau- 

can I be you? field hockey '93- 

scuttle, butterfingers, thanks for 

the t.p. MD and B- ilymtycelm. 

Binh Nguyen 
Sometimes you don’t really know how long you are 

at a place until your about to leave. CREAM, RON, 

JAMARLL, I’ll always remember all the fiendish 

actions. I hope you carry on the ways. God luck 

Mac, Rolo, Tuck, and Mark. I’m sure you’ll be 

successful in school and work as well. Chris, keep 

making people laugh. Joe and Damian, good luck. 

Magistra, thanks for being a wonderful teacher and 

such a great friend. Good-bye Octets, Russia was 

fun. BRENDAN, (we got 

open!!) Mike and Peter, Don’t 

lose that lovinfeelin! Until next 

time, Binh. 

Tom Novak 

What ever happened to 
Kavon Shlovak anyway? 

Rolando Oyola 
Ronnie, Binh, Archeem 

“PGA” is still in effect. 

Darin Byrne ’’dadame”, 

“Dadame”, Snow, Ron Hall 

“shag can rap” but it's too 

bad you ain’t got no scrap. Hey! Darin ! Bush she’s 

mine!!! Hey! Phily, you’re looking bigger than Th¬ 

ompson!!! Darin how’s CG doing? Darin watch out 

for that WALL!! ABC House, we will live as teens 

forever. The House ABC, don’t forget MIC! ha, ha, 

haBush,oooohM! you’resotough. A, Yo! Macwere 

you at? Class of “94” don’t forget Prime-Time, 

showtime, all the time. See ya! 
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Jeslie ^ 
\ It saddens me to have to write this, for 

when I see it next, the first part of my life 

will be over. Dearest friends, you know 

who you are and I love you. You have 

/XXPv' always been there for me and I thank 

you. Now some G.T’s. J.R. & the Hershey 

kiss. Playing in the forest. T-pons on 

trees, raping Alden? Em: Toby the wait- 

^ ^ ress, I Love swavblaa/ R the GBP. Alii: 

x-mas night Sam: we write the songs, 

mem’s at your house. Kerry: Good concert what? Amy: keep 

the tootie out of cold H20. Jess: S-banks don’t toot. Monique: 

science! Jenna: Blinded by the light. TO All: A promise that 

secret whispered is as good as kept. 
Mom,Dad,Ash,Chris,&Gram ILY ALWAYS 

Gary Pedulla 
So long it's been good to know 
ya! Furey, Victory sundae and 
oatmeal cookies. Turkey Day 
here I come! MA "Alright who 
wants some raisings?!" CT hit 
a car lately. The green bomber 

lives! JC Trick or Treat, thanks for the posters. The man w/2 
brains. Pye, Wingersheek July 4th; (14) I left my mark EC help 
me!! LS and API bunsen burners and pencils, Labernesss, JR 
lift much; have some supplements. The nonsense hall. DM 
wrong door. Fab 4. JD "doyou have study now?" Good times 
w/ all. Friends for life LS, JR, SF, EC, CB, JD, A + L L, KR, CS, 
JC, PM, AFH, AP. I love you Dad and Mom thanks for every¬ 
thing. Lesley and Laurie you guys are awesome, thanks for 
beinghere when I needed to talk. Can't wait for Europe! Don't 
let yur good times end! 
PS- Brad watch out for that tree. Furey, I think we are lost. 

Andy Perenick 
-Charlie! Eating your notes are you? No Mr. Bill I’m 

the other one! 

-B. J. was Mean In THe Middle THe Reaper had to 

always piddle. 

-John G. was always in pain Mr. Furey are you 

frying your brain? 

-We won for “Victory Sundaes" The Hat never 

came on Mondays. 

-Sean, that hit sure was some-thin the kid is still out 

lookin for his pum-kin. 

-Tut's What a smile! 

-Juice in S.A.A.D.? Baah!! 

-Sultan-B boys make some noise, slam! 

P.s. Keep an eye on the “Magic Wand” 

-A.B. Will you marry me? 

Hi C.A.M., Henry meaning king! 

Will the Hurricane live on? 

-Beano, Sultan, Tuts, Egga, Face, Blade, Juice, Miiles, Rardo,Taz,Chiga,Jeffro 

Nic, Reaper, Hat, Humma, Pat, Cornbeef, Ronny, Ro, Leaf, Poopsy.and to all 

the Sachems... 
WE ARE ONE! 

Adam Petri 
Adam Petri (short e) 
Look here for your name! People that I hold the highest respect 
for (IN NO PARTICULAR ORDER) AIREL CLENK,ANDRU 
RITNUR, KNEEL DIXIE ,MUGIN HUSTIN, HOHETHIN 
HOWERDE, JO HEARTFID, MHIKE KET, GERRY Dl YUNG, 
MAT DEUCHARMIN, SOOSAN Dl YUNG, SUZEN REEVES, 
ROTOTOM YESUAK, DAYVE DAZIN ,AMEE ALBERTO, MAURI 
BOSHEMP, JUAN MURPHEE, JHEN LINCHE, PEETR 
STOERSMIN, THIME LYNNSH, ALISIN LEI, JHONE MAGUY, 
JESSYKA FOOJEER, PETR TSU*&A&A%A%*(#@@, SHHAWN 
CRAUNLEY, KATE MERPHIE, JEPH ONEILE, CARYLEINE 
REEGIN, LAWREN VOLFSEO, J-SIN MACFERRLING, MHAT 
ANDRSUST, OATBRAN DON, SMYT, MIKE MURKY, GEREMYU 
GILLBERT, KNATE TEARIN, WHIL GRIEN, PHEETR GUSTEN, 
BIN ROTOELI, MMMMQ,BHEN COCOANLY JEPH 
ROETUNDIE, HOHN DEARD, LEZLEE PARQUES, MIRK 
AMNDT, DAVEE GALOSE. 

Zareen Poonen 
How many laws are we breaking now? Oh my God, this is crazy! Poor Fred and the happy 

mix. We left Herman on the side of the road. We live at Pizza Hut not in a van down by 

the river. Margrit! Lacheln! Ich bin lusting. Gum rationing at the Isar, thje Oma, 

Schnecke, Grunman, 3 Christians and a gorple postcard. Deutsch class, ha ha ha . Die 
Use twig! Lew what do you have PFD5? Drink! PC and God Bless the ES even if its 
Milwaukee’s Worst can you fix my antenna? EZ you drink resol! OK OK diputs.Vareem 

and Martha? nope funk nights better w/leaves on the ground and buying for Marks. Life 

is weird, life is chaos. Life is a game. Life is a cereal. Omigod Ymat, don’t you hate it when 

there’s like a pencil in your ear and Satan’s in Harvard Sq.? MayaMS&MS, so. Jess 
skipping AP Farming again? LI=RG. Marg always remember to push old ladies stand 

on poles imagine a handstand during softball, blend in w/the ground when chased by 
police, call AAA if the car's on fire, spin your pencil, hide the truth, confuse waitresses, 
dream about Kahlua, tap your foot, throw pickles off your plate, yeah Yeah. That’s kinda 

strange. OOps, oh well ok... so we’re kinda weird. Yeah it’s true. It is though. THAT'S 
SO FUNNY! 

Andrew Pywell 

How long have we been here anyway? Its all a blur. Consume brothers Exit 59 lets make 
a run Nov. 17 Good Harbor, bonfires summer of 93 eternal buzz,22& GK Where Hall, JL 

the short jogs is there a tornado coming, I can drive, we’re lost, she's a 7 beer, quarters. 

TM she's too old. 1st grade, DL how about some Sega. Party at Dean’s everyday, boys 
the fun has just begun, TF drink the PI Gigillo car LC The parties in the egg, the Wakefield 

game, GP the 4th GB you are da Snoop I'm Hungry, lunch anyone? BD you are the 
Thunda, Sugarloaf, Sunapee lunches, JR I got the stuff LS,FL there 16. New Years Eve. 
Soccer 92&93 almost guys DM 192 sq ft EQ wheres your locker DS stop sleepin. JL KN 

want a ride, Fork it Fab 5, Eric BC where gonna die,oops sorry. I'm with him you sure 
you can roll these? Bro where are my cells. Hall thanks I'm with ya. I think we're drunk, 

we've found a new gear. Well never caught. It’s over! Love U Mom, Dad, Kristen, 
Grammy 



Erica Quigley 
"A friend is a person who knows all about 
you but likes you anyway!” Alive! Medieval 
Manor. Night chats on swings. Broken 
candles & coke incidents. TC-sisters. Never 
did like Ric. “It looks like the U. of Illinois.” 
Prom night at the tux shop. Gimpy. Home 
Alone. What a peach! MB- Sargeant Gem. 
Chicken. His hands are nice. “All the lonely 
people.” Elton. M+T-one of these days I'm 

going to keep on squeezing. KJ-l’m a nut. Gilhouly. I’m a ramblin' man. Trail mix mask. 
Red light...Green Light! Holding my wires at dances. Red rum... LE-wax on. U. of 
S.America. I’m going to kill you! Space Cadets. Coneman. “I got you Babe.” AW-call 
waiting AHHA. Loser. Lost in Wakefield isn’t fun on a Fri. night.. Got the car. Harvey's 
Bristol Creme. Movie madness. Love Jagged rocks. Court (eroy)-Phenom. ”1 think I 
can.” Freewilly? Flying backpacks. “Look Big Ben”. 41. AH-stop. BW here I come. I’m 
skipping. Cornerseat stares. Hazard lights. JG-Be mine agent! SS-off my couch. Hi 
LEW EQ-rhymes, AP-locker bud-6 yrs. Patrick-never stop being yourself. M+D-for 
always believing in me-1 love you! 

I’m not finished yet! 

Patrick Quill 
No Galluzzo! Frau Austin’s funny 
Phinney is Teaching English over at Flarvard 
It must be test day 
Why don’t you go smoke an eggroll 
Warm fan; keeps them warm 
Morrison you stink at wiffle ball 
Damn Dixon those CRX’s are Fast 
“Double G you see” 
Dimarzo/ Seinfield Dixon/Kramer 
Monique; a little stressed 

Kristina Racek 
"Theseareday^ will the whole 

inanities winks, my kitchen sink, Dean’s house, warmups, “ya 
right”, wax, T.C. crew, New Year’s Eve, the blue blurb, Breugars, 
12 days of Christmas, laugh attacks, videos, backwards wave, 
plunger, Deutschland, D.F’s, Pineapple M’s, Mcydees, tennis 
stands, locker mom, blowstops, town meeting, the witches, 
random thoughts, bra pictures, Wedgemere, “I never”, Rocky 
Wars, #1,2 or37, milk truck, it was you Jenna, timber, twin 
towers-Kristen, never drink OJ after brushing your teeth- To all 
my friends, even if you guys lose all your fingers and toes, you 
can still count on me. I love you guys forever and I will never 
forget you or these memories.-M+D and fam, thanks. 

Srijan Ranjitkar 

SR’s top 10 miscellaneous: 10) Missed the MONKEY! It’s a 
conspiracy! 9) <<CC>> walk break; I lost the bet! 8) Calvin and 
Hobbes, no not you AR! 7) Line of Fire Kicks A. 6) Mr. Smith’s 
favorite G period class; or used to be 5) “something that 
influenced my life.” 4) “No Woman No Cry”-Bob Marley 3) HMC- 
LIB-DEM 2) Toll Booth Willie-Hal-What a nut 1) I came, I came, 
I went; Asta LaVista PJ,AR,AA,AP,MS,MA etcetera “I run no 
more.” 

Andrew Ratner 

Special thanks to: 

Starter-man, Hooked on Phonics, lost dimes, Shned, CowTown, the color red, 
los Pixies, Spaata, the control freak, Tony Randal-2 bright lights, my feet, 
god’s own fool, Slovenia, HCL, X-C secrets(Go Wad-Hey? Wait a minute!), 
Jerry Barry, YAA, Boston Creme, my friend Cliffs, Sesame Street, Mrs. T.’s 
Bad Ideas, Jolly Ranchers, watermelons, 22 laps of pleasure, the letter A, 3 
cheeseburgers, Lumpy, Bobafett, naps, American music 

& especially 
The Man, Swee-pea, my evil twin, all my pals, all the nice people, and the 
unforgettable, -It’s been swell 

Brendon Reardon 
Thankx to my boys for the good times, Turks 
bust out, Rard scrap a lick, Driesse you 
make me sick, Carroll please, Maher 2:1, 
Rich seriously, Nick you eat cornnuts, 
RuTTTs dude what's your max, John I didn’t 
put it, Bri ohh, Buddh enough said, and Eats 
strongest human to live- Who’s got the lip- 
MONDOOS LIVE... WHS FOOTBALL + LaX/ 
Trips to NH w/ C.T. G.C. and John G “Who’s 
your daddy” I can also supply the-Also 
thanks to M+D+family Plus dadda me dadda 
me dadda me Byrne 
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Carrie Regan 
“My life closed twice before its close; 

It yet remains to see if Immortality 

unveil a third event to me. So huge, 

so hopeless, to conceive. As these 

that twice befell. Porting is all we 

know of heaven and all we need of 

Hell. 

-Emily Dickinson 

Thanks to those who got me where 

I am. I know not what the Third event will bring; but pass 

through here with hope and love. Special byes to Mom, 

Dad and Ray. I’ll always love you. Good bye to AT, KM, 

KG, EB, AG, RB, SC, SV, JA, Scotty(Pride), MJ(Pride), 

JM(Pride), NV, AR Sandy, Kaye, SD+MW, Neil, Todd, 

Joyce, +Mr. Duey. 

Phil 
:Ruttface: 
Reuland 

ROSSI,VITA, VERNAGLIA,AND JOE THE ITAL¬ 
IAN STALLIONS! DAD D’ ME BYRNE. EGGAJ’VE 
TRIED, IT DOESN’T WORK!” MOVIN' BOARDS 
WITH ELROY, FUREY! REARDON “BEEF TUTS”! CORN 
NUTS!,MOOKIE, DORKOTURCSHVEN. BIG BAD BILYBUSHKINS! 
JAMMIN WITH “JUICE.”(M.A.) MILES OF MILES, GERARD, LET’S 
GO EAT A SQUASH, FODERA AND STIFF DIETER! ROLANDO 
LOVESANDY“HURICANE”!GATTO NEEDS TO SHAVE! JOHNSON 
IS REALLY ITALIAN AND HE’S ONLY 6’1 “ BIG MAC AND ARKEEM. 
RICH “YOU KNOW WHAT THAT LOOKS LIKE?” PAT LAUGHS TOO 
MUCH (CORNBEEF)M “JOHN SO SMART”! ANYONE I FORGOT 
PLEASE GO TO THE PROM WITH ME. SACHEMS CAPT.54! AND 
34! “NOW I AM THE MASTERED.V.) “AND KNITTING, AND KNIT¬ 
TING!” (P.W.HERMAN) 

Mark Richter 
“Merry Christmas to all and to all a good night." Todd Miles: What 
paper? Excuse for N.H.L. & Good luck in the future. Lon Setnik: 
Thanks for the rides to School & telling me when to shut up. Jeff 
Rotondi: Private Economic tutoring with Olson-No we won’t be your 
spy’s+tell you sho;s pulling the alarms. David Keane: Summer Golf 
was great, soon you will be my caddy. Matt Desmond: Savor Garger, 
it doesn't Grown on trees, save some for the rest of us. Vake- sorry 
about the nose, you wanted to fight. Andrew Hall: Maybe I will learn 
tact, thanx for the bathroom usage+food. John Giacalone: Don’t hit 
one eye pirate with those tennis balls. Alex Lacroix: The moon is 
coming out in George’s class. Sean V-May the force be with you 
John! get off my motorcycle Rossi- 86' mets thank god for thou! 
Thank you Mom, Dad, + Adam for putting 
up with my aggravating personality. Love 
you, but I’m not leaving you!! 
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Those who know Brendan McWilliams, know him as a 
person who exhibits the utmost in strength and quality of character. 
He dedicates himself to achieving success with every endeavor he 
engages in. Yet, he accomplishes this in a modest fashion, which 
inspires his peers. He encourages others, but in a frank manner, one 
which is uncommon in today’s society. He is genuine in his search for 
what is the best for others, and in his celebration of the success they 
achieve. 

Brendan is a substantially visible member of our community 
with regards to the performing arts. He is Co-Captain of the WHS 
Men’s Octet, and has traveled to France and Russia to perform with 
them. Brendan also sings in the Concert Chorus. He has held lead 
roles in three musicals at WHS including “Doody” in Grease. “Dr. 
Finsdale” in Lil’ Abner, and “Cornelius Hackl” in Hello. Dolly. He has 
played tenor saxophone for six years, and currently plays in the 
Orchestra. He sings lead for “Orpheus,” a five person rock band 
which plays mostly original songs, and a few covers from worthy 
bands. 

Last season Brendan played a very important role on the 
WHS Lacrosse team. The best way to describe his play would be that 
of a frenzied animal. A style that instills profound fear in his oppo¬ 
nents, and which contributed to the success of last years’ club. This 
year Brendan’s role will no doubt be of graver importance. Being a 
veteran he will be expected to dominate opponents in the mid-field, 
and be a team leader. This job without a doubt will be accomplished. 

Brendan “Homework Homework Homework” McWilliams. 
One might find Brendan spending up to seven hours of homework a 
day. He is the type of student who doesn’t do something to get it done, 
but rather to get something out of it. He will read something over and 
over again to reach a full understanding of it. If teachers could grade 
considering only effort, he would get straight A’s. He is an inquisitive 
student offers a wealth of knowledge to his classmates, asking 
thoughtful questions and offering intellectual insight. Always chal¬ 
lenging himself, Brendan included AP German, Honors English, 
Psychology, Orchestra, Chorus and Analytic Geometry/Intro to Cal¬ 
culus in his course load. With all of his extracurricular activities, he still 
manages to receive academic honors. 

One of Brendan’s most definitive traits, is his brilliant origi¬ 
nality. Originality is something that one is born with, and Brendan 
certainly has a multiplicity of it. Whether it be drawn from his 
appearance, thoughts, song lyrics, or prose, one can deduce that his 
originality will take him far. With the complex problems of today’s 
society, Brendan’s 
originality will beavalu- 
able resource when 
solutions to these prob¬ 
lems are being found. 

Simply 
stated, the quality of 
people’s experiences 
improve when Brendan 
is present. He demon¬ 
strates strong values 
that have been learned 
through experience, 
and which serve as ex¬ 
traordinary examples. 
His inner strength and 
honesty with himself 
are uncommon. If you 
find yourself looking up 
to him, don’t worry, it’s 
not unusual. 

JMW5TE> 

mmm 



Xxtbro CQotAjodb 
To all my good friends- K.C, J.G, T.C, J.A, 
B.G, M.K, M.B, E.R, S.B, E.K, J.L, A.M, 

M B, P.A, C.H, "My friend if I could give you 

one thing it would be the ability to see 

yourself as others see you then you would see what a truly special person you 

are.” “Friends are the stars in your happy memories, the shoulders you 

leaned on, and the hearts that listened.” B.S. The support you have given me. 

will always be remembered. The times we have spent together will remain 

close to my heart. Don’t ever forget. Steph-I know I’ll miss you when I’m away 

at college. Try to hold down the fort and stay out of trouble. Mom and Dad, 

Steph and Mich. Thanks for all the help and support you’ve given me. I Love 

you all!! 

Marc Rossi 
1990-1994 These 

WHS. A lot 

these times espe- 

“You knew, we al- 

other goodfellas. 

somebody, you’re 

guy, he’s a 

were my years at 

changed during 

ciallymytolerance. 

ways called each 

Like you’d say to 

going to like this 

goodfella, he’s one 

of VS." SV- Brandy Alexander himself, what can I say but see you in White 

House. PV- Let’s sneak out, nabbage, keep the purple glowing. CT- call 

Gatto and let’s play hands. Don’t have a heart attack on my couch. Boys, 

Aruba will be sick. Joe-crazy third basemen for the braves. Guy North End 

lunches. WWW was crazy w/ Gerard “6 before 8 a.m. Fidalgo luggin w/ 

JG,Gc, PR, BJ, BR, and everyone else. Limo rides w/ SB, MV, JT , and how 

can we forget Franks. 20cm, Swartz, Bafaglial(?) W/JL, LD,KN. Pete-come 

back we need you for stickball. 

Jeff Rotondi 

MIDS, If anyone stops by, U know what to do. Arlington friends. You 

will always be a miserable b! !**??. Soccer 93' , we tried. Dean,#1 

to rage with? Corrupted absolutely too early. Tim, Holy bond, soccer 

at the Cape. Py, stay natural, keep scoring goals. JL, take Juan’s 

knee out, wing fullbacks 93' Dream Team. DF, Don’t play it. BK, 

Soccer 91, why’d you quit, where is Amadoes. GP, Nonsense hall, 

my back itches. JG, Flappy french fudgies. JL, fun at NG. AL, what 

kind of apple was it. KC, never forget you. KS, you’re a puzzle. JC; 

only Monet had cataracts. Determind summer drives to Brockton. 

To RO thanx for everything, staying with me till 4 a.m. PF, advil, 

lipstick and cleverness define you. Mom, Dad, Lauren, Sarah, 

Annie-t- Tyler, I Love you + Thanx, Yea.Of course I’m outta here, 

definitely gone. 

Erin Rogers 

begin life 

again, I should want it as it were. I would only open my eyes a little more.” Field 

Hockey - 4 great years full of memories. 92 - Shake that body!. Explode. 93 

- Right Now. Scuttle # 14. Yellow card. Coach. Rockport, facepainting, toilet 

papering. Emily and Sara best friends forever. The Threesome! 7/4/00 WHS 

12:00- don’t forget. Anytime before then, feel fre to stop by and visit my food 

cabinet. Radley Rules! Hi Little Emily! How’s camp? How's Antelope? 

Monster? Fabiooo? Want some frozen oranges? Sara - Wanna go ride around 

with walkie talkies? “Sara go left” “I can’t” Stoneham Bsakin Robbins - 

Where’s my keys? Have you figured the formula out yet? Let’s go to a 

gymnastics meet. Kristen - We are hte best 4 year locker buddies WHS has 

or will ever have. Dennis - Hi! Thanks for the memories - you’re the best. I love 

you. Mom, Dad, Daid and June (Skrumski) Thanks for Everything. I Love you! 

Ben Rotolo 

SOMEHOW L 
IMAGINED THIS 

EXPERIENCE WOULD 
BE MORE REWARDING. 

Alii Sacco 

Magic is 
illuminated 
by solitude. 
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Lon Setnik 
No to the Pear at Apple-Pye's. Young Boy, I’m a VIP. The Machine at Exit 59. how did 

the b of us make such a mess. B&Ethe next morning. Grab the ladder, Hall! Step back 
for an early 3 Throwing rocks after Manhattan. Quick, wedge it in the tracks and run. 

Keep your heads down. Yeehah, Jester’s Dead! T.M. I know where it is from New Years. 

Consume Brother, 465F89C. I need some cologne, let's hit TNC. You con't do it in a 
month, bow down midds. Thurdah, you aren’t supposed to slide for a reason. Snoop 

almost scores indoor, ‘nuff said. Nino, night of his life. DF didn't finish a fifth. Clutch 

Cleaner, Oh my God! Time to rage, my friend. % AM why? Quick, grap the Diet 7up. 

Watch the light, Doh! RUMPLE, WHAT? 

Maya Shinohara 
“I’d choose to be a daisy, if I might be a flower; 

closing my petals softly at twilight’s quiet hour; 

and walking in the morning, when falls 

the early dew, to welcome Heaven’s 

bright sunshine, and Heaven's bright 

tear-drops too.” 

MONETTE- "I may dream soon, I may forget 

all, but I won't forget that you were my best 

friend.” Peabody soccerteam, forest green, 

my 1/2 jacket in H's closet! ZAREEN - So, HS 

to the bathroom, SKI 92, gossips in your car. 

MARGARET - “Can you lift me up again no matter how old I am?” 

Robert>Mike, Skid marks on Main St. MEG - Fri. 5:30-6:30, Prune! 

KRIS - Strawberry Shortcake LEW - “Don’t be a nun!” AK = it 

LAU - “our” senior prank, Koffee Talk, naps in s.s. open area, 

cjudging. Thanks to all my friends-“Goodbye for the present, 

a good handshake in thought to you all.” MOM, TAICHI, GREG, 

MIYUKI, I LOVE You. 

Sin EON E 
School was great, School was 
Grand. I wish as a child I 
Hadn’t eaten so much sand. 
I'm pretty sure I’ll graduate 
I’ll just wait and see. I hope 
I get into college, who knows what 
The hell I’ll be. I thought I’d 
Be an astronaut or get my Ph. D 
But the way it looks now I’ll be 
Flippin’ burgers at “Mickey D’s” 

Follow your Dreams! 
B.D. -1 hope you get some. M.M.-Calm down. P.Q.-Seriously? 
How much do you think that car goes for? S>C. - Good luck 
maybe you can work in one of my restaurants one day. T.P. - Lay 
off the firewater and maybe you'll graduate. Thanks for the scar 
you to P.Q. K.R. - What can I say. i have only known you for a 
couple of years but it feels like we’ve been friends for Ife and no 
matter what happens between us I hope that we can be friends 
for Life! 

Denise Slater 

“This is the time to remember because it will not last forever, these are the days to hold 
onto because we won’t although we want to.’’TO ALL MY FRIENDS: JD, JR, JB, CD, KH, 

CG, LK, HM, AB, CB "When you can tell someone anything, that’s trust. When they 

understand you, that’s happiness. Whenyou can laugh and cry together, that's love 
When you have all of these things, that’s friendship." JEN: “Crazy friends provide for 

crazy times,and what crazy times we've had." The Findstone's G.A.B. JANINE: “Our 

memories of yesterday will last a lifetime, well take the best, forget the rest, and 

someday well find, that these are the best of times.” “The Field,” Tall Ships, "Nothing 
Gold can stay" TONY: VA + NY, Thanxfor all the great times, ILY ...more! 7-27-93. KH: 

Keegs, Dead End, “Hit the deck,” Exams - Keg. S.C: Irish Rule! FGP, PLS, PPAC, 
Revere Strip, Pumpkins... 25,50? B.I., F.I..J.H., VT: Skiing, “The Beach," cheering! Thx 

$ the great X's! “People come, people go, some leave footprints in the snow, but in the 

end you will find some leave footprints in your mind.” Good Luck Shan! Dad, Mom, 

Scoot, Jill ...ILY! 

Kelly Smith 
Look at all the leather, looks like a bunch of 
dead cows in here! LobstaCarrrcus, V Queen, 
Bitchy women, Hey, how do I get the keg out 
of the bathtub. I'm going back for Round 2 at 
Dartmouth, but I think I'll skip the hot choco¬ 
late. Suzy- hay this is cool, we can both ninja 
on Wedgemere. There's nobody else I'd rather 
be related to. I'm glad were sisters. Dog 
napping. Martz-the burb, Mannetts bed, we've 

made so many great noises to laugh about. I'll never pull an all nighter 
again, I'm still tired. Slush n butts. Jo-1 love the way you turn your nozzle 
I'd shower with you and my mom any day! Germany was awesome! 
Awesome X w/the 1C! Sean and Vita ''Tequi“. Turkey and Greg- "Where's 
late night tonight?" Bill- You'll always be my Beast of Burban. Bridget- 
AKA sensative. Socder '93 great times, we almost did it. #'s, 16, 17, 18. 
Suzy Martz, Jo- Too much trouble , too many late nights, to little sleep but 
it was all worth it. I love you guys, don't know what I'd do without you. Se 
you when we're 90. Mom, Dad, Tysun, Dana, Shawn, Susan, I love you 
all so much. Thank you for EVERYTHING! 

Uxuro. 3 

To my friends-1 have never had so much fun in my life, YOu are the 

best in Ithe world, and I love all of you! Cheeks-1 know I don't even 

have to say anything. Chrissy- I'm so into —! Obsessed much? 

Future model! Salt and what? Andy-1 like orange ones! Katherine- 

Orgy!! enough said!! Frank- I'll never forget you. Tony- Exsqueeze 

me? You are the best friend I could have ever hoped for I love you! I 

Scruffy- all dogs go to heaven! Mom and Dad, I loveyou, even you 

Dave! - Oh by the way, don't you know that I can make a dream that's 

barely half awake come true. 



Olga Suslov 

The best thing IThanxI about traveling is 

staying at the ICIassI same place for as 

long as long as possible lofl and then 

moving on. “It’s not easy taking l’94l our 

problems one at a time when they III 

refuse to get in line” (A.B.) This promis¬ 

ing a promising end of the beginning. 

Never forget-WHS. I love U all- 

O.O.,L.E.,A.C., and all the friends! 

Dosvidanja! 

David Swallow 
Mom, Dad, Mark I Love You. Thanx for 
everything. Florence, Wally, Scott, Greer, 
John, Notre Dame and Giants Rule, Hole 
Mutha Luv, Chocolate Thunda, Nino’ 
Brown, Snoop Day & Grand Master B 
live forever, Heather thanks for the 
house, I love George! AL fire up the Mo- 
B-M 15. Take your cap off cause I’m 
Barney. Mise see you at Middlesex, 
Giacalone, coming with us? Hall, stop 
ringing that bell. Vake, it’s nap time and 
there’s way too many stupid people. “I 
hate you all”-Al bundy you’re the best. 
“We gotta problem here”-Bennos. Sarah 
put on the dress and shave your legs, 
Love 
You. Keefe and lunch table talks. Rossi 
and Bennos, How about that Holyfield- 
Bo we fight? ll/13/93Notre Dame 31 - 
FSU24 

Wow! Is it really over? Crazy times at Winchester 
High. Thanks to my mom for pushing me all 
those mornings I didn’t want to go to school. 
Thanks to my dad for the summer retreats in 
Greece. Thanks to my friends out at the rock for 
giving me a chance when no one else would. 
Thanks to Jen, Dean & Jean for the laughs and the 
memories. Hear the mighty roar of the diesel. 
Love the cars that go boom! Dude!! That’s not 
cool. “I love you Mary Jane!” C.H. That’s it, that’s 
all, I’m just a memory now. 

Josephine Theuer 
WHS was fun but there’s much more to come!!! 

I hope I never forget -> Pompbeebo, showering 

the sand off my friend the wino, Watch out 
Marda!, Chrispy Chips, Labsta Carcus, tight 

squeeze Ker, NINJAING, I love disco, So many 
good memories... FGP, Deutschland- so many 

W-16’s. Best time of my life w/ Kel & Kate- May you never flush that way again!?! 

"Ride free, Ride Vespar"-B.M. Thanks I.C. You’re awesome! Kel, Martz & Sue thanks 
for being my little family! Schwarze-1 wouldn’t know where to start! Kel- “Hey baby let 

me out!" I’ll rap with you anytime. Sue- Stay crazy Homey, I’ll let you wear the shield. 
Bridg- Don’t cry, it's only high school. Chlo, stuck in Dorchester??! I love you guys! 

Thanks mom! Spater! 

Alain Toussaint 

<Sc+ Up 
■there!! ' 

Hey Nick! What color is this car? Oops! 

Keke, ten years is a long time, may there be many more 

Carrie, thanks for being such a good friend, 'poke". 

Hey Beautiful! How are you being? Wanna wander aimlessly? 

Sean, let's go back to Philmont and do the toughest itinerary. 

Twelve seasons of varsity running, Just Legs and I can say that. 
Anybody wanna go biking? Trust me, it’s not dangerous. 

To all my friends, we must party in California sometime We'll all 

go surfing and you'll see my flourescent green Lotus Espirit Turbo 
A special thanks goes out to Mr Maloney, Mr. Cantillon and Mr 

Kline for making me be my best. 

Feel the power, the pain and the burn. When you're done, it ail 
turns to pleasure 

A big hello goes out to my bud and biking sidekick Yatcha 
Every good hero needs a sidekick. 

Who's The Man? Al's The Man1 

II thi r' , 
5 <xfe ? / < 

TZZfc- 

-The Man 
(A lain X) 

VJhe JI else -fdu ls/ p le/xd /manYy, 
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Christopher Turco 

My best times in high school were playing SACHEM FOOTBALL + drinking with my 

buddies: Rardo, Egga, Rutface, Reardon, Gatoshi, Seamus Maher, Angrieser, the 

"Reaper", Buda Miles, Vital Vita, Fu, Gacafish, Dadame Byrne, Mean in the Middle 
BJ, Sultan of Bush, A+Rossi, Vernags, Richy, "The Hat" Fodera, Rolando and 

Perenick. Egganeiss, Rardo- Triforce, my lugging partners- there's no one else like 

us. Bush, you are so UNsmooth, but I still respect you! Waterville- Rossi, Rardo, what 
the Rinaldi. Freshman Semi The Best. 2 o’clock crew! Reardon- Fat chicks- BJ you 

know what I’m talking about. Rossi let's make a tracky I mean packy run. Vita what's 

goin on! Andriesse bust ouuut! Remember the ice cream Julie! We had so many 
great times, I love you. Rossi Vernags Vita Aruba oh yeah! Winnepesaukee, the ill, 

my camper freshman year, behind Andriesse's house Town Day, fake ID’s. GUYS 

there were too many good times, I can't name them all, what a RIDE! Mom, Dad, 
Jess, Adam I love you, thanks for everything! See you all soon! "77” OT 

Katie Umscheid 
“People come, people go, some leave 

footprints in the snow, but in the end 

you may find, some leave footprints on 

y°ur mind.” RH- “Let me read when UR 
done.” Reyes-Retard, “1/4 past one”, 9x's, Manicott stickenu, B.R., 

4th Marky Mark & Blondie, Wabins, Underwear on a nail. INV. 

C.D.- Best West, save Princess, Convcu, Bob & Kimmy, Nips, Al in 

my bed. We have been through everything ILY. J.D.- Sleepovers 

(M.D.) Dancing @ Dart, gun party ILY. Puppy- Buffett. B.M. 

Frapa’s, Kitty loves U. “Ladies all the ladies...Louder now.” My 

Buddies, KN (Miller), JC, NM, KR, JL, AL (Ballet, cartwheels), LD, 

KN, MM- “Do it Sachem?” Kanoles- T/B M/M Martha’s Vin- MM- 

oinkin, MM&AL. KS+JT Germany! Cozi (hot), Honus Toilet, Maxi 

Motorcycle, where did you go on the last night?! M, D, M, C,+F, 

ILY so much, thanks for putting up with my difficult ways. “Well, 

some say life will beat you down, break your heart, steal your 

crown, so I’ve started out for God knows where, I guess I’ll know 

when I get there.” 

Sean Vernaglia 
“For in the final analysis, our most basic 

common link, is that we all inhabit this 

small planet. We breath the same air, we 
all cherish our children's futures, and we 

are all mortal.” - J.F.K. 

“Some men see things as they 
are, and say why, I drream of things as 

they are, and say why not.” - R.F.K. 

What ever happened to the I.C. ? Rossi Possi! 
How’s the hair? From drastic drummer to 

Cadillac Man Phil Vita! P.V. The car, lights, 

ring, phone and the Beeper! What else do I 
have to say? Phil Vita Mania 4-Eva. 

Turcsphein! Dallas! Big Al & Paulie at the 

Track Football Fellas: Rutland, Egganess, 
Gerard and the Fisherman, Gatto! Bartolucci 

B'ball Kid, Rinaldi Crazy Jr. Year, Sherwood 
Forest & Vernaglia Pasky Sinatra, Billy Joel, Bruce, and Buffett. Thanx Mom, Dad, and 
J.J. I love you. .. So we beat on, boats against the current, borne back ceaselessly 

into the past. 

Phil Vita 

We are finally out of here. Now its time for the real-world yeah right! Good times with 
just about everyone. Sean V. love that Jeep + The Basement "Gotta love the little 

girls” Marc R. -The Caddie - its so you! “Don't touch the hair” Chris T. just can’t wait 

for Aruba. “Hey Turco Bill + Bobs doesn’t change." Nick G. it was one crazy summer 
Phil R. "Hey Phil lets go cappin” Greg C. Guy F. "Please stop farting" Joe B. Can you 

write me a pass" Girard F. “I can't believe you drove my car."Nicole B. “We had a lot 
of great times together -I’ll never forget you.” Cara B. “I can't ever forget Freindly’s or 

the video store.” Amy H. "I promise we will go out this week." Jessica S. + LeslieP. 
“Our friendship is forever." Suzy B. + Josephine T. “Face the wall and shut your 

eyes." To the dip crew Todd M. + Scott D. + Alex L. + Guy F. “Lets have another.” 

And last but not least Steven C. + Tim N. “Keep the road moving!" Thanks Mom and 

Dad for everything. 

Nick Vitale 
“Can I help the next person in line?” A.T.-”We are all going 
to die.” Vineyard. Mario Andretti. A.M.-we have been 
through it all and are ready for more. B.J. Runs C.F.-Oh god 
what to say, guess we’ll never know. Gertrude. Scituate. 
“Don’t get 
how’s my cow 
good friend, 
S.C.-Have fun 
land, if you do. 
Toga. Captain 
Have a chicken, 

flippy.” K.M.- 
shirt.” K.G.-yura 
don’t lose touch, 
wherever you 
Bahamas. Senior 
Morgans. C.M.- 
kidding. Don’t 
I’ve known you lose touch. M.S.- 

the shortest and gone through the most. I hate you for S.C 
night. Bagel boy. “Are we in Scituate yet.” Where’s the 
stuff’. Roxbury Tutoring. Large marge. J.P.-You have been 
in my life the longest, don’t know what to do without you. 
We’ll always fight + then laugh. I love You.l 
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Marta VonRosenvinge 
“There is no thrill in easy sailing, when 

the sky is clear and blue; there is no joy 

in merely doing things which anyone 

can do. But there is some satisfaction 

that is mighty sweet to take, when 

you’ve reached the destination you 

thought you couldn’t make.” 

“In a sky full of people only some learn to fly, isn't that crazy? In a 
world full of people only some will survive, isn't that crazy?” Io a.k.a ! 
slow: It doesn’t matter how late you are as long as you show up. 

Maybe in college you'll learn to stay up past 10 p.m.” Someday we’l 
both look back and laugh, we’ve lived thru a lifetime and the 
aftermath." Pombeebo. Suzy: We're never gonna survive unless wt! 
get a little crazy! 1 think we’ve both got all the bases covered. Great ;| 

minds think alike, or sometimes they don't even think at all. Kelly: 
the Suburban could only talk! Someday I plan on having a 
detachable Private part too. Fun at Manetts. Word to the wise: “Yoil 
only live once but if you do it right once is enough."Bridge: I'm not | 
saying goodbye because you're a very imp. part of me, my brain! 
Follow me to college! Drew a.k.a. Limpy: How long ya had that 
problem? I still do. Ily: After you get fixed I hope things always go 1 

your wat. Eric: You think someday we can just learn to have fun? Chloe: Hang in, FGP lives! Late:) 
to the Jerry leaders. Keep striving Jackie. I LOVE YOU MOM!! “This is not the end. It is not even j 
the beginning of the end. But it is perhaps the end of the beginning." Three cheers to the 1C!!!! 



There have been numerous newspaper articles 
and lots of talk about Jenna DeSimone. It is a pleasure 

j and honor to be given the opportunity to add to the many 
things that have already been said about her. Many 

! people associate Jenna DeSimone with soccer. As the 
captain of the soccer team she has proven that she is the 
best. As an athlete, she is one of the finest and most 
dedicated at Winchester High School. She is also 
captain of the girls’ basketball team. It is determination 
and natural physical assets that have distinguished 

I Jenna. She is talented and has worked very hard to 
achieve and maintain the goals she has set for herself. 

! Her dedication sometimes amazes me. There 
| have been many Friday nights that she has stayed in 
; because of a Big Game the next day. It gets cold, wet, 

and muddy on the soccerfield but Jenna never quits and 
never complains. Jenna ap¬ 
proaches her relationships with 
her friends with the same dedi¬ 
cation. 

I have known Jenna for 
fourteen years. She always 
been an honest and true friend 
since we first met in nursery 
school, when we didn’t even 
know what those words meant. 
Jenna’s first overnite was at my 
house. My mother remembers 
Jenna waking up at 1 AM think¬ 
ing that maybe she wanted to 
go home. After an hour of “Old 
Maid” and “Go Fish” in bed with 
my mother she was tired enough 
to fall back to sleep. She was 
actually quite timid and very 
much the “little mother” and the 
peacekeeper. 

Jenna has always been 
quietly competitive. When we were very young she 
would shout, “1,2, 3, GO” and every time she would run 
just a few feet ahead of me. She always won, but she 
would never boast. With all of her talents and fame 
Jenna remains forever modest. She is not only a com¬ 
mitted athlete but a committed friend. 

I am proud to consider myself one of her best 
friends because she is so highly respected at Winches¬ 
ter High School and has always served as a terrific role 
model. She has always been an optimist and believes 
that everything can get better. Her athletic achieve¬ 
ments and academic honors are recorded forever but it 
is the person making those records who will always be 
remembered by her classmates and good friends. 

Jessica Sivainbnnk 

c 
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Andrea Witt (§■ - 

“You shot through my anger and rage, 

To show me my prison was just an open cage 

There were no keys no guards, Just one 
frightened man and some old shadows for 
bars.” Erica - Oops...watch the glass! You 

must’ve tripped aver the last words of your 
story when you broke the candle. Maybe he’ll 

wink at you in the halls next year. Lauren- "a 
small vanilla with peanut butter cups!” 

Courtney - Idon’t know where to start and I 
won’t know where to end. Thanks for the chocolate chiip cookies, an incredible sense 
of direction, the junior prom, and always being “that one particular harbor.” I almost 

forgot... K.Swiss is looking for someoone to sponsor! Kristen- Do you think Winie the 

Pooh recycled his honey jars? Andrew - Stop it! There’s no way you sat behind me in 
the eighth grade. Speaking about the eighth grade ... tell me all your secrets! Lon - 

Believe it or not I might actually miss the movie jokes. Todd - I’ll let myself believe 
chemistry wasn’t the only reason you called. I hope you get a calculator before 
graduation! Karl(i) - Can I borrow that shirt? Thomas - The room is mine. MOM + DAD 

- For always believing in me, I love you! “Lives on the line where dreams are found 

and lost, I’ll be there on time and I’ll pay the cost, For wanting things that can only be 
found, In the Darkness on the Edge of Town...” 
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"Go confidently in the 
direction of your dreams. Live 
the life you have imagined." 

-Henry David Thoreau- 

Dear Amy, 

Congratulations. With much Love, 

Mom, Dad, and Billy 
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“Nothing lasts forever, not the 
mountains or the sea 

But the times we had together, they will 
always be with me.” 

WE LOVE YOU, Darin 

You kids are the best! 

Congratulations to 
Jessica, Jenna, Leslie, Philip and all your 

friends. Love, Mom/Claudia 

WE ARE VERY PROUD OF YOU, NOT ONLY FOR 

YOUR ACCOMPLISHMENTS, BUT FOR BEING A 

TRULY NICE PERSON. UNLIKE GROVER, DON'T 

BE AFRAID TO TURN THE NEXT PAGE AND JUST 

REMEMBER, YOU'RE NEVER TRULY DRESSED 

WITHOUT A SMILE! 

Lauren- We are so proud of you! 
May life be good to you and keep 
your bright eyes shining. 

Love, Mom,Dad,Darrell,Gram 
Knowledge and understanding are 
life's faithful companions who will 
never prove untrue to you. 

K. Gibran 

Psalms 20,27,1 21 . 



Congratulations Brett! 

We think you’re super 

Love, 

Mom, Dad, and Alyssa 

# v? ~k ^ ^ it -a 7? 1* ^ 

RfACH M W STAfa Teffll 

WE LOVE YOU! 
Dad, Mama, Dan, Jeff, 

Amy, and Krissy 

ANDREA 

Werde, was du noch nicht bist, 

Bleibe, was du jetzt schon bist* 

In diesem Bleiben und diesem Werdeh 

Liegt alles Schoene hier auf Erden. 

Franz Grillparzer 

Congratulations ! 

We love you 

Mami, Daddy, Thomas and Karl 

There once was a beautiful baby 
Who’s grown to a wonderful young 
lady. 
She’s made us so proud 
Here we say clear and loud 
We love her absolutely, and daily. 





Amy Leigh Hougland 

Your H.E.A.R.T. grows - 

always beyond its years. 

F.I.R.E. can make a difference 

through life's "follies" and 

fears. 

Be alert, defend your "goal" - 

keeping your angles safe. 

F.I.C.H.T. to win the game, 

with or without Donna's tape. 

Keep smiling - 

you sparkle from inside. 

Always remember your family, 

who looks on you with pride. 

♦ 

Love, 

Molly, Matt, Mom & Dad 

KATE, 
ALWAYS REACH FOR THE STARS !! 

WE LOVE YOU, NEVER CHANGE 

MOM, DAD, JEN 

We love 
you 

Meredith! 
Love, 

Mom 
Susan 

Thomas 

Congratulations John 
We’re proud of you. 

Love, 
Mom, Dad 
Pat and 
Ryan. 
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Congratulations Laura! 

We’re very proud of you. 

Best wishes for the future. 

Love from Mom, Dad and David 
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“You have Brains in your head. 

You have feet in your shoes. 

You can steer yourself 

Any direction you choose. 

You’re on your own. And you 

know what you know. And 

YOU are the guy who’ll de¬ 

cide where to go. 
Oh, the places you’ll go!” 

- Dr. Seuss 

Congratulations and 

Good luck 

to all of you! 

Good Luck 
Marc Anthony 

We’re all very proud of you 
Love you 

Mom Dad and Eddie 

Congratulations 
TODD 

Thanks for all the wonderful memories. 
You’ve done a great job these past four 
years. Best of everything in your future. 

We’ll miss you. 
Love, 

Mom, Dad, and Gregg 

Twinkle, twinkle little star... 

May all your dreams come true. 

With all our love, 
Mom, Dad, Dan and Jim 
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“It is still true no matter how old you are - when you go 
out into the worked it is best to hold hands and stick 

together.” 

Wishing you the very best! We are very 
proud to have you as a daughter 

Congratulations + Best of Luck 
Love, Mom & Dad 

Congratulations Carla 
We are all proud of you 

Love 
Dad, Mom, Erica and Ernie 



Good Luck Anna! 
Love 

Dad, Mary Beth and Bill 

CONGRATULATIONS 
KRISTEN 

LOVE 
MOM 
DAD 

ALL 
THE 

WORLD’S 
A 

STAGE... 

SARAH 
DAVID 

HEATHER and ANNA 

The road won’t be lonely 
If we can say in the end 

We walked the way together, 

Hand in hand with a friend. 

Cherish your great 

Friendship always! 

Love, Mommy Markham 

HEATHER MARKHAM 
I wish for you a 

contented life, 
Filled with love 

and grace, 
For there is no 

greater joy for me 
Than a smile 

upon your face. 

I wish for you a life of your own... 
The way you want it to be. 
The path you choose and where it will lead 
Will not be up to me. 
Whatever you become, wherever you go 
No matter what you do, 
You’ll always have my love and 

support. 
I wish the best for you. 

Love, Mom 
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Katie - 

It seems like only yesterday ... 

You have grown into a warm and 

wonderful person. 

You make me proud! 

Congratulations! I LOVE YOU. 
-Mom 

PYE 

To our favorite Goalie... 
We are very proud of you! 
Best of Success in the future. 

Love 
Mom and Dad 

Congratulations 
Liz 

“Heather... Where’s Anna?” 

With Love and Good Luck 
Mom, Dad and your 4 B’s 

Good luck to the Buffett Bunch 
from 

Papa Bear 
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It seems like only yesterday. 

Love, 
Mom, Dad & J.J. 

WAV ro 60,JeN\ 

BIG COUCKAfVLATlOhS To 
You AUO T\e CLASS 0F'*H I 

'tXX,OCO, 
Mom, bad awI Chn's 

“YeowT 
Congratulations 

Heather. 

Love 
Patty 
and 
Dad. 
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Best Wishes to the Class 
of 1994 

from 
Kenneth Tucker, M.D. 

15 Dix Street 

McCord Winn 

McCord Winn/ 

Subsidiary of Textron Inc. 

TEXTRON 

620 Washington Street 

Winchester, MA 01890 

617/729-4400 

Fax 617/729-1648 

John W. MacArthur, P.C. 
Certified Public Account 

Benjamin Moore Paints 
Olympic Stains 
Cabot Stains 

Window Treatments 
Fine Wallcoverings 

Window Shades 

H PABWT 

600 Main Street 
Office Suite #3 
Winchester, MA 01890 
Off: (617) 721-1234 
Res: (617) 729-9536 

ALU 

9 Waterfield Road 
Winchester, MA 01890 

729-3262 
Charles Allen 

• adult & 

children's 

literature 

• hookcnds 

hoolfcluh 

saving 

0 calendar 

0 cards 

0 cards 

0 cassettes 

0 gift hooks 

_ImdsL 
“Winchester’s comer bookstore” 

Telephone orders welcome all hours 

Gift certificates • Free gift wrapping 

Judy Manzo - Bookseller 

knowledgeable sales staff & personal service 

559 Main Street Winchester Center 

(617) 721-5933 

SassyC ISSIE 
GIFT B O U T I Q U 

Unique Gifts for Particular People 

7 Thompson Street - Winchester 

LOUIS A. 
RICCIARDELLI, 

D.D.S. 

955 MAIN STREET 
WINCHESTER, 

MA 01890 

Congratualtions 
to the 

Class of 1994 
from 

Winchester Lodge of Elks 

#1445 
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THE WINCHESTER STAR 
27 Waterfield Road 

729-6100 

m Harte-Hanks Community Newspapers Wjg\ 
HH "The customer is the reason we are all here." 

BARRY C. DORN, M.D. F.A.C.S. 
ORTHOPAEDIC SURGERY 

RUSSELL HILL 
955 MAIN STREET 

WINCHESTER, MA01890 
(617) 729-1024 

Best Wishes to the Class of‘94 

“Build Your Life on the Foundation you Built at Winchester High School” 

EBM, Incorporated 
Consulting Engineers 

95 Main Street 
Winchester, MA 01890 
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Burlington Studio 
99 Cambridge St. 
Burlington ItfA. 

18 01803 372-4700 
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Ann Blackham, CRB,CRS 

President 

Ann blackham 
& COMPANY, INC. 

“The leader in real estate since 1968 and into the '90 s ” 

9 THOMPSON STREET, WINCHESTER • 729-1663 



(617) 729-8004 (617) 729-2112 

For The Finishing Touch 

eye look optical 
26 Church Street 

Winchester, MA 01890 

Paul Dimos 

Registered Optician 

Mon.-Fri. 9-5 

Thurs. 9-7 

Sat. 9-3 

Gitte N. Irving, M.Ed. 

Director 

• Individual reading, spelling, 
and math programs 

• Orton-Gillingham reading program 
• Academic support 
• All grade levels 

COMPREHENSIVE ACADEMICS 
TUTORING SERVICES 

573 MAIN STREET 
WINCHESTER, MA01890 

(617) 729-3686 

Edwin T. Nadeau, CPA 
10 CONVERSE PLACE 

WINCHESTER, MA 01890 

(617) 729-9191 
FAX (617) 729-9193 

ANN NADEAU CLARK, CPA 

the daisy shops, inc. 
309 high street 18 thompson street 

medford, ma. 02133 winchester, ma. 01890 

483-1687 729-1077 

Wishing the Class of ‘93 

good luck now 

and in the future. 

The Christopher Columbus 

Club Inc. 

18 Raymond Place 

Winchester, MA 01890 
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Owner 

DICK YIRIKIAN © 
TEXACO 

MAIN ST. TEXACO 
641 MAIN STREET 

WINCHESTER, MASS. 01890 

Best of Luck, Class of y94 

LITHO- 
CRAFT 

Established 1976 

Complete 

Cor Core Center 

STATE EMISSION INSPECTION (617) 729-9886 

A Complete Printing Service 

One Lowell Avenue, Winchester, MA 01890 
617 / 729-2012 FAX 617 / 729-5717 

COLLEGE SHIPPING EXPERTS 

MAIL BOXES ETC* 

Private Mailbox Service 

UPS • Stamps 

FAX Sending & Receiving 

Packaging & Shipping • Copies 

Boxes • Packing Supplies 

Printing — Rubber Stamps 

Joshua J. Vernaglia 

ATTORNEY AT LAW 

CROWE, CROWE & VERNAGLIA tel <6i7) 742-1 i i i 
ONE MCKINLEY SQUARE • BOSTON. MA 02109 FAX (617) 742-4359 

6 Mt. Vernon St. 617-729-0715 
Winchester, MA 01890 FAX 617-729-4710 

TELEPHONE (617) 729-9131 

JOAN M. O’CONNOR, D.M.D, 

Practice Limited to Orthodontics 

Office HOURS 600 MAIN STREET 
BY Appointment WINCHESTER. MASSACHUSETTS 01890 

MfftCUtO 

729-1400 

JOHN B. MERCURIO INSURANCE 
AGENCY, INC. 

W. Allan W^de and Son 
INSURANCE AGENCY. INC 

Our Customers Are People 
Not Numbers 

(Judkin Green Professional Center) 
John B. Mercurio, Jr. 63 Shore Rd., Suite 31 
Certified Insurance Winchester, MA 01890 

Counselor 729-3400 

ALLAN WILDE 

887 MAIN STREET 

WINCHESTER. MA 01800-1011 



THE 

n MILK and 

BREAD 
STORE 

(617) 729-0706 

The 
Future 
is Bright! 

600 Main Street 

Winchester, MA 01890 
Best Wishes 

Coiffure de Roma 
Full Hair Salon 

Skin Care 

Manicurist 

576 Main Street 

Winchester, MA 01890 

(617) 729-3419 

LAW OFFICES OF 
PAUL M. COLELLA 

& ASSOCIATES 

Congratulations! 
Hcplncas nnb 

REAL ESTATE APPRAISERS 

“May the road rise to meet you, and 

May the wind be always at your Back” 

Personal Injury Workers Civil & Trial 

Compensations 

Probate & Estates Divorce Real Estate 

LICENSED IN ALL MASSACHUSETTS & NEW HAMPSHIRE 

COURTS 

Call For A Free Consultation 

(617) 729-3578 

Joan B. McLucas 1 Elmwood Avenue 

J. David McLucas Winchester, MA 01890 

(617) 721-1063 

Cradock ™s 
Apothecary rentals 

44 High Street 22 Church Street 

MEDFORD WINCHESTER 

396-1500 729-1500 

FREE DELIVERY 

39 Shore Road Winchester, MA New England Telephone bills & 

Utility bills may be paid here. 

f 
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Wishing the Class of‘94 

Years of Sweet Success! 

• FROZEN YOGURT • ICECREAM • SLUSH • 
• PIEES • CAKES • 

527 MAIN STREET WINCHESTER CENTER 756-1126 

0pxante Lovett — Gallery on the Common EST. 1974 

Custom & %eady Made grumes, 

Prints, Limited Editions & Mirrors 

ANDREW ANDERSON 7 Waterfield Road 

617-729-3733 Winchester, MA 01890 

Best Wishes to the Class of 1994 

%. Wended Pierce, M.E>., f.LL.CS. 
ORTHOPAEDICS AND SPORTS MEDICINE 

955 MAIN STREET 

WINCHESTER, MA 01890 

Shield 
System 

Car Washes 

HIGH PRESSURE 

SOFT CLOTH WASH 
Winchester 617-729-2326 

783 Main Street 
Brighton 617-782-6414 

365 Western Avenue 
Billerica 508-663-0101 

455 Boston Road Rte. 3A 
Lowell 508-454-8859 

81 Rodgers Street 

OFFICE HOURS: 
BY APPOINTMENT 

TELEPHONE 

729-9577 

(617) 729-2424 

SHAW INSURANCE AGENCY, INC. 
SINCE 1926 

BEST OF LUCK TO THE 
CLASS OF 1994! 

FROM 

38 CHURCH STREET P.O. BOX 388 

KARA SHAW MCWEENEY WINCHESTER, MA 01890 

(617) 729-7700 
‘The 

Cjingerbread 

Construction Co. 

WINCHESTER 
DRUG 

HANDMADE GINGERBREAD HOUSES 
GOURMET COOKIES & CONFECTIONS 
562 WASHINGTON STREET • WINCHESTER • MA 01890 

729-2700 
729-1940 568 MAIN ST. 

(l8oVy 



Thank You for making 

Trcsh 

Touch 
CLEANER -LAUNDERERS 

The Biggest & Best 

Fabric Care Facility 

in the Area 

SEE THE DIFFERENCE! 
729-4412 729-0137 

757 Main Street 
Winchester, MA 01890 

Good Luck To The 
Class of 1994 

from 

HALL & DWYER 
Attorneys at Law 
Patrick C. Hall, Esq. 

(Member of N.H. and MA Bar) 

and 

Michael T. Dwyer, Esq. 
(former Asst. D.A. Middlesex County) 

600 Main Street 
Winchester, MA 01890 

(617) 721-0100 

G.R. NOWELL & SON INC 

G.R. NOWELL & SON INC. 
LOCAL AND INTERSTATE MOVING 
68 NELSON STREET, P.O. BOX 715 

WINCHESTER, MA 01890 
(617) 729-1038 • (617) 938-8098 

SERVING WINCEHSTER & VICINITY FOR OVER FIFTY YEARS 

(617) 729-8004 (617) 729-2112 

eye look optical 
26 Church Street 

Winchester, MA 01890 

Paul Dimos 
Registered Optician 

Mon. - Fri. 9-5 

Thurs. 9-7 

Sat. 9-3 
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All things bright and beautiful, 

All creatures great and small, 

All things wise and wonderful, 

The Lord God made them all. 

We love you, Meg! 

Warmest congratulations, 

Mum and Court 

Johnson Fuel Oil 

Dear Jessica, 

You have brightened every 

day of my life. I love and 

admire you. LOVE, MOM 

802 Main Street 

Winchester, MA 01890 

(617) 729-8644 

Clark Care Inc 
SUB & PIZZA • Handtossed Pizza (North End style) 

£ t t/^\ T)T) IT "Subs (Hot & Cold) 
^ ^ "Salads (8 Varieties) 

620 Main Street, Winchester (617) 729-8088 

PRIVATE DUTY NURSING REGISTRY 

5 NORTH GATEWAY 

617-729-1601 WINCHESTER, MA 01890 

You ARE a winner. Love, DAD 
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IT’S WORTH THE TRIP 

CONGRATULATIONS 
TO THE CLASS OF ‘94 

h 

WITH STORES LOCATED IN DOWNTOWN 
BOSTON INCLUDING: 

DOWNTOWN CROSSING 
NORTH END 
WATERFRONT 
N.E. MEDICAL CENTER 
SOUTH STATION 

FINANCIAL DISTRICT 
THEATRE DISTRICT 
BOSTON COMMON 
KENMORE SQUARE 
CHILDREN’S MUSEUM 

WATERMARK DONUT COMPANY 
FRANCHISE OWNER 



- 

CONGRATULATIONS 
TO THE CLASS OF ‘94 

Wishing you a happy and 

healthy future. 

Winchester Hospital 
41 Highland Avenue, Winchester 

Best Wishes to the 

Class of “1994” 
For 100 years, Truly Winchester’s “Cooperative” Bank 

Incorporated 1893—1993 
We are Your Providers of 

Safe Banking through Soundness 

Remember, you are all invited to come down to the 
coffee table every 

Saturday for your complimentary coffee and donuts. 
Hours are 8 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. 

Cl KJ 
inchester 

o-operative 

Please call ank 
“Your Financial Counselors” 

at Tel. (617) 729-3620 

So we may meet to discuss 

any of your Financial Questions 

JOHN J. SULLIVAN 
CHAIRMAN OF BOARD OF DIRECTORS 

EDWARD E. GOODWIN 
.PRESIDENT and C.E.O. 

19 Church Street 
Winchester, MA 01890 

IF L O W E R SI dba o 
■ ■IK 

m Kean Flowers 

16 Mt. Vernon Street 

Winchester, MA 01890 
Mary Forrest 
Proprietor (617) 729-8255 

Purity Supreme 

Incorporated 
695 Main Street 

Winchester, MA 01890 

(617) 721-1028 
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A HOMEOWNER S POLICY 
r> 

Assure Peace of Mind 
Insure Against Loss 

Expert personal sennce 

Free rate quotation 

Immediate coverage 

Nationwide claim sennce 

Flexible payments 

Fact is, a home is the largest single asset most people acquire in a 
lifetime. As such, it deserves the best possible protection against 
loss. A homeowner’s policy provides the best dollar-for-dollar 
protection value. 

• One policy does it all. A homeowner’s policy includes coverage 
for your home and other structures on your property, as well as your 
personal possessions-from your living room furniture to the clothes 
on your back. 

• A homeowner’s policy can even provide for increased living 
expenses if your home is ever damaged to the point of being unin¬ 
habitable. 

• If any person is injured on your property, a homeowner’s policy 

Money-saving deductibles provides a minimum of $100,000 for liability should a lawsuit arise. 

Complete insurance services 

Convenient hours 

At Saltmarsh, we are dedicated insurance experts, well qualified 
to discuss your insurance needs for coverage-from summer cottages 
to corporate headquarters, compact cars to private jets. With com¬ 
plete insurance services for auto, home or life, we are committed to 
working for your needs so that you can enjoy the rest of what life 
has to offer—with peace of mind. 

Sherman W. Saltmarsh, Jr. 

Saltmarsh Insurance Agency 

Hours: M-F 8:30 -5:00 

Thurs. ‘til 8:00 
Sat. ‘til Noon 

751 Main Street 

Winchester, Massachusetts 01890 

729-4615 



Adding Life to years... 

Salter Healthcare Services 

Leona Kaplan 
Director of Admissions 
Aberjona and Winchester Nursing Centers 
Swanton Street 
Winchester, MA 01890 
(617) 729-2200 

Kathy Chambers 
Coordinator of Admissions 
Transitional Rehabilitation Program 
Woburn Nursing Center 
18 Frances Street 
Woburn, MA 01801 
(617)933-1877 
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1990. THE HIGH SCHOOL. NEW FACES. NEW RULES. 

FRESHMEN, THE LOWEST OF THE LOWLY, 

HOLDING TIGHT TO FAMILIAR FRIENDS, 

KICKING SOCCER BALLS, AND ALWAYS LOOKING UP! 

AN ETERNITY TO SENIOR YEAR. AND GRADUATION, 

1994, IT'S HERE BUT HOW DID IT COME SO QUICKLY? 

TIME TEASED US IN CLASS, FREEZING IN PLACE; 

ONLY TO FLASH WHEN WE WEREN’T LOOKING. 

WHAT'S DONE IS DONE NOW, WE MUST MOVE ON, 

TO NEW HALLS AND FIELDS, AND COLORS. 

BUT THE IMAGES WILL REMAIN. THOUGH WE WON'T SEE 

OUR NEW SHAPES TILL MUCH LATER, WE'LL KNOW IT HAPPENED THERE, 

IN THAT BUILDING, ON THOSE FIELDS, WITH THOSE FACES. 

WE WERE FOREVER CHANGED! 



Best wishes to the Class of ’94 

) RTHOPAEDICS 

^ LUS 

Specializing in orthopaedic rehabilitation, 
sports injuries and the treatment of the spine 

Let us help you return to your normal level of 

activity as soon as possible. 

Directors of Treatment 
William J. Antonelli, PT 
Vincent J. Buscemi, PT 

Alan L. Visnick, PT/L.A.T.C. 

• Early morning and evening appointments available 

• Brace and orthotic fitting 

• Most insurance accepted 

101 Cambridge Street 955 Main Street Medical Center at Choate 
Burlington Winchester 23 Warren, Woburn 

(617) 229-8011 (617) 729-8833 (617) 932-8866 

PATRONS 
Administrative Computer Consultants Inc. 

600 Main Street Suite 6C 

Winchester, MA 01890 

(617) 721-1998 

Attorney Ferdinand S. Pacione 
165 Washington Street 

Winchester, MA 01890 

(617)721-5700 

Ballet Arts Centre-Winchester 
750 Main Street 

Winchester, MA 01890 

(617) 729-8556 

Dunleavy Construction Corp. 

955 Main Street 

Winchester, MA 01890 

(617)729-1155 

Edwin P. Collins Insurance Agency 
38 Church Street 

Winchester, MA 01890 

(617) 721-0862 

Estabrook & Company 
1 Winchester Place 

Winchester, MA 01890 

(617)729-1492 

Fells True Value Hardware Inc. 

Edward F McCarthy, Jr., MD 

22 Park Avenue 

Winchester, MA 01890 

(617)7298954 

Dymec 
8 Lowell Avenue 

Winchester, MA 01890 

(617)7297870 

654 Main Street 

Winchester, MA 01890 

(617) 729-0902 

First Congregational Church 
21 Church Street 

Winchester, MA 01890 

(617)729-9180 
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PATRONS 
Fitness Innovations, Inc. 

9 Russell Rd. 
Winchester, MA 01890 

Georgias 
10 Skillings Road 

Winchester, MA 01890 
(617) 721-0664 

Heritage Trail 
564 Main St. # A 

Winchester, MA 01890 

(617)729-3139 

JBF Scientific Company 
540 Main Street 

Winchester, MA 01890 
(617)721-2548 

Mirabella Hair Skin & Nails 
14 Skillings Road 

Winchester, MA 01890 
(617)729-9230 

Museum Technology Source, Inc. 
P.O. Box 306 

Winchester, MA 01890 

(617)729-5895 

Northeast Temperature Controls 
143 Swanton Street 

Winchester, MA 01890 

(617)729-0087 

O’Keefe Citgo 
1012 Main Street 

Winchester, MA 01890 

(617) 729-7845 

P J Dunleavy Custom Builder Inc. 
12 Garfield Avenue 

Winchester, MA 01890 

Padgett Business Services 
881 Main Street 

Winchester, MA 01890 

(617)729-1323 

Pediatric Dental Associates 
955 Main Street 

Winchester, MA 01890 
(617)729-1900 

Pisces Pantry 
5 Shore Road 

Winchester, MA 01890 

(617) 729-8305 

Robert D De Blosi 
48 Mt Vernon Street 

Winchester, MA 01890 
(617) 756-1810 

Robert J Costello Funeral Home 
117 Washington Street 

Winchester, MA 01890 
(617) 729-1730 

Ronaldo’s Hair Design 
922 Main Street 

Winchester, MA 01890 

(617)721-2055 

T.J. Martin Co., Inc. 
22-1 Prospect Street 

Winchester, MA 01890 

(617) 729-0108 

Towne Photo 
600 Main Street 

Winchester, MA 01890 

(617) 729-5755 

Tyler Plumbing Company 
25 Sunset Road 

Winchester, MA 01890 
(617)721-0444 

Winchester Art & Frame 
47 Church Street 

Winchester, MA 01890 

(617) 721-1447 

Winchester LTD Jewelers Inc. 
534 Main Street 

Winchester, MA 01890 
(617) 729-3938 



SPONSORS 
Attorney James R. Skahan Jr. 

Bayberry Shoe 

Cross-Street Video 

Cutting Crew 

Dairy Barn Drive-In Corp. 

David Friedlander MD 

Dugout Sports Collectibles 

Echo Park 

Edward C Me Carty 

Edwin P Collins Insurance 

Iritano Associates Inc. 

Kenneth W Lamprey CPA 

Kim Financial 

Lmy Studio Incorporated 

Lucia Ristorante 

New England Telephone 

Papa’s Pantry 

Paul Radvany M.D., P.C. 

Peterson Party Center 

Robert E. Surran 

Scruples Hair & Skin Salon 

The Dry Cleaners 

Winchester Ace Hardware 

Winchester Chiropractic Center 
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